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54TH CONGRESS, }HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. f Doom1EN'l1 -
1st Session. t No. 116. 
REPORT OF BOARD OF APPRAISE.RS ON IMPROVEMENTS 
OF INTRUDERS IN THE CHEROKEE NATION. 
LETTER 
FROM 
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
TRANSMITTING 
The report of the Board of Appraisers appointed to app~aise the impro_ve-
ments of intruders in the Cherokee Nation, together with accompanying 
papers and letters upon the subject. 
JANUARY 6, 1896.-Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to be 
printed. 
DEPAR'rMENT - OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, January 3, 1896. 
SIR: In conformity with the act of Congress approved March 2, 1895 
(2 tat. L., 76-902), I have the honor to herewith transmit a copy of 
the report of the Board of Appraisel's ar>1?oi11ted by the President under 
the pr vi ion of the act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. L., 612-G41), to . 
apprai e 11 improvem nt of intruders in t he Cherokee Nation, 
tog th r wi h ace m anying· paper and letters upon the subject, num-
ber d from 1 o 9, inclu ive, as specified in the Jetter of the Commis-
ioner f n ian ff ir , dated October 12, 1895, also berewitb. 
ery re pectfully, 
H01rn SMI'l'H, Secretary. 
The SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTA'l'IVES. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. O., October 12, 1895. 
SIR: By a provision contained in the act of l\f arch 2, 1895 (28 Stat. 
L. 903), Congress directed the suspension of action by this Department 
under the provisions of tlle act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. L., 6H), as to 
the actual removal from the Cherokee Nation of persons designated by 
the authorities as intruders, until the appraisal of the va:lne of the 
improvements of such persons shall have been completed and approved 
by the Secretary of _the Interior and submitted by him to Congress. 
/ 
2 I PR VEME T IN THE CHEROKEE NA'l'ION. 
The oard of pprai er appointed by the President under the act 
of Mar h , 189 , to apprai e the impr~vements.of intruders in th~t 
nation complet cl their labor and submitted their :final report to this 
o.ffi e under late of' March 16, 1895. Accompanying this report were 
386 pecial rep rts in two series, relative to the individual cases investi• 
gated by the Board, the :first series containing 316 reports on the 
improv men ts of the class of persons reported by the Cherokee author• 
ities as intruders and known as "Cherokee claimants by blood." The 
other eries ·outained 70 reports relating to the improvements of per• 
sons reported a intruders and known as " Cherokee :Freedmen claim• 
ants," being colored persons who claim rights in the nation under the 
ninth article of the Cherokee treaty of 1866 (14 Stat. L., 799), which 
rights are denied by the Indian authorities. 
The work of the Board was given careful administrative examination 
in this office, the result of which was embraced in a report to the 
Department dated May 27, 1_895. _ . 
The Board of Appraisers made awards in 117 cases, aggregating 
$74,180.56. On examination by this office certain modifications of the 
Board's conclu ions were recommended to the Department to be made. 
The gross result of the modificatious recommended by this office will 
be shown by the following table: 
The total awards by the Appraisers in 117 cases were .•••••••••••.•.....• $74,180.56 
Added by this office : 
Incase o.12 ..••.......••.....•••..••••..••••..••••••... $3,400.00 
In case No. 135 . . • . • . . . . • • . • . • • . • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • . 397. 00 
3,797.00 
Deduct for error in award in case No. 14... .. . ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . 5. 00 
3,792.00 
Total awards . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • . • • • • 77, 972. 56 
Total amount of awards recommended by this office in 89 cases.......... 68, 645. 36 
Difference...................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . •• . . • • •• • .•• ••• •• • • • . 9,327.20 
Thi difference is explained as follows, viz: 
Amount disallowed by thif! office, being awardM by the Appraisers to freed-
men whose names are on the" Wallace roll," and who are consequently 
citizens of the nation under the ninth article of the treaty of July 19, 
1866, and decree of the Court of Claims, No. 17209 (see list No.1)... .. • $5,727.94 
Amount suspended by this office, being awards by the Appraisers to freed-
men./ pendinO' an investigation of their rights uncler the ninth article 
of tne treaty of Jul,y 19, 1 66, as :fixed by the aforesaid decree of the 
Court of Claims (see list No. 2)...... . . • • • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . 3, 599. 26 
Total difference.................................................. 9,327.20 
The r port of the Board of Appraisers as modified by this office 
wa approv~d by the Secretary of the Interior on August 3, 1895, and 
there remams now to be performed, in connection with this matter 
and under existing law, only the duty of reporting the appraisal as 
approved to Congrcs preliminary to the commeucemen t of the removal 
of the intruder in accordance with the Cherokee agTeement. 
The pap~r accompanying the reports of the Appraisers embrace, 
together. with the e reports, about 4,000 typewritten pages, estimated 
to contam .about 1,200,000 words. It would be impracticable, there• 
fore, for thi office to make the nece sary copie thereof to submit to 
Con~es witho~t a ldi~onal fore~. The appraisals were, however, ex• 
hau tively on. 1dered rn the said report of May 27, 1895, from this 
o ce,. and a h dule of _the laimants who e improvements were 
exarmned wa made, sh wrng the amounts claimed, where they are 
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sp.ecified by the claimants, the awards by the Board of Appraisers, and 
the modifications recommended by this office. It is believed that all 
the important information contained in the papers accompanying tlle 
Appraisers' reports can Le gathered in condensed form from said report, 
the schedule referred to, and two or three other papers on file relating 
to the matter. · 
As the clause contained in the act of March 2, 1895, referred to in 
the opening paragraph of this report, seems to contemplate that the 
intruders in the Cherokee Nation shall be removed after January 1, 
1896, I have the honor to inclose herewith duplicate copies of the fol-
lowing papers, with the recommendation that one copy of each be fur-
nished to the Senate and the other to the House of Representatives on 
the assembling of the next Congress, viz: 
1. Report of Board of Appraisers, dated March 16, 1895. 
2. Report from Commissioner of Indian ~l\.ffairs to the Secretary of 
the Interior, dated May 1, 1895. 
3. Report from the Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs to the 
Secretary of the Interior, dated May 27, 1895. 
4. Schedule of claimants whose improvements were examined by the 
Appraisers, showing amounts claimed, amounts awarded by Board, and 
amounts approved by the Secretary, which accompanied said office 
report of May 27, 1895. . 
5. List Cherokee Freedmen No. 1, which accompanied office report 
of May 27, 1895, 
6. List Cherokee Freedmen No. 2, which accompanied said office 
report of May 27; 1895. 
7. Letter from Secretary of the Interior to Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs approving appraisal with modifications, and dated August 3, 
1895. 
8. Report of August 10, 1895, from Commissioner of Indian Affairs to 
the Secretary of the Interior. 
9. Letter of August 13, 1895, from the Secretary of the Interior to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SEORET.A.RY OF '.I.'HE INTERIOR. 
No.1. 
D. M. BROWNING, 
Commissioner. 
:VINAL REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES BOARD OF APPRAISERS OF THE IMPROVE-
MENTS OF INTRUDERS IN CHEROKEE NATION. 
FOR'!' SMITH, ARK., March 16, 1895. 
Sm: The Appraisers appointed to appraise the improvements of intruders in the 
Cherokee ation occupying houses, lands, and improvements, which occupation 
began prior to August 11, 1886, now have the honor to report that they have con-
cluded their labor, and herewith submit their final report, together with all doc um en ts 
thereto belonging. . 
'f~e result of the work of the Appraisers is contained in the final report and 386 
special reports annexed thereto, numbered consecutively from 1 to 316, inclusive, 
and from o. 1 to 70, inclusive, entitled "Cherokee-Freetlman Claimants." 
The specia~ reports No. 1 to 315, inclusive, contain con:ipleted cases with evidence, 
reports, :findmgs, and awards. Report No. 316 comprises the report on intruders 
whom the Appraisers were unable to find and intruders who failed to come before 
the Board and claim improvements in the Cherokee Nation. 
Reports, entitled ''Cherokee-Freedman Claimants," No. 1 to 70, inclusive, contain 
the evidence and :findings in cases where the intruders testified that they were 
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claimant for hcrokee citizenship under the treaty of 1866. The Ap_prai~ers1 by 
in tru tion approv d by the ecretary July 7, 1~93, were orde!ed not to mqmre _mt_o 
qu tion of di pnted citizenship. The rolls of mtruders certified to by the prmci-
pal chief of the Cherokee :ration make no distinction ?,f ra~~ or_ colo,~. Intrude~s 
ther on are either designated a "white" or "colo:red, or Afnca~. _The testi-
mony in the ca es of intruders designated on the rolls as "colored" will disclose the 
fact that a large proportion of that class claim to be Cherokee "by blood" a~d not 
herokee citizens bv virtue of the treaty of 1866. There was but one way for the 
Board to segregate colored intruders cla,iming to be Cherokee "by blood" from those 
who claim to be Cherokee citizens under the treaty of 1866, and that was to treat all 
intruders whose names appeared on the rolls ~li_ke. Accordingly all. colored intruders 
were heard that desired to be beard and their nnprovements appraised. 
But as it appears from a proviso contained in the treaty entered into between the 
United tates and the Cherokee Nation for the cession of the Cherokee Outlet, 
approved March 3 1893 that Cherokee Freedman claimants are exempted from the 
operation of the r;movS:l clause of said treaty. For the convenience of the Depart-
ment the Board have segregated the reports ?f intruders cl~iming to be Cherokee-
Freedman claimants from the reports of other mtruders. Said reports appear under 
a diff rent serial. 
Each ca e beard con iderecl, and determined has a full, complete report and find-
ing, and it was cl;erued ~nnecessary _to make an _ela,borate final report. With e_ach 
report i appen<led the evidence submitted by the mtruders and the Cherokee Nation. 
From the fact that the Board was not vested with authority to summon witnesses, 
it wa impo ibl to procure the necessary eviclence in the majority of cases on which 
to rely in fixiug the value on the improvements. The Appraisers soon discovered 
that no equitable appraisemcnt could be made from the evidence submitted, and that 
only by viewing and inspecting the improvements could a fair valuation be placed 
on them . · 
The proviso contained in the act creating this Board, giving the Appraisers the dis-
cretion to take into consideration the value of the use and occupation of tbeland in 
determining the value of the improvements, evidently was taken for granted by the 
claimants, that the r ents and profits derived from the occupation of lands would be 
deducted from the value of improvements in every case, judging from the high val-
uation fixed by them on their improvements. The newspaper organs of the intruder 
class, soon after the work of the appraisal commenced, published unfounded reports 
that in every case the Board deducted from the value of the improvements the rents 
and profits, and they even cited cases wherein the intruders had been left indebted 
to the nation and had to give notes to the Board to make up the deficiency. Intrud-
ers were ad vis d to place high valuation on their improvements in order to overcome 
the deduction made by the Board on account of the use of the land. Doubtless these 
rumor caused many intruders to follow the example of persons in the States, who, 
to recover damages from municipal corporations, file suits for several times the amount 
expected, and plac d fictitious if not absurd val nation on the improvements claimed 
by them before the Board. But in every case where the valuation fixed by the Board 
is not sustained by the evidence full explanation is made in the report of the case. 
On accoru1t of the uncertain tenure the Chel'Okee intruders as a class are occupy-
ing the largest amount of lan·d with the least amount of improvements possible. In 
th prairie section of the nation, the intruders who enjoy the benefit of the exclusive 
u e of 300 and 400 acres of land, with no more expensive improvements than two 
strings of barb d wire stretched around the land occupied, on posts two rods apart, 
a box house, 14- by 16 fi et, and a horse shed made with forked poles driven in the 
ground with straw or hay roof, are not uncommon. In the timbered section of the 
nation tho occupation ofland is more expensive. The land must first be cleared off. 
But the houses here are, as a rule, less expensive than in the prairie section. More than 
80 per cent of them are log huts. The outbuildings are made with poles. As a rule 
the intruders have made good welh1. There is evidence of many fruit trees having 
been planted, but either through climatic agencies or through neglect, or both, very 
few orchards exist among tho intruder class. In the prairie section fruit trees can 
not with tand the bot south we t winds. The soil of the Arkansas River Valley is not 
adapted to apple-tree culture, but the Flint Hill region, extending from the Grand 
Riv r to Benton and Wa hington counties, Ark., is preeminently an apple country. 
For administrative purposes the Cherokee Nation is divided into nine districts, 
corresponding to the county system of the State . But in considering the intruder 
question th nation might be divided into three sectioRs-the cotton section of the 
Arkansa River alley, the urain and grass section of the country west and north of 
th rand River, and the lint Hill ridges of the interior, extending from the Grand 
a t to enton an l a hington counties, Ark. 
he intrud r , practically, are all located in the cotton section of the Arkansas 
and it tributary, anaclian, and the prairie section of the country west and north 
of the ran l Ii er-the mo t fertile ection of the nation. The intruder rolls 
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contain 2,858 heads of families. Of this number 1,337 are located in the cotton sec-
tion and 1,367 in the prairie section. The remaining 154, mostly colored, are scattered 
among the few small prairies of the Plint Hill section (Tahlequah, Going Snake, 
Flint, and Saline). The cotton section embraces Illinois and Sequoyah districts, 
lyi11g on the left bank of the Arkansas River from the Creek line to the Arkansas 
State line, and Canadian district, formed out of the whole part of the nation lying 
south of the Arkansas. Illinois and Sequoyah are timbered districts but Canadian 
is mostly prairie. 
The prairie section lying west of the Grand River includes Cooweescoowee and 
Delaware, and covers one-half of the whole area of the nation. 
It appears that claimants coming from cotton States settled in the Arkansas Valley, 
and that those coming from the cattle State of Texas, and from corn States of the 
Nortl.t and West, settled in the pmirie section west of the Grand River. The cotton 
section is practically all occupied by intruders; the Indians have gradually retreated 
to the Flint Hill regions. The rich bottom lands of the Arkansas River are controlled 
by a few men who are also engaged in trading at Muldrow and other intruder towns. 
The appraisers found one intruder who had fourteen tenants planting cotton for him 
on shares. He controls seven different farms and many.town houses. Some of these 
farms he acquired through settlements on account of store goods advanced, and 
others were made by other intruders on lease for the use of the land for stated number 
of seasons. About one-half of the cotton fnrms were made by renters for the use of 
the land, the claimant furnishing the "right" to take the Cherokee public domain 
and the lessee clearing and fencing the land. Few of the intruders cultivate their 
own fields, but have them planted and cnltivated for cash rent or for one-third share 
of the corn an<l one-fourth of the cotton crops. 
In the grass section west of the Grand Ri,ver, the intruders usually cultivate them-
selves, or by renters, from 50 to 200 acres of land, and save the remainder of the land 
inclosed for bay and pasture. Native hay in winter is in great demand for shipping 
to the Kansas City stock yard and the mining towns of the southwest Missouri, and 
loctLlly for feedin~ cattle shipped into the Territory. Native grass, for cutting hay, 
when fenced readily commands 25 cents per acre without labor to the owner of the 
fence. After the hay has been cut the owner of the fence can obtain from cattle-
men 10 cents per head to graze steers thereon for the season. Tho demand for feed 
is so great that straw stacks are all disposed to cattlemen. Therefore it is not sur-
prising to find nearly all the available land fenced up. 
In the matter of grass land the Indians are placed at great disadvantage. The 
laws of the nation prohibit the inclosing of more than 50 acres to each place or 
farm for hay or pasturage purposes. All inclosed land in excess of 50 acres must be 
cultivated. This law is rigidly enforced by the Cherokee authorities on their own 
citizens, but having no jurisdiction over the intruders, the latter who claim to be 
Cherokees "by blood," but who pay no attention to laws of that nation, take 
advantage of the situatjon and inclose all the adjoining land which remains unoccu-
pied, even tbe "quarter-mile limit" reserved according to law by the Indians. (For 
explanation of the "quarter-mile limit" see Exhibit I, appen<1ed herewith.) 
It can be readily seen how cheaply the intruders can fence up and monopolize 
prairie land when barbed wire can be bought in any town of the Cherokee Nation 
for from $2.25 to $2. 75 per 100 pounds. With a fence of two strings of wire, 200 
pounds will stretch out 80 rods. Timbered creeks abound all over this prairie sec-
tion from whence oak posts are derived without payjng the nation anything for the 
timber. 
The rolls of intruders, duly transmitted to this Board by districts, contain the 
names of 2,858 heads of families. The number belonging to each family is stated on 
the rolls. The number has not been recapitulated, but by averaging pages of the 
rolls at random it appears that the families reported will averao-e in number a 
fraction over three and one-third, making in all 8,526 intruders" reported. But 
since the rolls were revised, in August, 1893, the president of the Intruder Associa-
tion estimates that more than 1,000 new "Cherokee claimants "-applicants for 
Cherokee citizenship-have settled in the nation. 
It will be seen from the r eport No. 316 ancl from the rolls that a majority of the 
persons reported as intruders occupy no improvements of their own in the Chero-
kee Nation. The number of acres occupied by intruders, according to the intruder 
rolls, which were revised upon returns made by the district solicitors, is 75,700. 
A compari on of the evidence in cases heard with the rolls shows that the number 
rep~rted by the solicitors is underestimated. Especially is this true in the prairie 
sect10n west of the Grand River. It appears that the solicitors reported only the acre-
age actually in cultivation and omitted the land inclosed for hay and pasture. 
From this comparison the Appraisers estimate the total number of acres inclosed by 
intruders at 127,250, of which 82,300 acres are in state of cultivation. On the face 
of the map this does not appear very large as the Cherokee Nation contains 5,000,000 
acres, but when we stop to consider the fact that less than one-third of the Cherokee 
Nation can be classed as fair agrie1;i.ltural land, and the fact that intruder class occupies 
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som of the best land of the nation, the acreage so _occupied does not appear i_nco~-
seq u ntial. When the Appraisers say that one-third of th_e area of the nat10~ 1s 
unfit for cultivation or even stock raising, another one-third :fit only for grazmg, 
they peak advi ·edly. With the ex.ception of the small district of Flint, where the 
land i o broken with flint hills that but two intruders have settled there, the 
Appraisers have traveled over every section of th~ nation, and they believ~ th3:t, 
with the exception noted, a, Congressional townsh1p could not be formed m said 
nation wh re they had not traversed and retraversed and noted the topography and 
character of the soil. However, this is not pertinent to the question. 
f the intruders who occupy improvements of their_ own, report~ Nos. 1 to 316 
in lusive will show that fewer than 20 per cent are entitled to pay for the value of 
their improvements from the Cherokee Nation by appraisement of this Board under 
the act of March 3, 1893. The total amount awarded by the Board to intruders for 
the value of their improvements is $74,180.64. . . . . 
The comparatively small number who receive pay for the1: improvements _is 
explained by the fact that more than 60 per cent of those occupyrng land settled m 
the herokee ation since August 11, 1886. Then many of the farm improvements 
commencetl before August 11, 18 6, have ch:inged hands snbsequei1t to that day. As 
the evidence in the reports ·os. 1 to 315 will show, there has been considerable of 
trafficking in farm improvements by intruders. Many of the "Before-'86" intruders 
have unloaded their improvements on new comers by sale. 
In many ca es an intruder commenced or bought or made other improvements in 
other part .of the Cherokee ation, for wli.ich new improvement he had not been 
awarded anything by the Board. 
The Appraisers hav been liberal to the claimants. The Cherokee Nation in very 
few cases contested the intruder's claim to the acquirement of his improvements 
before Au$'ust 11, 1886, and where a. reasonable doubt existed on this point the claim-
ant was gtven the benefit: although in this matter the claimant appeared in the char-
acter of a plaintiff. In less than ten cases has tbe use and occupation of the land 
by the intruder been taken into consideration in making the :findings. The cases 
where this was taken into consideration the testimony shows that said intruders 
monopolize large tracts of land which they sublet as a matter of speculation. 
From the start the Board held that an intrnder who commenced an improvement 
before August 11, 1886, was entitled to the value of all the improvements belonging 
to the place, farm, or lot at the time of appraisement, whether the bulk of the 
improvements were made since August 11, 1886. 
Th Board also held, that ,,,here an intruder having one or more farm or farms,. 
pla ·e or places, commenced, purchased, or otherwise acquired prior to August 11, 
1 6, but commenced and made, bought, or otherwise acquired other farm or farms 
or place or places ul> equent to August 11, 1886, he was not entitled to pay for such 
new places or farms if they were consi<l.ered in<l.ependent, distinct, and separate from 
plac s or farm impr vement acquired prior to August 11, 1886. The position t;Lken 
by th Board ou tbe e questions bas been sustained by the Secretary, as will be 
shown by apecial instructions herewith appended, marked Exhibit H. The ques-
tion is di cus ed at length in the cases of Joseph Shermer (report No.138); John A. 
Boyett, (r port o. 66); Thomas L. Clinkingbeard (report No.160). 
B cau e the work of appraisal commenced in the year 1893 and closes in the year 
1895, the Appraisers believe that in ,justice to themselves an explanation of the 
cause that delayed this work is opportune. 
The Apprai er were appointe<l. June 9, 1893, but they were not ordered to the 
field before the Hlth day of July, 1 93. On that day the Board convened at Tahle-
quah, the capital of the Ch rokee Nation. By act of Cherokee council of May 15,. 
1893, a cen us of unauthorized per ons occupyin~ lands in the Cherokee Nation and 
o~her intrud _r :Va or~l~red to b_e tak~~ by districts under the immediate supervi-
sion of the ch tnct oh 1tor said ohc1tors to report to the principal chief. 
Wb n the Appraisers called on the chief, July 20, 1893, they found that the returns. 
of thr e district only had been received by the chief executive of the nation, and 
that the ame had to be revi ed by him before they could be transmitted to us through 
the Indian ag1-mt of nion Agency. 
To xp dite the work of the Board the rolls were transmitted by districts as fast 
~ re i. d · the fir troll (Canadia~ distr~ct) was received August 2, 1893. The Board 
1IDmed1ately procee<led to appraise, gom~ through, succes1:iively, Canadian, Going 
nake,' ahl qnah, Illinois, and aline Districts. Fieldwork had then to be sus-
pend d for a few day for want of more rolls. The Appraisers then received the rolls. 
for ciuoyah di trict and practically complete<l their labor in that district October 
6 1893. There r mainecl then but two districts, Cooweescoowee and Delaware which 
compri about oue-half of the area of the Cherokee ation. The census df those 
~o di ·trict w not y t completed when the Hoard got through with equoyah dis-
trict, and anoth r delay of aeveral day8 was occasioned. Meantime the chairman, 
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Mr. Hutchins, became sick. During the hot season of August and September the 
Board operated mostly in the Arkansas Riverbottoms, where it is believed that Mr. 
Hutchins contracted a fever which prostrated him and rendered him unable to act 
for weeks. 'l'he other Appraisers, Messrs Pernot and Rogers, reported the facts to 
the Department and asked permission to continue the work in the absence of Mr. 
Hutchins. On the 21st day of Octol,er, 1893, they received from the Secretary an 
opinion of the Assistant Attorney-General for the Interior Department, to the effect 
that no appraisement could be made by two · Appraisers except in cases where the 
parties interested signed an agreement to waive the absence of the third member of 
the Board. This practically stopped the field work for the reason that at that time 
the intruders would not consent to waive said ahsence, because they were interested 
in delaying the work of appraisal in order to gain time to plant another crop and to 
seek legislation from Congress in their own behalf. 
Meautime, the condition of the cha.irman had become serious, and for want of 
proper medical attention in the Territory, by permit of the Secretary, he was 
reruoved to Eureka Springs, Ark., where the Board remained nominally in session, 
Messrs. Pernot and Rogers writing the reports on cases heard and determined. 
Bnt, as the funds were being exhausted, a recess of fifteen days was taken, Mr. 
Rogers going home and Mr. Pernotremainingwith the chairman, without pay. The 
Board resumed work December 1, 1893, but December 22, 1893, for want of funds, 
by order of the Secretary, the work of the Boa,rd was suspended, pending an appro-
priation to complete it. 
By a provision contained in the general Indian appropriation act fcrr the fiscal 
·year ending J une 30, 1895, an appropriation of $4,996 was made to continue and 
complete the work of appraisal by this Board but the Appraisers were not ordered 
back to the field till tl.Je 22d day of October, 1894. Without delay the Appraisers 
resumed work on sai<l day and proceeded to complete the field work remaining-
practically all in the Cooweescoowee and Delaware districts. 
Fidd work ended at Muldrow, Ind. T., February 1, 1895, after holding a series of 
hearings at all important points of the section of the Cherokee Nation occupied by 
intruders, as will be seen by a copy of the notice attached to this page. The object 
of these late hearings was to give an opportunity to all intruders who had failed to 
come before the Board. This notice was published iu the papers of the nation hav-
ing the largest circulation among intruders, and was also posted up in large display 
type at every post-office of the nation and border towns, as will be shown by the 
affidavits of the newspaper :f;!Ublishers, and certified returns of the postmasters 
appended to report No. 316. In order to meet at the places designated, the Appraisers 
bad to travel through blizzards-one day traveling 28miles through a foot of untrod-
den snow over prairies. 
The inability to obtain competent stenographers and typewriters in the nation or 
in the border towns to make out r eports is another vexed obstacle the Appraisers 
encountered. This last statement will explain the imperfect mechanical work of the 
reports. 
'fhe Appraisers have discharged their duty to the best of their ability, and they 
believe that when their reports are reviewed and the fact is taken into consideration 
that they bad to "locate" 2,858 intruders over the territory, equal in area to the 
State of New Jersey, without the aid of local maps or roads, it will not be said that 
they remained idle during the time actually employed. 
The roll of intruders, in nine parts, each part comprising one district, revised by 
the proper authorities of the Uherokee Nation, and duly transmitted to the App~aisers 
throuO'h ~h.e Indi.an agent of the Union Agency, will accompany this report. 
The onQ"mal and supplementary instructions and orders are herewith appended. 
We have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
'llhe SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
No. 2. 
JOSHUA HUTCHINS, 
P1nER H. PERNOT, 
CLEM. V. ROGERS, 
Appraisers. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 1, 1895. 
Srn: I have received by Department reference for report a letter of April 1, 1895, 
f~om C. J. Harris. the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, asking for a construc-
tion_ by the Departm_ent of certain provisions of law relating to intru~ers in said 
Nat1~m, and for advice as to how and by whom certain parts of the law shall be 
earned out. 
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The act of Iarch 2, 1 95 (Public, No.121), contains a provision which Mr. Harris 
de ires cc n trued, as follows, viz: . . . 
"The ecretary of the Interior is hereby authorized and dire~ted t? suspend act10n 
under the provi ions of the act of Congress approved March thud, eighteen hu_n_d!ed 
and ninety-three (twenty-seventh Statutes, six hundre_d and fortJ:•One), rat,1fyrng 
the agr ern nt with the Cherokee Nation of J?ecember nmeteenth, eighteen _hun~red 
and ninety-one as to the actual removal from the Cherokee country of pe1sons 
designated by the :mthorities as intruders, until the appraisal of the value of the 
improvements of such persons shall have been completed and approved by th~ Sec-
retary of the Interior and submitted by him to Congre.ss, and the removal of_ such 
intruders shall not 1.Je made earlier than January first, eighteen hundred and nmety-
six: Pvovided, That whenever any intruder shall have been paid or tendered the 
appraised value of his improv~l?-ents, if he does not i~mediately surrender posses-
sion of the same to the authorities of the Cherokee Nation he shall pay rent therefor 
at the rate usual in the country, but this provision shall not be construed to extend 
the time for the removal of intruders according to the foregoing agreement beyond p 
the first day of January, eighteen hundred and ninety-six." . . . 
He submits certain questions as to the scope and effect of this prov1~10n, and 
expresses hi view1:1 with regard thereto. Categorically stated, the quest10ns sub-
mitted by Mr. Ha,rris are: (1) Who should make payment to intruders of the appraised value of their 
improvements, or tender such .I?ayment-the authorities of the Cherokee Nation, the 
Indian ffice, or the Interior IJepartment ~ 
(2) hould the intruder to whom payment or tender is made refuse to surrender 
the po session of his improvements to the Cherokee authorities, what authority shall 
det rmine what is the usual rent of the countryf How shall such rent be paid-in 
kind, or in what; and to whom shall it be paid f 
(3) 1Joe this provision suspend the removal of all jntruders, or only those whose 
improvements may be appraised under the act of March 3, 1893, and who will be 
entitled to receive from the nation the appraised value of said improvements 1 
The first two que1:1tions do not involve a construction of the law, but present only 
questions of administrative policy. As to the first, Mr. Harris say1:1 that he deems 
"it wholly necessary, to give authority and effect to the notification, that it be 
done, or authorized to be done, by your Department." In other words, he deemA it 
necessary that this Department should pay the intruders the appraised value of their 
improvementa in the nation, or make tender of such payment, in order to give author-
ity ancl effect to such payment or tender and make the intruder liable to pay rent 
from the date of payment or tender. 
As to the second question, Mr. Harris says: "That the rent shall be paid is plain 
enou "h, but there is no specified authority to determine in what and how the rent 
shall be collected, by whom it shall be received, or what party shall have the right 
to ttle th and other questions that may grow out of this rather peculiar arrange-
ment. I an recognize but one practical way by which this rent, with any degree of 
certainty, may be collected, and that is by reserving a sufficient sum of the appraised 
value of their improv ments to pay it. These are questions that need, in order to 
keep down complications and to prevent, as far as may be, troubles between our 
authoritie and intruder , to be clearly defined." 
The third qne tion involves a construction of law to determine the intention of 
Congr s with re p ct to the class or persons referred to by the language used. Chief 
Harris seems to be of the opinion that the persons who it was intended by Congress 
should be permitted to remain in the nation until the 1st of January, 1896, are 
those who ar entitled to pay for their improvements under the act of March 3, 1893 
(27 tat ., U), and that it was not intended to pre.vent the immediate removal of 
tho e who hn.ve entered the nation since August 11, 1886, and made improvements 
ther in without right or authority. 
In reply I have to say with reference to the first question submitted by Mr. Harris, 
that it em to me the Government has no responsibility whatever in connection 
with paying to the intruders the appraised value of their improvements, and that 
the paym nt or tend r contemplated by the provision of law contained in the act of 
March 2, 1 95, and relatin ~ to th matter, must be made by the properly constituted 
authorities of the Cherokee ation on behalf of that nation. 
Th amendm ut to the 'herokee aO'reem nt under which the improvements of 
intrud rs in the nation have been appraised provides that "before any intruder or 
unauthorfa d per on occupying hons s, land, or improvements, which occupancy 
commenced before the eleventh day of August, anno Domini eighteen hundred and 
eighty-six, shall be remov d therefrom upon the demand of the principal chief or 
otherwise, the value of his improv men ts, as the same shall be appraised by a board 
of three appraisers, to be appointed by the President of the United States, one of 
th 11ame upon the recorom ndation of tb principal chief of tho Cherokee Nation, 
for t~at purpo e, shall be paid to him by the Cherokee Nation, and upon such payment 
auch llllprovement shall become the property of the Cherokee Nation," etc. 
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The duty imposed upon the Government by the Cherokee agreement was the 
removal of all intruders or unauthorized persons from the Cherokee Nation on com-
plaint of the principal chief thereof. The amendment declared that those persons 
who would be liable to removal, but who were occupying improvements which they 
began to occnpy before August 11, 1886, should not be removed until they shall have 
been paid the appraised value of those improvements, and imposes upon the Govern-
ment the further duty only of appraising the improvements. When this duty has 
been performed there remains nothing further for the Government to do under the 
law respecting the particular class of intruders described but to remove them when 
the Cherokee Nation shall have performed its part of the agreement by paying to 
them the value of their improvements as awarded by the appraisers with the approval 
of the Secretary of the Interior. It is therefore my opinion that the tender of pay-
ment should be made by such of the Cherokee authorities as may be by the laws of 
the nation charged with such duty. 
The second question submitted by Mr. Harris may be, for convenience and clear-
ness, divided into three parts: (a) To whom should the rent be paid f (b) How 
should it be paid f and (c) Who shall determine what is the usual rent of the 
countryf · 
(a) i'he amendment to the agreement provides that when these improvements are 
paid for by the Cherokee Nation they shall become the property of said nation, and 
the provision contained in the act of March 2, 1895, provides that unless the intrud-
ers shall on tender of payment surrender ·the possession of their improvements to the 
Cherokee authorities, they shall pay rent. It is therefore quite clear that this rent 
must be paid to the Cherokee Nation, the owner of the improvements, and should be 
collected by the proper authorities of the nation . The law does not provide for the 
collection of the rent by distress and I do not see how the nation can compel its pay-
ment if the intruders should refuse to pay. The courts of the United States do not 
have jurisdiction of suits by or against the several Indian tribes or nations in the 
Territory, and the courts of the Cherokee Nation do not have jurisdiction over 
intruders therein. There is therefore no forum in which the nation can enforce pay-
ment. The plan suggested by Chief Harris to withhold a sufficient sum out of the 
amount awarded to cover the rent till January 1, 1896, would not be proper or legal, 
as the rent would not be legally due before January, 1896, and such a course would 
impair the tender and destroy its effect. Unless the full amount awarded is paid or 
tendered to the intruder, he would not be liable to rent. The office does not see its 
way to sug&'esting any plan for the collection of the rent by the nation and it would 
seem that tnat matter must be disposed of by some arrangement between the intrud-
ers and the proper Cherokee authorities. 
(b) As to how this rent is to be paid, whether in money or kind, I have to say 
that that que tion must be arranged to suit the convenience of the nation and the 
intruders. It appears from a preliminary examination of the reports of the Board 
of .A.pprai ers that in some of the localities farms are rented for a certain cash price 
per acre, while in others the rent is paid in a given proportion of the c:rops raised. 
It mio-ht be convenient in some instances to tollect the rent in cash while in others 
such a plan might prove to be impracticable. Therefore it would be impossible 
almost to fix a general rule to cover all the cases. 
(c) The question of what is the "rate usual in the country" must be determined 
by the cu toms of the locality where the improvements may be, and would be the 
rate paid by renters in that neighborhood for the use of lands similar in character 
and proclnctiveness to that embraced in the improvements on which rent is to be 
:fixed. There is no provision made in the law for the determination of the question 
ju case of dispute, but it seems. to me that it would not be difficult to fix the rate 
of rent by an anangement with the intruder. The rental value of land of a given 
chara:cter and quality is usually so well established in the community where such 
land 1s located that little ground could be found for a disagreement on that question . 
. The third question submitted by Mr. Harris has relation to the class of intruders 
m the Cherokee Nation whose removal Congress intended should be postponed until 
January 1, 189_6. H~ contends that it w~s not the intention of Congress to suspend 
the remo:'ul of a~1y mt:ruders no~ recogmzed by the act of March 3, 1893, as having 
some equitable rights m the nation, and that the term "such intruders" as used in 
the law has special application to those who are to be paid for their improvements, 
and not to the large number of unauthorized persons in the nation who are not 
re ·ognized as having any rights therein, either equitable or otherwise. 
This ·onstruction of the law may be plausible, but when we examine the language 
used _and the corresp?ndenc~ between this pe:partment and committees of Congress 
relative to the necessity for further appropriations to defray the expense of nemovinO' 
the intruders in the Cherokee Nation, which appropriations have not been provided° 
I am constrained to the belief that it was intended by Congress to suspend th~ 
removal of intruders of all classes from that nation. 
It will be remembered that in office reports of November 27, 1893 and March 17 
1894, relative to this matter it was urged that an appropriation of $5,000 was neces~ 
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sary to pay the expense of the removal of intruders after the completion _of appraisal 
of improvem nt . In a letter of April 23, 1894, to Mr. Holman, ~he ch3:um:m of the 
Committee on Indian Affairs, written in reply to a hasty note fr?m hlill, the 01'.flce 
advi ed him that the appropriation proposed to be made to contm_ue _the appraisal 
of improvements would be a waste of money unless an appropriation.were al~o 
made to remove the intruders. Congre s has ignored the recom:nendat10~ of this 
Department for an appropriation to remove intruders, b_ut ~as rnstead <lm~cted a 
suspen ion of the work of removal. I can but conclude, 1.n.view of all.the c~rcnm-
etances, that it was the intention of Congress, by the pr<?v1s10n under d1s?nss10n, to 
suspend the removal of intruders from the Cherokee Jation generally until January 
1, 1896. 1 In connectfon with this view it is suggested that even i_f it were plain t?-at Con• 
gress only intended that this legislation should apply to rntrnders whose improve-
ment have been appraised, it would be impracticable for the J>epartment to pro_ceed 
at once to remove those not entitled to that privilege, for the reason that there 1s no 
sufficient fund that could be applied to that·purpose. 
Mr. Harrie's letter is herAwith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
THOS. P. SMITH, .Acting Commissioner. 
The SECRET.ARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
No. 3. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OP INDJ AN AFFAIRS, 
. Washington, May 27, 1895. 
Srn: Messrs. Joshua Hutchins, Peter H. Pornot_. and Clem V. Rogers, the Appraisers 
appointed by the President under it provision of the act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. L., 
641), to appraise theimprovem nt~ of intrnders within the Cherokee Nation who are 
occupying houses, lands, orimproveu1ents, which occupancy commenced before August 
11, 1886, have completed their labors and sn bmittecl their :final report, with the awards 
ma<lo in case of each intruder found to be entitled to pay for their improvements 
under the law. 
On pages 6 and 7 of the original instructions to the Board of Appraisers, which 
were approved by yon July 7 1893, the following occurs: 
", pecial mention should be made in your final report of each case wherein you 
make appraisements, and if there is anything in your conclusions and :findings in 
any ca. e not sufficiently explained in the papers relating thereto, great care should 
b taken to make it plain either in your final report or in a special report submitted 
with th paper . " 
In accordance with these instructions the appraisers have forwarded with their 
final report 3 6 special reports, in two series. The first series contains 316 reports-
Nos.1 to 316-and relates to tbe class of persons reported as intruders and known as 
" herok e claimant by l>lood." The other series contains 70 reports-Nos. 1 to 70-
and relates to the class of persons reported as intruders and known as "Cherokee 
freedmen claimants." 
A list of 5,273 persons said to be intruders in the Cherokee Nation was furnished 
this Deyartment m 1 92 by the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, with a demand 
for their removal. Referring to this list the Appraisers were instructed on pao-e 4 of 
the original instructions as follow , viz: • "" 
"The above list, a submitted by the principal chief, will be forwardecl. to the 
Unit d tates Indian agent for the l!"'ive Civilized Tribes at Muskogee, Indian Terri-
tory, with in truction to call upon the proper Cherokee authorities for its careful 
and comp] t revision and verification to date, and to turn it over to you when so 
revi d and v rifled. 
" . pon receipt of said revised list from the agent it will be your duty to appraise 
th 1mproyements of all wh<;>se names appear thereon who are' occupying houses, 
lanrl or improvements, which occupancy commenced before the eleventh day of 
Angu t, anno Domini eighteen hundred and eighty-six.' To this end vou will give 
public notice of your presence in the nation and the object of your' appointment 
through such mean a , upon consultation with the nited States Indian agent and 
th heroke authoriti s, shall be determined upon as most likely to reach all parties 
iotere ted." 
It app ar from the Apprai er's report that tbe rolls of intruders which were from 
tim t tim furni hed by tbe principal chief of the Cherokee Nation conta.in the 
namr, of 2, 5 b arl of families, r pres nting an estimated ao-gregate of 8,526 per-
on . f h 2,85 b ad of famili s, 3 - appeared before the B0oard and their claims 
for compen ation were inve igated. Of the e the Appraie1ers found that 117 were 
/ 
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entitled to receive tlle value of their improvements, and as to another case (No. 135, 
Cintha Goins et al) 1 they were in doubt, bnt appraised the value of the improvements 
and submitted for determination by the Department the question of the rights of 
the claimants. 
In many of the cases where improvements have been appraised and awards made 
by the Appraisers the claimants have been shown to be in possession of improve-
ments which have been acquired or made subsequently to August 11, 1886, but no 
award was made of the value of such improvements, the Appraisers having consid-
ered and valued only t,he improvements acquired or made prior to that date. This 
is in accordance with the instructions contained in your letter of February 13, 1895, 
to this office, wherein you held that an intrmler in the Cherokee country prior to 
August 11, 1886, "and the occupant of lands and improvements at that date, is no 
more entitled to consideration in respect to improvements, etc., apart and distinct 
from bis original holdings, subsequently acquired, than if be had gone into that 
country after the date named and bought them." Therefore the action of the Board 
of Appraisers in this regard must be sustained. 
In the course of this report it is my purpose only to invite the attention of the 
Department specifically to the cases wherein the Board has made awards, and possibly 
four or five. others presenting peculiar conditions that should be noticed in order to 
arrive at a proper understanding of the :findings of the Appraisers in those cases. 
lnasmuch as the Cherokee agreement which requires the removal of intruders 
from the Cherokee country on the demand of the principal chief thereof provides 
alAo for the protection of the persons residing lawfully in that conn.try under the 
provisions of the ninth article of the treaty of 1866 (14 Stats., 799), that part of the 
Appraisers' report which relates to persons on the intruder rolls, who claim rights in 
the nation under that provision of law, will be considered in the concluding parts 
of this report, bnt separately from that which relates to the oth er class of intruders. 
In discmising the awards of the Appraisers the numbers used in this report will 
refer to tbe number of the special report of the Board ancl the cases will be taken up 
in tlleir order. For instance, the first case in which an award was made was that of 
John 0. Cobb: special report No.12, and the second was John C. \Vard, special report 
No. 14, and so on. 
It might be contended by the Cherokee Nation and the intruders that the awards 
of the Appraisers are not subjeet to revision by this Department under the law, 
whi ch requires that certain described intruders shall be paid the value of their 
improvement s as the same shall be appraised by three appraisers, etc. While I do 
not so interpret the intention of Congress in passing the original law under which 
the Board bas been opera,t ing, yet I deem it expedient to avoid a.ny doubt that might 
be ra,ised as to the jurisdiction of this Department in the premises to invite atten-
tion to a paragraph contained in the act of March 2, 1895 (Public No. 121, p. 30), 
whi<'h provides for the approval of the appraisal of improvements as completed by 
the Hoard by the Secretary of the Interior before it is submitted to Congress. If, 
therefore, the Secretary has the power to approve he has the power to disapprove 
the 1indings of the Board in any given case, with such modifications as may be nec-
esiw ry to do justice to all parties, and in so doing, to correct any errors of law that 
may have been fallen into by the Board in it,s findings. I have thought it impor-
tant to refer to this question on account of the fact that in one case at least the 
Board seems to have committed an error of law, which if concurred in would work 
great in.justice on the cla.imant, and there may be some slight and more or less mate-
rial modifications found desirable iu a few other cases, and which it is my purpose 
to recommend to the attention of the Department. 
No. 12. John 0. Cobb.-This claimant is well known to this Office and the Depart-
m nt through correspondence relating to bis admission to citizenship and subsequent 
rej ection by the authorities of the Cherokee Nation. His appeal to the Government 
for r tlress of his grievances against the nation was pending fo this Department for 
a great number of years, ancl was only dismissed by the Department on August 9, 
18 4, for the lack of ,jurisdiction over the question of citizenship which was involved. 
Mr. Cobb sets up claim before the Bo}trd of Appraisers to fonr different places or 
improvements in the Cherokee Nation, known and designated as follows: 
l!'arm o. 1, or "Cobb" place, acquired in 1882. Appraised by the Board at $3,000. 
Farm No. 2, or "Hardey Sh ell ' ' place, acquired in 1890. Not appraised by the 
Board. Valued by claimant at $7Q0. 
Farm No. 3, or" Lynch" or" Old Cobb" place, acquired in 1872. Not appraised. 
Valu1>.d by claimant a.t $5,000 in 1878. 
Farm No. 4, or" Fla.ys" farm, acquired in 1873 or 1874. Not appraised. Not val-
ued by claimant, but cost $150 at time of purchase. 
The Appraisers made a personal examination of the improvements embraced in 
Farm Jo. 1, or "Cobb" place, and found their value to be $3,000. The claimant• 
places no valuation on them in the aggregate, but states simply the cost of most of 
the items of expense in making them, 
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Farm ... To. 2, 1 Hardy hell' place, is not appraised ?Y ~he.Board because sa.id farm 
w acquired ub ·equ ntly t Angust 11, 1886. This 1s m accordance with the 
decision of the Departm nt of Fel>rnary 13, 1895, and therefore proper. 
Farm ·os. 3 and 4 were not appraised _by the _Boa.rd o°: account. of the protest 
:fil cl by the attorney for the Cherokee at10n, wlnch 1s as to1lo,:s, viz: 
'Mr. HA TINGS. Before proeeecling further the Cherokee Nation enters a protest 
to the apprai em nt of this place, known as the 'Lynch place' (the sa~e protest was 
mad to th 'Hays place') situated near Webbers Fall~, for the ~ollowrng; r ~asons: 
"Fir t. That no proof shows that .John 0. Cobu was m possession of said improve-
ment on or since the 11th day of August, 1886, but, on the contrary, that he has 
not he n in pos es ion of said improvements since the year 1877. . 
" econd. If he were illegally dispossc secl, that there had been a. Umted States 
court establi bed at Muscogee, before which if the proper proceedmgs had been 
in tituted by the claimant, if he we1·e legally entitled to possession of these improve-
ment woul<.L haYe been re tored to him. 
"Third. ection 1, article 2, of the act of March 3, 1893, ratifying the sale of 
the herok o Outlet, only contemplates the improvements in the possession of the 
intruders in the herokee Nation, so t,hat theiT improvements may be turned over to 
the Cberok e ation. If the citizens of the Cherokee Nation are already in posses-
sion, the improvements could not 1.Je turnecl over for the benefit of the Cherokee 
ation." 
The Appraisers say in their special report on this case, page 4-, that "we think the 
obj tionrai ed by the Cherokee )l"ation, especially in the second clause, is well known. 
The nited tate conrt for the Indian 'ferritory, created by act of March 3, 1889, has 
jurisdiction over forcible entry and detainer, hence has jurisdiction over similar cases. · 
We understand al o, and we have been so informed by the Indian agent of the Union 
Ageuc,v at Mu cogee, that the Interior D partment has invariably restored to their 
improv ments intruders ejected by the Cherokee authorities. The fact that the 
Interior Department has not repo sessed the claimant with the improvements 
alleged to have been taken away from him by the Cherokee authorities, and the 
fact that claimant has failed to avail himself of the relief that he could have obtained 
through the United tates court at Muscogee during the last four years, must be 
taken into consideration by ns in deciding whether the improvements claimed 
actnally belonged to said ,John 0. Cobb or not." · 
Before proceeding to discuss the findi11gs of the Board as above set forth, and the 
rights of claimant to have tbe two improvements, designated as" Farm No. 3," and 
"Farm. o. 4," apprai e<l a bis improvements, I will state that it was a, part of the 
duty of the Appraisers to determine the question of claimant's rights in the places 
claim cl, and in thi connection I again refer to the original instructions to the 
Apprai r wber in, on pa~e 5, they wer in tructed that "it will be necessary for you 
to require videuce from the claimants suffi ient to satisfy you that intruders claim-
in to ha.vo ut red upon the occupan ·y of their improvements prior to August 11, 
18 6, did actually b 0 -in the occupancy thereof prior to that date as claimed, and 
whether improveme11 ls claimed by snch intruders are in fact theirs within the nieaning of the 
law a11d not the propei·~J of others. 
The question of ownership of the improvements described was therefore properly 
before th Boanl to decide upon, and th ir decision is now properly before this 
D partm ntforreview. Th D partm nttbenha fulljurisdictionoverthequestion 
of the rights of John 0. obb in the improvements referred to. 
Th Department has already decided that it has no jurisdiction of Mr. Cobb's 
claim to citizenship in the h rokee ation, but in order to arrive at a proper under-
standing of bi ri,rht in the improvements claimed it will be necessary to review 
briefly .Mr. Cobb's status as a citizen of said nation, nncl the action of the Cherokee 
authoritie in declaring him to be a noncitizen, which resulted in the confi cation 
of hi_ improv m nt acquired W?,ile h_e was folly recognized to be a Cherokee citizen. 
It 1s h wn by paper on file m this office that John 0. Cobb, a white man, was 
marri _d t? Eudora A. 1foifo~t, a womau claiming to be of Cherokee blood, in Sequo-
yah cb tnct, herokee ration, May 1-1, 1 69, by Franklin Faulkner, jud()'e of that 
distri t, who certified that the aid Cobb had complied with "all the req~irements 
of the• Cheroke ln:w re pecting intermarriage with white men." . Br the fifth section of an act of t~e _Che!okee council of December 3, 1869, "for 
takrng a. ren u of the 'herokee 1'at1on m the y ar 1 70, and conferri11~ power 
upon th upreme court to try and determine cases of doubtful citizenship at an 
extra term it wa proYicled: 
"That< 11 pn on who ·e rigbt to itizensllip in the Cherokee Nation shall be called 
into <1u ti n and who. hall b r ported by the per on authorized by thi · act to take 
a. c n n of the herok e p opl on the li t of doubtful per ous ball be required to 
a.pp r h~fore th npreme ourt of th Ch rokee ation at Tahlequah on the first 
1on<lay_ m D cember, ~ 70, th n and the~e toe tablish their rights to citizenship in 
the nation, and the said supreme court 1s hereby specially empowered to a.ct as a 
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court of commissioners on behalf of the nation for the hearing and determination 
of all cases of doubtful citizem1hip which shall be reported to them by the census 
takers or by the solicitors of the several districts. And the de'Cision of the sa,id 
court shall be deemed final and conclusive in the premises as to the rights of said 
persons to citizenship in the nation. And the said court shall cause a correct list of 
the names and ages of all persons whose rights they may confirm and one of all 
those whose rights they may reject, to be placed on record in their office, and a copy 
of the same be furnished to the principal chief for the use of the Executive 
Department." 
Th'e names Eudora Cobb and John 0. Cobb, were reported on the list of doubtful 
citizens from Canadian district, the former claiming citizenship by blood, and the 
latter by interru:uriagp. with a Cberokee. 
The supreme court of the Cherokee Nation, while sitting as a "court of commis-
sioners," under the authority conferred by the section of the census act of 1869, 
above quoted, May 31, 1871, decided that Endora Cobb was a Cherokee by blood 
and entitled to Cherokee rights and citizenship as such, and that John 0. Cobb, her 
husband, was entitled to citizenship by having complied with the law regulating 
intermarriage with white men. 
On October 13, 1871, and after the supreme court bad admitted him to citizenship, 
Mr. Cobb bought an improvement consisting of a house, farm, and appurtenances, 
situated at Webbers Falls, Canadian district, Cherokee Natiou, from one Richard 
Crossland, paying $1,700 therefor. 
By an act of the Cherokee council of November 27, 1873, it was provided that-
" Whereas it is very generally believed that the cases of * * * and John Cobb, 
of Canadian district, * * * the favorable action of the supreme court and the 
national council in their claims for Cherokee rights upon the grounds of Cherokee 
blood has been obtained through the in:ftuence of misrepresentation and frauduleut 
testimony: Therefore, 
"Be it enacted by the national council, That the principal chief be, and he is hereby, 
authorized to appoint some cumpetent person to investigate said cases before the 
chief justice of the supreme court, and to collect well-authenticated testimony of 
such facts, if any, as will expose such frauds." 
The chief justice was authorized and required to try the claims referred to, the 
parties to be smnmoned; and an y person failing to obey was to be "proceeded against 
the snme as if they were present." 
Among the papers on file in this case is one which seems to be a certified copy of 
an interlocutory opinion of the chief justice, in which h e construed the act above 
referred to as remanding the cases named therein to him for reinvestigation, and 
decided '' that the individuals herein named shall present their testimony as in anew 
case, after which the entire case will be submitted to the national council." 
Under this ruling J ohn 0. Cobb and his family were made plaintiffs ai:nd required 
to sul>mit anew evidence to establish their rights in the Cherokee Nation, and under 
date of ovember 3, 1874, Riley Keys, chiefjnstice of the Cherokee Nation, reported 
his opinion on the case to the Cherokee council, in which be says that" John O. Cobb 
and family have faile11 ·to estal>lish a clear and undoubted title to their claims for 
Cherokee citizenship by right of Cherokee blood." 
In this opinion no reference is made to the charge of fraud, nor is it claimed that 
fraud bad ueen established. 
:Until December 7, 1877, when an a.ct declaring John 0. Cobb, of the Canadian dis-
trict, and a number of others to Le intrU1lers, and directing the principal chief to 
request their immediate removal beyond the limits of the nation, was approved, 
notwithstanding the opinion of Chief Justice Keys, which had not been acted upon 
by the council, the said John 0. Cobb and bis family continued to enjoy the benefits 
of Cherokee citizenship. 
That tlley were recognized as citizens by the Cherokee authorities is shown by a 
certificate of D. W. Lipe, treasurer of the Cherokee Nation, by J. S. Stapler, dated 
March 29, l8c.O, from which it appears that in 1875 they received an equal share of 
the "per capita. money" paid to citizens of the Cherokee Nation under the act of the 
national council of ovember 19, 1874, and by a certificate of October 9, 1877, by D. 
W. Bnshyhead, treasurer, Cherokee Nation, that John 0. Cobb was at that date a 
citizen of the Cherokee.ration by marriage, and had complied with all the laws of 
said nation, and that a permit to trade in the nation- was not required by its 
authorities. 
It appears from a lettel' of February 22, 1889, from Mr. Cobb, that one Joseph 
Lynch was .then in possession of the property at Webbers Falls, purchased by the 
said Cobb 1rom Crossland, except some town lots sold by him, behaving been put in 
pos ession by the Cherokee authorities. 
There are no papers in this office showing the ejectment of Cobb and the placing 
of Lynch in possession; but in the statement of the matter by the said Cobb and 
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his wife which was ioclo ed by John Q. Tufts, then I_ndian agent at Muscogee, with 
hi 1 tt~r of April 14, 1 '0, on the subject, the foll~wmg appears; 
, This act of 1 77 having o unjustly declared us mtruders, our 1mproveme11:ts near 
Webbers Fall in Canadian district, and which had cost us o"."er$3,000, were, m 1878, 
sold by the sheriff of the di trict as improvements of an mt!uder for the paltry 
sum of 600, and that in national tickets, which were then at a discount of from 70 to 
80 per cent." 
Besin.e the improvements at Web~ers Falls, Mr. Cobb appears _to have been 
deprived of other property owned by bun at Claremore, Cherokee Nation. . . 
It will be ob erved from the papers in this case (all of which are rnclosed 
with the case, inclnding tho e belon_ging to ~he files of this office) that the Cherokee 
Nation bas presented no evidence 1mpeacbmg the statement of facts set up by the 
claimant either as above set forth from papers on file in this office or as presented by 
Mr. Cobb before the Board of Appraisers relative to the ma~ner of ?is admissio1;1 to 
citizenship; his statu in th~ nati?n at the_ time the ~roperty ID quest10n was acqmred 
by him; the subsequent a~t1on of _the nation by w~1ch be w'.1-s declared to be a no1;1-
cithen and the confiscation of his property, but 1t bas umformly heretofore, as m 
the in tance of the appraisal of the claimant's improvements, relied upon legal tech-
ni calities to defeat the redress of claimant's alleged wrongs. . 
The claimant's all gations of fact must therefore be regarded in accordance with 
the well-established rules of pleadings, to be proven. These facts are: 
(1) That the claimant, John 0. Cobb, was lawfully admitted to citizenship in the 
Cherokee ation, May 31, 1871. (2) That subsequently to his admission, on October 13, 1871, the claimant pur-
chased the place near W bbers Fal1s known as the "Lynch" or" Old Cobb" place, 
for which he paid $1,750. (3) 'fhat in 1 73 or 1 74 he purchased another improvement near Webbers Falls, 
known as the "Hays" farm, paying therefor $150. 
(4) That between October 13, 1871, and in 1878, when said improvements were con-
fiscated and sold, the claimant bad expended in improving the "Lynch" or "Old 
Cobb" place an aggregate sum of $1,500. 
(5) That ovember 27, 1873, the Cherokee nationa.l council declared in the pream-
ble to an act that" it is generally believed that the case of if " if and John 0. 
Cobb, of Canadian district, * if * the favorable action of the supreme court and 
national council in their claims for Cherokee rights upon the gronnds of Cherokee 
blood ]ms been ol>tain d through the influence of miRrepresentation and fraudulent 
testimony," and by said act authorized the principal chief "to appoint some compe-
tent p rson to inv sti rrat.e said cases before the chief justice of the supreme court, 
and to collect well authenticated testimony of such facts, if any, as will expose such 
francl ." 
(6) That the qu stion of fraud in this case was never proved nor even investi-
gat d the court proceedino-s under the law above referred to having required the 
clailllant to appear and prosecute his claim for citizenship as in the first instance. 
(7) That in r nd ring hi opinion in the ca e tl.Je chief _justi ce decided simply 
that ",John 0. Cobb and family have failed to establish a clear and undoubted title 
to their claims for herokee citizenship by right of Cherokee blood." and he so 
report d to the national council November 3; 1874. · -
( ) That in 1875 said Cobb and his family were recognized as citizens of the Chero-
k e 'ation and received an equal per capita share of moneys paid to citizens under 
the act of ovember 19, 1874. 
(9) That on October 9, 1 77, the said Cobb was recognized as a citizen of the 
nation, as shown by a certificate of D. W. Bushyhead, treasurer thereof, bearing 
that date. 
(10) That on December 7, 1877, the national council declared said Cobb to be an 
intruder in the Cherokee atiou. 
(11) That in 1 78 an officer of the Cherokee Nation, claiming authority under the 
law. thereof, seized the improvements of said Cobb and sold them at public auction 
after ten day ' adverti ement, placing a guard over the same to prevent said Cobb 
from taking forcible po e ion of them. 
(12) That said Cobb appealed to this Department for relief from this action of the 
national authorities and bas continued ever since to urge his rirrht to possession of 
tbe impr vements o taken from him. 0 
Tbe_right of the Cherok_ee ation to establish and maintain i ts own local govern-
ment i guar~nte d by article 5 of the treaty of 1 35 (7 Stat. L., <181), which provides 
tha~ the mt d tat s "shall ecure to the Cherokee Nation the right by their 
nat1 nal council to make and carry into effect all such laws as they may deem neces-
ea.ry for th ov rom nt aml protection of the persons and property within their own 
co_ontry bel ngin ~ to tb ir people, or snr.h per ons as have connected themselves 
with them; provided alw ys, that they shall not be incou i tent with the Con-
atitution of t~e l nit d tat_ and i.uch act of ongress as have been or may be 
p d r gulatmg tr. d and mtercourse with the Indiam1; and also that they shall 
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not be considered as extending to such citizens and Army of the United States as 
may travel or reside in the Indian country by permission, according to the laws and 
regulations established by the Governme_nt of the same." . _ . 
Article 5 of the amendments to the Umte<l States Coust1tut10n provides that "No 
person shall be * ;. * deprived of life, liberty, or property without due process 
of law; nor shall private property be taken for public use without just compensa,tion." 
If, then, we assume that the claimant's contention, that the act of the Cherokee 
national council which declared him to be a noncitizen was absolutely null and void, 
is correct, the confiscation of his improvements and their sale for public use was in 
violation of the Constitution of the United States and unlawful. 
If, on the other hand, we accept the claim of the Cherokee Nation, and admit that 
Cobb was not a citizen of the Cherokee Nation, the confiscation and sale of his 
property by the Cherokee authorities would be none the less unlawful, for, by the 
article of the treaty above quoted, which is their only authority for self government, 
the nation is given power only over "the persons and property within their country 
belonging to their people or such persons as have connected themselves with them." 
In other words, the authorities of the Cherokee Nation have jurisdiction and power 
over the persons and property of citizens of the nation, and none other. If, there 
fore, Cobb was a noncitizen or intruder, the Cherokee authorities exceeded their 
jurisdiction when they seized and sold his property in the nation, and the same was 
1 unlawful. This position is clearly maintained by the Department in a letter to this 
office of August 21, 1888, in the case of John Kesterson, a Cherokee citizenship 
claimant, whose claim had been rejected and he dispossessed of his improvements 
by the Cherokee authorities. In that letter the Department held that-
" When the Cherokee Nation, by its constituted authorities under its laws, 
reached and promulgated its decision that the claimant, Kesterson, is not entitled to 
Cherokee citizenship, it thereby determined his status to be that of a noncitizen of 
the nation or as an intruder therein, and as such noncitizen or intruder the Chero-
kee Nation has no jurisdiction over his person or property, and consequently the 
action and procee<lings of its authorities in selling said property and dispossessing 
him of it are not warranted by any stipulation of their treaties securing to them 
the nght of self-government. * .,. * He (Kesterson) is entitled to the protection 
of the Government of the United States in a proper way as a citizen, as he is not 
admitted to the Cherokees nor under their jurisdiction. * * * The proceeding 
of the Cherokee officers, besides being without jurisdiction, appears to hav€ been 
unrensonably summary and severe. 
"The riiht and duty of removing any citizen of the United States intruding on 
the Cherol<ee belong to this Government, and 1 as has often been determined, the 
United tates authorities must decide whether the exigency be such as to require 
that action. The Cherokee officials have no authority or jurisdiction to remove the 
intruder or confiscate his property. They should apply to the agent for his removal. 
"In this case Kesterson, being no longer under Cherokee license, must be removed 
as an intru<ler; but his property must be restored to him, and reasonable opportunity 
given him to dispose of or remove it." 
The law und r which the decision in the Kesterson case was rendered has not been 
changed and is applicable with equal force to govern in the case of Cobb. Mr. 
Cobb's status with regard to the property in question is exactly the same as Kester-
sons with regard to the property confiscated from him by the Cherokee authorities. 
Ind ed, in Cobb's case the equities are very much greater than in the other. Cobb 
wa a reco~nized citizen of the nation at the time he purchased or made the improve-
ment , while Kesterson was never recognized as having any rights in the nation. 
Th confiscation of Cobb's property by the Cherokee officers and its subsequent 
detention under color of authority of the nation being unlawful from whatever posi-
tion it might be considered, it would be subversive of the most vital principles ot 
ju_ ti ~top rmit th~ nat~on to ta~e ad.vantage of its o_wn wrongs to perpetuate the 
~n.1ust1ce <lo_ne to this ?la1mant. rhe fact that the cl~1mant was not in actual phys-
ical pos e s1on of the improvements at the date mentwned I do not deem a material 
fact ~o defeat the_ righ~ of cla~maut to have them appraised as his property, the facts 
showmg very plamly, m the light of the law, that Cobb has the right of property in 
and the right of possession of the improvements in question. That he is not in 
pos ession is clue entirely to the unlawful acts of the nation. It is not his fa,ult 
that he has been for a long time deprived by force of what he had a right to enjoy. 
Therefore the first ground upon which the nation's protest is based can not be 
admitt d as sound in l aw or competent. 
The second ground upon which the protest is made charges claimant with laches 
in pursuing his remedy for the forcible entry and detention of his property, and it 
~ppea:s t~at_ the Appraisers_ were infl_uenced more by this objection than .any other 
m their findmg agamst claimant's right. The facts do not bear out the nation nor 
the Appr~isers on this point. The claimant has prosecuted his remedy with a,ctivity 
and pers istence in the only forum open to him, namely, this Department. The courts 
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of tl1 nited tat s for the Indian Territory would not have jurisdiction of :i,ny 
uit tha could b brought by Mr. Cob? for r~dr~ss. th~re_. Th_e laws of_ th~ l!m~ed 
tate creatino- aid court and extendmg their ,1unsd1ct~on give them Ju_nsd~ct10n 
a to parti only over suit between citizens of the_ {!mt~d S!,ates r~s1dmg m ~h.e 
Territory; between citizens of the nited Sta~es res1drng m sa~~ Territ?ry and ?1ti-
z n of the United tates in any State or Territory; between c1t1zens of the Umted 
tate and citizen of any Indian tribe or nation within said Territory; and between 
citizens of one Indian tribe or nation within said Territory and citizens of another 
Indian tribe or nation therein. 
It will be remembered that Cobb contends that be is a citizen of the Cherokee 
·ation and the pleadings in any suit in the United States courts brought by him 
would have to set up his citizenship in said nation. Any suit for recovery of his 
property would have to be brought agairn,t a citizen of the Cherokee Nation now 
in po e ion, and the jurisdiction of the _court would be defea~e~ on the face of _the 
pleadino-s wliich would show that the smt was between two citizens of the nation. 
If Mr. d'obb hould con ent to abandon his claim of citizenship in the nation, which 
I think unlikely in view of his persistent prosecution of the sa1:11e b~fore t~is Depart-
ment for the pa t sixteen years, the court would not be able to g1 ve him relief because 
as a noncitizen be would have no right in law to the possession of his improvements 
and be could not maintai.n a nit against the na,tion for damages sustained through 
the unlawful acts of its officers, because the courts do not have jurisdiction of snits 
by or aO'ainst that nation. 
The decision of the nited States court in the injunction snit brought by James 
G. and Algia Littl against Manny G. Butler, town commissioner of the Cherokee 
ation, <1 mon trate the fact that this claimant could not maintain a suit in the 
United States court to recover this property. In this case the plaintiff, James G. 
Little, claim rig-ht in the nation through his wife, Algia Little, and Algia Little 
claims to be a Ch rokee freedman and entitled to rights as such under the ninth 
article of the treaty of 1 66, which claim, however, is denied by the nation. The 
suit wa dismi sed by the court on the ground that as the Cherokee laws do not 
admit persons to citizenship who intermarry with freedmen citizens of the nation, 
saiu James G. Little'is a noncitizen and has no rights, and that as said Algia Little 
wa a itizen of the nation, as shown by her veritied pleading, and said Manny G. 
Butler is al o a citizen of the nation, there was no jurisdiction in the United States 
courts to try the controversy, and the remedy of said plaintiff would have to be 
sought in the prop r h rokee courts. 
Thi claimant, therefore, has no remedy in the courts of the United States for the 
In iian Territory, and the fact that he has not sought redress through that means 
can not be permitt d to be raised against him in this proceeding. 
The fact that this Department has not put the claimant in possession of the improve-
ment do n t aff ct hi right . It will be seen by the testimony before the Board 
of Apprai ers that at the time the matter was pending before the Department and 
claimant expre sed the beli f that the Department would afford him relief. The 
qu stion of hi impr vements was overshadowed by the question of his citizenship. 
At th time wh n thi claimant first appealed to the Government this Department' 
cont nd d that it had a c rtain ,iuri diction over applications for citizenship in the 
Cb rok e :ration, and the p eculiar features in the Cobb case, by which he claimed 
that he had already been admitted to citizenship, kept that question prominently 
before the Departm nt, while the other question of his right to be placed in possession 
of his improvement was con ider d as of minor importance. 
The Department having decided that it bas no jurisdiction of Cobb's citizenship 
in the nation, and the Cherokee authorities having decided that he is not a citizen, 
said Cobb stands in the ame relation to these improvements that was occupied by 
K ter on to the improvements from whieh he was ejected by the Cherokee authori-
tie , and, following the deci ion in the Kesterson case, Cobb should be placed in 
po es ion of his property. 
'['be same re ult can be accomplished if the improvements are appraised as they 
shonld be, and the claimant paid their value. This seems to be the proper course 
to pursue, in view of provi ion of law requiring improvements made prior to August 
11 1 6, to be apprai ed and paid for. 
'lhe third ground of objection raised by the nation is not sufficient, the nation 
having undertaken to conv y title in these improvements which it did not hold. 
Th difference between the e and the others for which the nation is required to pay 
i impl that th nation hn alreac1y disposed of these to citizens, whereas the 
othn r main to bo sold. It bas received the benefits of their sale, and the fact 
th t th itiz u are now in pos sion is not material. 
Th claimant Yalue the "Lynch," or '' lcl Cobh" place, at $5,000 at the time he 
wa d priv d of it p s ion, but he claims to have expended only $3,250 in its 
pnr ha e and improvement. H could not bo allowed anything more than the 
a tnnl valn of th improv m nt at the time of their loss, and as the nation does 
no d ny h fac that it cost him the Slllll mentioned, I think be should be allowed 
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$3,250 as their value. No consideration if, g iven to the fact that the claimant has 
been deprived, for sixteen years, of the mesne profits arising from the place, because 
the act authorizing appraisal recognizes the rig-ht of the nation to claim a deduc-
tion from tbe value of the improvements, the value of the use and occupation of the 
land. 
There is no sufficient data given in claimant's testimony from which the value of 
the improvements on the "Hays" place could be fixed with any definiteness, and 
the office can see its way only to allowing the claimant the amount paid for them in 
1873, or 1874, when he purchased them, namely, $150. 
I have therefore to 1·ecommend that the claimant be allowed as follows: 
For farm No. 1, Cobb place _ -___ - ................................. -- - ... $3, 000. 00 
For farm No. 3, Lynch or Old Cobb place ... -- ......... -- ............ -- . . 3,250.00 
-For farm No. 4, Hays farm ..... -........ -.•....•....... - .... - - - -.... - . . . 150. 00 
Total .. _ ..... __ ......... _ .................................. -·-.... . 6, 400. 00 
The effect of this would be the approval of the fi.ndiI1,!.!.·s of the Appraisers as to 
farm No. 1 and farm No. 2, and the reversal of their findings as to farm No. 3 and 
farm No. 4. 
In connection with this case I have the honor to invite attention to the recom-
mendations of this office in a report of October 20, 1891, which is inclosed with the 
papers. 
No. 14. John C. Ward.-As near as can be ascertained from his testimony, this 
claimant, who entered his improvements in 1877, estimates them to be worth $1,650. 
After personally viewing the improvements the appraisers value them at $1,105.59. 
This tota,l valuation by the Appraise·rs seems to be in error to the extent of $5. The 
specific valuations are fences, $230.59; orchard fence, $35; buildings, $685; orchard, 
$150. The total of these items is $1,100.59, but it is given by the Board as $1,105.59. 
No other items are mentioned, and it is assumed that the discrepancy is due to an 
error of addition. It is therefore recommended that the award in this case be 
approved for $1,100.59. • 
No. 16. Luanima Hurnphries.-This claimant is a widow, aml she entered upon the 
improvements claimed in 1877. She values the improvements at about $590. After 
viewing them the Appraisers value them at $395.20, which valuation it is recom-
mended be approved. 
No. 17. Elizabeth Ward.-The evidence in this case shows the improvements occu-
pied by claimant were entered upon by claimant's husband in 1872; that claimant 
came into posses ion of them in 1882 at the death of her husband and has occupied 
them ever since. 'fhey were personally viewed by the Appraisers, who award to 
claimant as their value the sum of $1,066.02. The approval of this award is recom-
mended. · 
No. 30. Belle Lipe.-This claimant is the widow of 0. W. Lipe, a white man who 
acquired rights in the nation by intermarriage many years ago. She is a white 
woman and does not claim to have any rights of citfaenship in the nation. She is 
these ond wife of Mr. Lipe. Mr. Lipe left besides this widow certain children, the 
i sue of his first marriage with a Cherokee citizen. They do not, however, claim any 
intere tin the improvements left by their father and occupied b y the widow. There-
fore the Hoard has awarded the value of the iruproYements to Mrs. Lipe. 
The improvements in question are located within the town of Fort Gibson, and are 
valued by the Appraisers at $1,500, which valuation I recommend be approved. 
No . 33. Hm·den Blansett.-This claimant occupies two improvements in the nation, 
one of which he entered upon and improved, according to bis testimony, in the spring 
of 18 6, and the other was acquired by him in 1892. The Board of Appraisers find 
that he did enter upon and improve the place first mentioned prior to August 11, 
1886, and that he is entitled under the law to have his improvements embraced 
therein appraised, but that he is not entitled to have the improvements acquired 
since August 11, 1886, appraised, under the ruling of the Department promulgated 
in its letter of February 13, 1895. 
'fhe improvements acquired by this claimant prior to August 11, 1886, are ap-
praised by the Board at $380, and an award of that sum is made to the said Harden 
Blansett, and no award is made by the Appraisers for the improvements acquired 
since said date. 
The findings of the Board in this case appear to be correct,, and it is recommended 
that they be approved. 
No. 38. Polly Goins.-This claimant came into possession of the improvements 
. claimed by her at the death of her husband, who acquired them in 1880, and who 
died the same year. She has been in continuous occupancy of the improvements, 
which consist of a small farm of 30 acres under fence, of which 20 acres are in culti-
vation, two -small log houses and a few outbuildings _made of poles, and a small 
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Tb Boani" of Apprais r fixed the value of these improYements at $267.50, 
1un th y award to the claimant, which a,ward I ~col!-lmend be approved. 
To. 51 . .Jesse L. Tyner.-Tbi clailJ?aut enterc.:d. upon _po~sess10n of the unpr?ve-
m nt claimed in 1 77. He i a, claimant to c1ttzensh1p 1_n the Che~okee Nations 
which •]aim he has never e tablished. He places no val nation on the unprovement, 
occupied by him, which improvements are valued by the Appraisers at $658.29, and 
that sum they award to the claimant, which award I recommend be_ approved. 
To. 53. John P. Hall.-Tbi claimant owns two improveme_nts ~n the Cherok~e 
.,.ation, acquired by him prior to August 1~, 1886, one of which. 1mprovem~nts 1s 
located in the Illinois district of said nat10n, and the other 1s located m the 
equoyah district of said nation. At the ti~ie the claim~nt acquired t~ese impr?ve-
ments be was a citizen of the Cherokee at1~1n by adoption ~~der t~~ n~t~rmar~1a~e 
laws of aid nation. Since they were acquired he has forfeited bu, cit1zen~b1p_ I;'l 
that nation according to hi8 statement, by his marriage, after the death of his c1t1-
zen wife, to' a person not a citizen of the nation by blood. The Appraisers have per-
sonally viewed th improvements, it seems, and value them at $630.60, and that sum 
they award to said claimant, which award I recommend be approYed. 
No. 57. TVilliant J. Watts, sr.-This claimant resides in the town of_ Muldro'!, 
Ind. T. which is located in the Sequoyah district of the Cherokee Nation. He 1s 
the pre;ident of the Cberok e Citizenship Association, composecl of claimants to citi-
zenship in the Cherokee ation; has been in the nation for twenty-two years, and, 
according to the evitleuce in thi case, claims the improvements of six different 
farms and about twelve busiuess and dwelling houses1 the latter of which are located 
in the town of luldrow. For the purpose of identification, the farms on which 
improvem nts are claimed by this claimant are numbered from l to 6 by this claim-
ant, and they were acquired by him on the dates as follows: 
Farm o. 1. "Cottouwood Farm/ acquired in 1877 by purchase. 
Fann o. 2. "Long Fann/ acquired by purchase in 1878. 
Farro To. 3. "Bolinger Farm" was commenced by claimant in the winter of 1891. 
Farm o. 4. " amuel Farm," acqnired by purchnse in 1890. 
Farm o. 5. "Edward Place," made from the public domain in 1890. 
Farm No. 6. "Rose Place/' acquired by purchase in the spring of 1892. 
All the town property claimed by this claimant in the town of Muldrow, Ind. T., 
was acquired by him sul,sequently to August 11, 18861 as shown by the testimony of 
the claimant before the Board of Appraisers. The Appraisers hold in this case that 
claimant i not entitled to have the farms Nos. 3, 4, 5, and 6 nor the town property in 
Muldrow appraised under the act of 1893. This holding is correct under the <1irec-
tion f the Department in its letter of February 13, 1895. The improvements on 
farm o. 1, "Cottonwood :E arm,'! antl farm No. 2, "Long Farm," were appraised by 
the Board of Apprais rs, after personal examination thereof, to be worth the sum of 
$2,44 .40, and they award tbat um to the claimant,. the said William J. Watts, sr., 
for the improv ment on the aitl farms, which award I recommend be approved. 
o. 60. John T. Blalock.-Thi claimant, it seems from the evidence, entered upon 
the pos e ion of the improvements claimed by him in 1877. The improvements are 
120 acre of land, on which he has fences and four sets of dwelling houses, all con-
structed with logs and poles, one et of which is personally occupied by himself and 
the other thre by renter , who plant cotton for the claimant on the shares. The 
Board of Appraiser have decided that he commenced the occupancy of these 
improvem nts prior to August 11, 1 86, and that he is entitled to the appraisement 
of the value of the same, which value they find to be $979.20, and that sum they 
award to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
To. 66. John .A. Boyett.-This claimant occupies farm improvements in the Cher-
okee ration designated as "Farm o. l," "Farm No. 2/ and "Farm No. 3," and 
also improvem nts in the town of Muldrow consisting of a box house, pole crib, 
stabl , two well , and fruit tr es. Farm No. 1 was acquired by the claimant, in 
a.ccordance with the evidenc submitted, in 1 84, while farm No. 2 and farm No. 3 
were acquired by him by purchase in 1892, and the town improvements in Muldrow, 
it e m , have all b n acquired by the claim:1nt since August 11, 1886. In accord-
an e with the Department deci ion, above referred to, of February 13, 1895, the 
Board of Apprai er have refu ed to apprai e the improvements on farms Nos. 2 and 
3 and the town proper yin Muldrow cln,imed by the claimant, on the ground that 
th yhave been acquired since August 11, 1 6, but they fix the value of the improve-
ment on farm ro. 1 at $530.42, and that sum they award to the claimant, which 
award I recommend b approved. 
This claimant al o claims a one-fifth interest in the estate of his mother, Delilah 
~o ett which is not allowed by the Board of Appraisers, on the ground that the 
1mprovem uts belonging to that estate were acquired by the said Delilah Boyett 
nb qu ntly to Augu t 11, 18 6. ( ee pecial Report of the Board, No. 66½.) 
. .J.'o. ~5½. ,loltn_, h~1rnon an~ Willia"!" W. tayne.-The attention of the Department 
P' rt1cularly 10v1t d to this a , m wh1 h the Board of Appraisers finds that the 
claimant acquired the improvement claimed subseciuently to August 11, 1886. 
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The testimony in this case is given by William W. Payne, who, on direct examination, 
appears to claim two farms, one of which he alleges was acquil'ed by him in 1885, 
and the other, which is designated as the "Shannon Farm,'' in 1892, but on a short 
cross-examination by the attorney for the Cherokee Nation it appears that Mr. 
Payne disposed of the farm No. 1 in 1892 for an interest in farm No. 2, and that he 
subsequently repurchased an interest in farm No. 1, which makes the finding of the 
Board correct where they state that the improvements were acquired subsequently 
to Auo-nst 11, 1886, although said Payne now claims a part interest in the improve-
ments0begun by him prior.to that dat~. 1:here is no a'!ard made_ in this case, an_d I 
think the Board of Appraisers were nght m not awardmg anythmg to these claim-
ants. The statement is made so positively in the direct examination of the witness 
in this case that the improvements were acquired prior to August 11, 1886, and the 
cross-examination is so short, as compared with the direct examination, that I 
thought it expedient to mentio1;1 this. case in _passing. . . . 
No. 77. Charlie 8herrner.-Th1s cla.1mant, it seems, occupies several different im-
provements in the Cherokee Nation, consisting of farm improvements and town 
improvements, ~he latter b~ing situated in the ~own of Muld~ow, where th_e claim-
ant resides and is engaged m the mercantile bnsmess. The claimant's town improve-
ments consist of houses and wells occupied b_y himself, and an interest in a church 
building known as "The Church of God.'' The improvements touching the church 
building are t reated of by the Appraisers in a separate report, and will be con-
sidered in another paragraph in this report. All of the town improvements, it 
seems were commenced by the claimant since August 11, 1886, and he is therefore 
not e~ti tled to th~ appraisement of the same. The farm improvements are described 
by the cla imant in his testimony as the" Bruton Farm," and were acquired by him 
in the year 1884. They were appraised by the Board of Appraisers at $800, and that 
sum they award to Mr. Shermer, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 78. Joe Shenner et al.-In this case i,he claimants lay claim to compensation 
for a church building in the town of Muldrow, they having contributed to the 
expense of erecting said church. No appraiseruent was made of this improvement 
by the Board of Appraisers, on the general ground that the church was erected sub-
sequently to August 11, 1886. While this is a sufficient reason for d enying the claim 
of the claimants, it might be also denied on the ground that the claimants were not 
:part owners in the church simply by reason of having contributed to its erection, as 
1t does not appear that any certificates of stock were issued to the contributors or 
any mortgage or lien given on the property to secure the repayment of the money so 
contributed. I therefore concur in the finding of the Board of Appraisers, and 
recommend that the same be approved in this case. 
No. 79. J erry Fleetwood.-This claimant occupies a small improvement in the Chero-
ke Nation, in the Sequoyah district, about 10 miles from the town of Muldrow, 
which occupancy began in the spring of 1886. The improvements on this claim 
have been apprai ed by the Board of Appraisers at $113, and that sum they award 
to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 80. Susan M. S-mith.-This claimant occupies improvements in the town of 
Muldrow, where she is engaged in the hotel business, and farm improvements about 
2t mile out of the town. The evidence shows that the improvements within the 
town of Muldrow b&,d been acquired by the claimant subsequently to August 11, 1886, 
and that therefore she is not entitled to have the same appraised, but that she has 
e tabli hed her claim to the farm improvements as having been acquired prior to 
th date mentioned, which improvement the Board of Appraisers has appraised at 
$8-3.2-, whi h sum they award the claimant, and which award I recommend be 
approved. o award is made by the Appraisers for the improvements in Muldrow, in · 
a orclance with Department decision of February 13, 1895 . 
.. ro. 81. Joh n Day.-In this case there is a doubt wheth er it is sufficiently shown by 
th evidenc that the claimant began the occupancy of the improvements claimed 
prior t o August 11, 1886. The Appraisers have given the claimant the benefit of the 
doubt and apprai ed his improvements at $150, which is one-half the value placed 
upon them by claimant himself. In his testimony before the Board of Appraisers 
th claimant all ges that he commenced to improve this place in 1885, but that he 
did not move on the place until 1887, the place being occupied in the meantime by 
bi brother and father, the former having a half interest in the place. Takin~ alto-
gether the testimony of the cla.imant and the circumstances as r elated by nim, I 
have grave donbts whether he ii:i entitled to have his improvements appraised under 
the act of 1 93. He alleges that he began the improvement of this place in 1885; 
al o t hat his brother bad a half interest in it, and that the brother, in order to 
realize on hi half intere tin it, sold the fences on the place to a man by the name 
of Payne and that he acquired these fences from Payne after he had moved on the 
place in 1 87. From this testimony it would seem that the claimant did not have 
more than half an interest in this place, if that much, prior to August 11, 1886. He, 
however, hows just enough color of right to place a doubt upon the question, and 
the Board of Appraisers was probably right in giving him the benefit of that doubt 
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and apprni in_g th impro,· mcnt'l anrl 3:warcl_ing ~lleir v7lne to llim .. I ~h.erefore r commend thnt the awanl of the Apprn1 er m tlu ca o ,Je approved, mvitmg the 
att ution of tu Departm nt p cifically to the evidence in the case. 
To. 83. Thomas !lope.-Thi. claimant eutered upon hi farm improvements in 1879 
aud lrn contiun 'U th reon ever iuce. Ho al o claims a lot and improYements in the 
tow·n of l\luldrow, which improvements ha~e been a~quired by liim since A~1gust 11, 
1 '6. Th Apprai er· pr perly find that he i not entitled ~o the value o~ the 1mprove-
m nt in the town of Muldrow, and therefore have appraised only the improvements 
on the place commence,l in 1 79, which they value at $ 33.95, and they award that 
sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 84. Williani D. Blackard.-The claimant in this case entered upon the occu-
pancy of th improvements claimed by him in 18 3, they havin~ been ac9-uirecl by 
purcha e in that ye_ar fr<;>m one Joe hermer. The Board ~f Appraisers have mspected 
the improvements m tli1 ca e and they award to the claunant the sum of $709.30 as 
th value thereof, which award I recommend be approved. . 
o. 124. Henry H. Patterson.-Thi claimant has been in occupancy of the improve-
ment ]aimed by him since January 18, 1 86, according to his testimony. The 
improvement are appraised by the Board of Appraisers at $528.20, and they award 
that um to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
ro. 125. Thomas II. Blackarcl.-The farm improvements claimed by this claimant 
appear from the evidence to have been acquired by him in 1881. He also claims 
two town lots with no improvements in the town of Muldrow, all of which improve• 
ment , are located in the ,_ quoyah district of the Cherokee .Nation. The Board of 
Apprai er ha,e valnecl all f the improvemeuts of the claimant at $539.13, and that 
sum they award the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
o. 126. Thomas G. Parker and wife.-The improvements claimed by tliese claim• 
ants w re acquired by nicl Thomas G. Parker in 1884, according to his evidence, 
ancl have been apprais d by the Board of Appraisers at $407.95, which sum they 
award to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 128. Eliza Williams, nee McClain.-This claimant appears on the roll of the 
intrud r as Eliza McClain, "colored," but said claimant does not claim any ri~hts in 
th uation as a Cherokee freedman 1 she being a claimant to citizenship by blood in 
tbe Cherokee ation. This claimant claims improYements occupied by her which 
sh a quired on th death of her fir t husband, whose name was McClain. It appears 
from the evidence in this ca e that the improvements of this claimant were entered 
upon by her in 1 2. They wore appraised by the Board of Appraisers at $150, which 
amount th y award to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 129 . .Alfred J. TVatts.-'l.'he claimant in this case, it seems, occupies two improve-
ment in th herokee ration, one of which was acquired or started in 1879, and the 
other in 1 2. The claimant values the improvements at $13,992.84. After careful 
consideration, a howu by their report, the Appraisers appraised the improvements 
of thi. claimant at $2,300, which um they award to claimant, and which award I 
recomm n<l be approv d. 
o. 190. Thomas 1!. Watts.-The improvements claimed by this claimant were, it 
app ar from the vidence, acquired by him prior to August 11, 18861 and have been 
apprai ed by the Apprai ers at $431.92, which sum they award to the claimant, and 
which award I recommend be approved. · 
o. 191. George IV. ll'alton.-'l'b.i claimant claims farm improvements acquired in 
1 5, and improvement de irrnated a building sites, two in number, one acquired 
in 1 7 and the other in 1 91. Tlie Board of Appraisers have appraised the farm 
irnprovem nt of the laimant, but they allowed nothinO' on account of claim for the 
bt)ilding site~ in ottonwood, 'herokee Tation. This is proper, and in accordance 
with the rulmg of the Department of February 13, 1895. The improvements 
appraised have been valued by the Appraisers at $460, and they award that sum to 
the claimant, which award Ir commend be approved . 
. ro.1Sfd . Jlarion J. Watts.-This claimant has occupied land in the Cherokee Nation 
~mce 1 72. He has made, bough~, and sold improvements in the nation. The 
1m~roveme!1ts on. tl~ place op which he now resides were made by him in 18 7, 
be 1de wlnch be 1s 111 po e s1on of numerous other farms or places in the Cherokee 
~ation, ome of whic·b w_ r~ acquired prior to and others subsequently to August 11, 
1 G. Ile value. all of his unprovements in the Cherokee Nation at $15,044.50. The 
Board of ~ppra1ser fincl tha~ the value o_f the improvements in the nation, which 
he ha a right io have apprn1 ed and which be acquired prior to Angust 11, 1886, 
amoun to 2,500, and that um they award to the claimant, which award I recommend 
be approved. 
"~· 133 . .,1fel_dona Claborn.-Thi claimant, with her husband, entered 11pon the pos-
: 100 of the _uuprovement clai~ed by her in 1 3, according to her testimony, and 
b ha oc_cnp1eu he ame _vn 11;1ce. The iruproYemcnts are valued by the claim-
ant at_. 2 0, hut after con 1_clerat1on ancl examination, a bown by the report of the 
Appra.1 er. , that Bo~rd cou 1d red them worth $1,000, and that amount they award 
to th claimant, wluch award I re omm lid be approved. 
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No. 135. Sintha Goins, now ·Scag_(JB, et al., heirs of William and Mary Jane Goins,--:-(?n 
bhe roll of int,ruders for the Sequoyah district, furnishecl by the Cherokee authorities 
through the ao-ent to the Board of Appraisers, appears the name of '' Lucinda" 
Goins, and thi; name Sintha Goins, or Scaggs, believes was intendeu for her. The 
improvements claimed by her on her own behalf a1;1cl in behalf ot her br?ther_s :i,nd 
si ters the children of William and Mary Jane Goms. as the heirs of said Wilham 
and M.. J. Goins, were occupied by the said Sintha Goins, or Scaggs, as the head 
of the family, which consisted of her brothers and sisters. The occupancy of the 
improvements mentioned appears, from the evidence in this case and the finding of 
•fue Board of Appraisers, to have been commenced prior to Augnst 11, 1886, but the 
Appraisers make no a;Va,i-d in_ this c~se for ~he rea~on that the_y are uncertain a.s to 
their power to determme the rights of the cla1ma1;1ts m the :p3:em1ses. ~lu~y appraised 
the improvements, however, at $397, and submit for dec1s1on by thi~ Department 
whether the award in this instance can be made to the claimants. It 1s my opinion 
that an award should be made in behalf of the heirs of William and Mary Jane 
Goins, it being quite clear t~at these claimants were in possessi_on and occupancy of 
the improvements valued pr_10r to August 11, 1886, and I therefore re~omm_en~ ~hat 
for the improvements ment10ned an award of $397 be made to the heirs of vV1lham 
and Mary Jane Goins. This does not involve the adjudication of the rights of the 
,·arious heirs in the 6state. · , · 
Ko. 136. William T. Chei·ry.-Tbis claimant does not reside in the Cherokee Nation, 
but claims improvements on a certain farm in that nation which he alleges he pur-
cha ed in1876 from S. M. Watts, an intruder in said nation. He bas never lived on 
the improvements and is not, in fact, an intruder in the Indian country, occupying 
bou es, lands, and improvements, which occupancy commenced prior to August 11, 
18 '6. The Board of Appraisers have decided that the claimant in this case is not 
entitled to any pay whatever for the improvements which he bas held in the nation, 
on account of the fact that be himself has never r esided in the nation; but they 
appraise the improvem<.mts at $400, ~iving the claimant, however, no award. I 
tl1ink the finding of the Appraisers 1s correct and recommend that the same be 
approved. 
No . 137. Jacob H. Neal.-The claimant in this case entered into possession of the 
improvements claimed in 1877, and h e places a valuation on these improvements of 
$2,500. The Appraisers personally viewed them ancl find their va,lue to be $1,260, 
which sum they award to the claimant, and which award I recommend be approved. 
)Yo. 138. ,Joseph Shermer.-The claimant in this case is in occnpancy of the improve-
m ,11t of seven farms and three town lots. Six of these farms are located in the 
c-q noyah di trict and the other is in the Illinois district, and the town improve-
ment a.re in the town of Muldrow, Sequoyah district. The farms are designated by 
th' claimants by numbers, and were acquired by him as follows: 
Farm o.1, acquired by purchase in 1883 ; farm No. 2, acquired by purchase in 
1 91; farm o. 3, acquired by purchase in 1890; farm No. 4, acquired by purchase in 
1 90· farm o. 5, made from the public domain in 1891; farm No. 6, acquired by 
pur Jrn e in 1891, and farm No. 7 was acquired in 1893 by trading a part of No.1 
th r for. All of the town lots were acquired and improvements made subsequent to 
Auuu t 11, 18 6. Claimant aklo claims an interest iri. a combined store and Masonic 
hall bnilding in the town of Muldrow, acquired snbseqnently to Auo·ust 11, 1886, and 
al o an int r t in the church building in the said town of Muldrgw known as the 
" 'bur h f o~," c~msidered by the Appraisers in their special report No. 78, as 
abov et forth m t}ns report, page ::35. 
It app ar from the evidence in this case that this claimant is a speculator in im-
pro_~ m n~ in the _ b.erok e Nation. ';['he Board of Appraisers have decided that the 
claimant 1 _ not entitled to have any ot the improvements in the nation, except those 
embrac d ~n far!n o. 1, apprai ed under _the law, all the other improvements having 
be ~ a qu1r~d mce A~gus~ 11, 1 86. ln this decision, which is in accordance with 
th 10 tru?tJOn con~amed: m Department letter of February 13, 1895, the office con-
cur , and m connection with the same it is pertinent to invite attention to the state-
ment of the Board, on paO'e 5 of their special report in this case that a construction 
of the law "lib ral enough to award the said Joseph Sherrn'er the value of the 
improve~ents of his seven ~arms_ a~d the town-lot property would open the flood 
~ate of frauclulent transact10ns m improvements of the Cherokee Nation." 
The claimant doe not in his evidence place any total valuation upon his improve-
ments,. nor d_oes h e value separately the improvements on ea.ch farm, but the 
Appraisers, after what appears to have been a proper consideration of the matter, 
find that the improvements on farm No. I were acquired by the claimant prior to 
Augus~ 11, 1 86, and that he is entitled to have the same appraised under the law. 
Th se improvements they value at $701 and they award that sum to the claimant 
for all imp1·ovements in the Cherokee Nation for which he is entitled under the law 
to pay, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 189. Metesha Watts and legal hei1·s of William. H. Watts.-These claimants claim 
as the heirs of William H. Watts, deceased, and are in possession of four farm 
improvements in the Cherokee Nation and three improved town lots in the town of 
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:Muldrow. Th farm improvem nt are d ignat cl by number, and wereac<Jnired by 
th aid Wilham H. Watt a foll w-s: Farm ,._•o. 1, acquired by purchase in 1 9; 
farm T • 2, acquired by purcha ~ in 1 ~; farm o. 3, _acquire~ by purchase in 189~; 
and farm ·o. 4, made by the claimant from the public dom~m and c?mmenced m 
1 7. The improved lot in the town of Muldrow were acqmred by said Watts sub-
sequently to Auaust 11, 1 _6. The .Appraise1:s find, in accord~n.ce with instruct~ons, 
that the claimants are entitled to have the improvements of farm No. Z appr:11sed, 
and that the iruproveIDents on the other farms a~1d town lots can not. be appraised 
by them under the law. The improvement on farm To. 2 were appraised by them 
at 4.5.75, and that sum th y award to Metesha Watts and others, heirs of William 
H. Watts, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 160. Thomas L. Clinkinbeard.-This claimant is in possession of an improve-
ment acquired by him by purchase in 1883. He also claims a half interest in ~n 
improvement adjoining this, but regarded by him, and is in fact, a separa!e and dis-
tinct place from it. The latter improvemeut was commenced by the claimant and 
made from the public domain subsequently to August 11, 1886. Tlle Board of 
Apprais rs determine that he is not entitled to have this half interest in the said 
last improvement appraised, but they decided that the place occupied by him p~r-
sonally, which was acquired in 1883, should be appraised and they have placed its 
value at $487, which sum they award to the claimant, which award I recommend be 
approved . 
.1 o. 161. Samuel C. Hill.-This claimant occupies an improvement embracing under 
one fence 600 or 700 acres of land, ~75 or 300 acres of which are under cultivation. 
All the land is prairie and is fenced in the cheapest way possible, and the board 
declares that the indications are that the claimant has endeavored to derive the bene-
fit of all the unoccupied land in the vicinity at the minimum cost of improvement. 
The improv ment was commenced in 1 86 and the Board of Appraisers determine 
that the ch.1,imant i entitled to have the same value nuder the law. The claimant 
ha placed a valuation on the place of $2,500. The Appraisers value the improve-
m nt at $1,011.50, and they award that sum to the claimant, which award I recom-
mend be approved. 
No. 167. cl.lexancler Harris.-'l'his claimant occupies an improvement embracing 450 
acres of prairie land, inc1osed with fence of two barbed wires. Two hundred and 
fifty a res are in a state of cultivation. The improvement was commenced by the 
claimant in 1 5, and he is therefore entitled to have the same appraised. He places 
no valuation on the place but the improvement has been appraised by the Board at 
$671.10, and that sum they award to the said claimant, which award I recommend be 
approved. 
No. 168. Jcimes A. Deshazo.-The improvements occupied by this claimant were 
purcha ed by him in 1 2, and he is therefo1·e entitled to Lave the same appraised. 
Th y have b en car fully examined by the Board of Appraisers and have been 
apprai d by them at $1,068. That sum they award to the claimant, which award I 
recommend be approved . 
.1,..0. 169. Williarn .A. Barber.-r.J o award is made by the Appraisers in this case, 
althou h the improvements occupied by the claimant and claimed by him were 
undoubt dly entered upon prior to Auan t 11, 1886. 
By a reference to the ori inal instru ·tionR to tlrn Board of Appraisers which 
accompanied the pap rs in these cases, as has already been stated in this report, it 
will be ol.> erved that the board ,vas instructed to investigate each case for the pur-
po e of determininO', :first, wheth r the improvements claimed by the intruders were 
entered upon by them prior to August 11, 18 6; and, second, whether said improve-
ments are in fact the prop rty of the claimant within the meanfog of the law pro-
viding for the apprai al of intruders' irnprovernents in the Cherokee Nation, ancl not 
the property of others. It appears from the evidence in this case that while the 
claimant has occupied hou es, lands, and improvements, which occupancy commenced 
prior to Augu t 11, 1 86, he does not have any rig-ht in law or eq nity to the improve-
ments claimed by him. It seems from the evidence that some time prior to-.Auo-ust 
11,1 6,certain citizen~ofthe 'berokee:N'ationhadestablished a sawmill at acertain 
point in the herok e :ration; that the mill had been sold by them to another citizen 
of the herokee Nation on such terms as contemplated the return of the same to the 
ori inal owners on failure of the 1mrcbMer to pay the purchase price at a certain 
time; that it was returned and again sold by the original owners to another citizen 
of the herokee ation upon similar conditions. The purchaser a se0oncl time failed 
to pay the pur ·base price, and the mill ag-ain became the property of the original 
own e:r . In tb . mean time t~e mill stood i~lc and was jumped by the claimant, who 
ha rnce that time hell con rnuous pos e 10n. The Board of Appraisers found that 
th im1uov~ments in q11_esti n did not b long to said William A. Barber, and there-
for h y did not appra1 e them, and make no award to the i-;aid Barber. 
From an examina ion of the evid nee in this case I am not fully satisfied that the 
claimant i_ not enti le~ to som~ eq1;1itable consideration on account of the improve-
ment which he occupies, but m view of the fact that the testimony in this case ia 
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rather obscure on certain important points, and of the further fact that the Board 
of Apprai ers bad the advantage o_f ueing on tha ground _an~ se~ing ~he witnesses as 
they gave their testimony I am disposed to accept their findmgs m the case and 
therefore recommend that' the same be approved. At the same time I would invite~ 
the particular attention of the Department to the papers in thie. case. 
No. 1'70. George W. Brou·n.~Thi~ _cla,i~ant is_ designated on the roll of in~ruders 
as" colored " but in the test1mony m tlns case 1t appears that he does not claim as a 
freedman u~der the treaty of 1866, but as a claimant to citizenship in the Cherokee 
Nation by blood. He commenced the occupancy of a small improvement in the 
nation before Aua-ust 11, 1886, which improvement is valued by the Appraisers 
at $151, and that ~um the~· award to the claimant, which award I recommend be 
approved. 
No. 171. John Cope.-This claimant, like the one above, is designated as "colored," 
but it appears from the evidence in the case that he claims as a citizen of the C~ero-
kee Nation by blood, and not as a free<l.man under the treaty of1866. He occuprns a 
small improvement which occupancy he commenced prior to August 11, 1886, and 
which improvement is valued at $124 by the Appraisers, and they award that sum 
to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
Ko. 183. Joseph A . Hubbard.-The improvements occupied by this claimant were 
commenced by him on May 1, 1886. They ,have been examined by th~ Board of 
Appraisers, which find their valne to be $331, and they award to the claimant that 
sum, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 185. Woodson Hubbard.-The improvements occupied by this claimant are 
allea-ed to have been commenced by him prior to August 11, 1886, but bis own 
evidence shows that he did not enter the Cherokee Nation until subsequently to this 
dn,te, therefore the Board of Appraisers decided that he is not entitled to an appraisal 
of his improvements. 
lio . 200. Claude G. Braught.-This claimant has under fence about six hundred 
acres of prairie land in the Cherokee Nation, three hundred acres of which he has 
placed under a sta.te of cultivation. The improvement was commenced by him prior 
to August 11, 1886. The Board of Appraisers say that the improvements on this 
place are of the cheapest kind. After an examination of the improvements it has 
appraised their value at $1,342, and that sum they award to the claimant, which 
award I recommend be approved. 
ro. 202. William Crockett, Mollie Breidenstein, et al., hei1·s of Marion J. Crockett.-In 
thi case the improvements occupied by the widow and heirs of Marion .J. Crockett 
were entered by him in 1883, who occupied them with his family until 1887, when be 
died. He claimed citizenship in th~ Cherokee Nation by blood, and the Cherokee 
at\thorities appear t o recognize his eldest son as being the person in charge of the 
improvement. His widow, Mollie Crockett, who claims no rights in the Cherokee 
Nation and no interest in these improvements, is married to Mark Breidenstein. Tn 
her testimony before the Board of Appraisers she states that the improvements 
b long d to the childr en of Marion J. Crockett, and that she claims no interest in 
them. The Board of Appraisers have not felt themselves authorized to allot to the 
heir their respective shares of these improvements, but they have appraised the 
improvements at $720, and award that sum to the heirs at law of Marion J. Crockett, 
which award I recommend be approved. · 
.1. ... o. !103. Johri TV. a11d H. T. Chastine, hei?-s of J. E. Chastine.-In this case it seems 
that the names of J .E. bastine and John W. and H. T. Chastine appear on the roll 
of intruders in the Delaware district, as occnpyin~ improvements in the Cherokee 
ation. It appears that J.E. Chastine was the mother of John W. and H.1'. Chas-
tine· that s_he died in 1 84-, leaving her husband, who was not a Cherokee cl:1imant, 
and the aid John W. and H. 1'. Chast,ine in possession of certain improvements 
cla~m d l>y her at the time of her death; that the husband, who ';Vas not a Cherokee 
clmmant, on trolled the improvement until bis dea1;h in 1891; that tbe said J. W. and 
H. T. hasti?e claimf'd each n, lrnlf interest in the jmprovements. It also appears 
that the aid J.B. Chastine left other chiJdren besides John W. and H. T. C.:hastine, 
n~mely, J.C. ~ncl R.1?. C.:hastine, the wife of Claude G. Braught (see No. 200), an,l the 
wife of Dr. Eh James (No. 214), but that neither of these children claim any interest 
whatever ~n the imp~ovem nts occupied by John W. and H. T. Chastine. Therefore 
the Appraisers appraised the value of the improvements in question at $725.50 and 
award that um to John \V. and H. T. Chastine. which award I recommend be 
approved. 
No. 206. James W. Crockett.-This claimant resided in the town of Fairland where 
he occupies town improvement . He also possesses an improvement about 1½ miles 
north of that place. The Board of Appraisers find that the town improvements 
occupied by the Cfaimant were _acquired subsequently to August 11, 1886, and that 
the_y are not snbJ~ct to ap_Prais~ment. The other improvement claimed by the 
claimant 'Ya acqmred by him llrtor to August 11, 1886; and has been appraised by 
the Appra1sers at$449, and this sum they award to the said claimant, Crockett, which 
award I recommend be approved. 
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··:,,ro, £1£. James Pl'ice.-Th improvement claimed by thi cfaimant were com-
m n ed by him iu 1 3 and ha.Ye been in hi po e ion and occupancy ever ince. 
A p r on~~l in pe ·tion th r of wa ruade by tlle Board of Appraisers, and they fonud 
their value to b 1, ,vhich sum they award to the claimant, and which award I 
r comm ud be approv cl. 
No. 213. amuel P. 'rockett.-The improvements claimed by this claimant have 
be n in his pos ·e ion inc 18 1, in which year he commenced to make the same 
from the public domain of the herokee ration. There is no evidence submitted of 
the co t or value of the improvement , so a per onal in pection thereof was made by 
the Apprai er an l they were valued by them at $9J0.9i'i, and this sum the Appraisers 
award to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved . 
... Vo. 215. William Henry .Moore.-In thii case the claimant alleges that he commenced 
the improvements occupied by him in 1886. o evidence is submitted by the Cherokee 
ation impeaching this statement, therefore the Board of Appraisers decided that 
the occupancy of the e improvements comruenced prior to August 11, 1886, and that 
claimant is entitled to appraisement of the same. The claimant places a valuation 
on the improvement of $3,000, but after careful inspection thereof the Board of 
Appraisers find their value to be $1,000, and award that sum to the claimant, which 
award I recommend be approved. 
No. 221. Ishmael Davis, ad1ninistrato1· of the estate of George Davis.-This claimant 
i the on and administrator of George Davis, au intruder on the rolls, who died 
October, 189J, in po e ion of irnproveruents, the occupancy of which he commenced 
prior to August 11, 1886. A nnm lJer of heirs are enumerated as claimants to an 
interest in this tate, bnt the ·Board of Appraisers have appraised the value of the 
improvements at $600.70, and awarcl that ·um to Ishmael Davis, the administrator 
of thee tate, which award I recornrueud be approved. 
No. 229. Ishmael lhu:is.-The improvements for which this claimant claims the 
right to be compen, ated were entered upon by him in the spring of 1885. They 
were viewed by the Board of Appraisers and valued at $398.80, which sum they 
award to the claimant, and which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 227. William W. Ilailey.-In this case the Board of Appraisers macle no 
appraisal or award. Mention i, made of the case on account of the fact that the 
claimant i shown by the evidence in the case to be a postmaster of the Unite<l. 
tate at Blu .J a,cket, Incl. T. T:he improv1::ments occupied by him were commenced 
or acquired suh eqnently to August 11, 1886. This is the reason given by the Board 
of Appraiser for not appraising the improvements, but the further reason may be 
given for not appraL ing the improvements of this claim that the claimant is an 
officer of the nited ~tates in the Iudian Territory, and not liable to removal on the 
complaint of the pdn ·ipal chief of the Cherokee Nation, under the provision of the 
agr ment between th United tates and the Cherokee Nation of December 19, 1891. 
I recommend in thi case that the name of the claimant be stricken from the 1011 
of intruder furni h d by the Cherol,e authorities. 
No. 229. alathiel M. Stubbs.-Tl1is claimant resides in the town of Blne Jacket, 
wh re he occopie a ·wall lot acqnired by him ·ince August 11, 1886. He also claims 
th iruprovem nt on a farm locat d near the said town, which he swears he com-
m need in )fay, 1 6. There is note timony introduced by tl10 Cherokee Nation to 
imp a.ch this tat ment of the claimant, and the Appraisers have appraised the 
improvem nts, after having inspected them, at $41 6, and this sum they award Lo the 
claimant, which award I reromruencl be approved . 
.JYo. 2SO. Junius 0. Hill.-Tliis cl:dmant occupies improvements near the town of 
Blue ,Jacket, the occupancy of which Le commenced prior to August 11, 1886. His 
buildin are located itb.in said town of Blue Jacket, aIJcl the other improvements 
al'e adjoining th town site. The .Appraisers have appraised the improvements at 
$44-1.75, and this um they award to the claimant, which award I recommend be 
approved. 
Xo. 231 . William, L. 11yde1·.-lt appears tbat the claimant in this case entered upon 
the occupancy of the improvement claimed July 20, 1886. The Board of Appraisers 
have deemed that he is entitlecl to h,tve his approYemeuts appraised. They have 
valued the same in the suni of $3-3, which sum they award to the claimant, and 
which award I re ommencl be approveu . 
... o. 232. Bichard Pu_ff'er.-The claimant in this case occupies a very small impro,·e-
men~ which. he acquired prior to August 11, 1 86. The place occupied by the claim-
ant 1 descnb db the Apprai. ers a being o isolated, in the midst of an exteusive 
~act of broken timber country, that it required a guide to pilot them to inspect the 
:un.provement . After an inspection they expressed the belief that $35 would. cover 
th_ co t of all th . exp n es in urred in makiug the improvements. In addition to 
th1 pl th claunant commenced the improvement of 13½ acres in another place 
b for U!!U t 1, 1 .. The i'?prov ~1 •_nts on thi.- latter pla ce tlley place at $20.25, 
anc~ th y award th launant for all h1 1ruprove1Uents in the nation the aum of $55.25, 
:\' h1ch award I recorumeu l Le approved. 
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No. 233. Hem·y M. P11Jje1·.-This claimant owns an improvement of prairie land con-
sistinlY of 170 acres in one :field, of which be cl:.tims one-half, being the western por-
tion thereof, and his father, Richard Puffer, claims the ~ther half. The improveme!1ts 
of this claim are appraised by the Board at $126.40, which sum they award the cla1ru-
ant, and which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 239. George W. Scruggs.-The claimant in this c~se occupies 150 acres. of land 
in the Cherokee Nation near the town of Chelsea, which he commenced to improve 
and occupy either in 1881 or 1882. The Appraisers :find that these improvements are 
subject to appraisement, and value them at $424.50, and they award that sum to the 
claimant, which award I recommend be. approved. . . . 
T0 • 242. Henry Schneider.-TheAppra1sers dooide, m accordance with the evidence, 
that the claimant in this case entered upon his improvements prior to August 11, 1886, 
and that he is therefore entitled to have the same appraised under the law. After 
an inspection of the place they value the improvements at $308.35, and award that 
sum to the claimant, which award I recommentl be approved. · 
No. 243. Benson Pack.-According to the evidence, this claimant commenced the 
occupancy of the impro.vements clai.med ?Y him prior to August 11, _ 188~, and the 
Appraisers have deter~med that be_ 1s enti~led to ha~e the same appraised m accord-
ance with the law. After personal mspect1on of the improvements they have value<l 
them at $653, and they award that sum to the claimant, which award I recommend 
lie approved. 
Xo. ~44. James Pack.-This claimant occupies a small place or farm, which occu-
pancy was commenced prior to August 11, 1886, according to the evidence in the 
ca e, and the Appraisers have det_ermine?- that he ~s entitled to hav~ the_ same ap-
prai ed under the law. After an mspect1on of the improvements, which it appears 
are of a very cheap order, the Appraisers have valued the same at $199.17, and they 
award that sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 246. Ma1·cus Baird.-All the improvements occupied by this claiimant were 
commenced by him prior to August 11, 1886. The Appraisers have decided that he 
i entitled to have the same appraised, and have valued the same at $924.n0, and they 
award that sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 248. a11wel B. Belew.-The claimant in this case was absent from the nation 
at the time his improvements were appraised, and the testimony in the case was given 
by Ella Belew, his wife, and Sidney Belew, his son. The Appraisers are satisfied 
from the evidence that this claimant is occupying houses, lauds, and improvements, 
which occupa.ncy commenced before August 11, 1886, and that he is entitled to have 
the ame appraised under the law. They :find that the improvements are.worth $665, 
and award that sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
To. 250. John H. Harris.-The Appraisers decide that part of the improvements 
occupied by this claimant were acquired by him prior to August 11, 1886, and is 
subject to appraisal. There are other improvements in the possession of the claimant 
wJ1i h the Appraisers :find were acquired subsequently to August 11, 1886, and which 
th y decide are not snbject to appraisal. For the improvt>ments acquired to August 
11, 1 ' 6, they award to the claimant the sum of $930, which award I recommend be 
appr vecl . 
.1.Yo. 251. William Smilh.-This claimant occupies an improvement in the Coowees-
coow e <.li trict of the Cherokee Nation, which occupaney the Appraisers :find was 
comm nced_pr~or to August 11, 1886. The improv~ments consist of buil~ings, fences, 
et ., th_ lnnldmg bemg mostly of logs, olcl, and ma bad state of repair. 
In th1 ca e the Appraisers haYe taken into considerat-ion t,he value of the use of 
th lan~l by the clahnnnt, aud have allowed him full value for the improvements, 
oth rw1se than the clearing of the land. In most all of these cases the Appraisers 
ha.ve, when they have taken into consideration the value of the use of the land, offset 
tb'.1-t value by the u~pense of clearing tbe same and adapting it to cultivation. In 
tb1 ca e the Appra1 ers have found the value of the improvements to be $853, and 
th y award that sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
Xo. 252. Davicl I. Elliot.-This claimant is in possession of a farm improvement in 
~he h rokce Nation which he commenced in 1892, rmd he makes no claim to any 
1mp!ovement o:t: farm lands acquired prior to August 11, 1886. He is alst in pos-. 
se 10n of certa1n town property in Pryor Creek, Ind. T., which he commenced, as 
near a can b e a certained from the evidence, in 1884, and which he has owned and 
occupied ever sin e. The Appraisers :find tbe value of these town improvements to 
~e $300,_ and they award that sum to the claimant. They find, in accordance with 
rn tructi_ons, that the farm improvement s in possession of the claimant are not subject 
to appra1 al nuder the law. I recommend that the award in this case be approved . 
.1.. o. 253. David B. Bryant.-This claimant resides in the town of Pryor Creek in 
the Cherokee ation, but occupies no improvement in that town to which he lays 
any claim. He claims, however, a farm improvement not far from the town of Cho-
teau, Ind. T., which it appears he commenced to improve in the spring of 1885. 
The claimant has not for some time occupied the improvements personally on the 
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farm r f, rred to, and wa unable to te tify as to their present con~ition. After .a 
per onal in, p ction of the , aid improvements, the _Board of Ap~ra1sers find their 
valu to b ·374. I, which um the~· award to the claimant, and which award I recom-
mend be approv d. . . . 
ro. 254. Daniel l.labry.-This claimant occupies a small farm improvement which 
th Board of Apprai , r ha l et ermined be has occ~pied since before August 11, 1886, 
and whi hit i al determined i ubj ct to appraisal under the law. After a per-
sonal in pection of the improvement the Board of Appraisers ,alue them at $433.50, 
and they award that um to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
ro. 255. Governor Belew.-The claimant in this case occupies improvements in the 
herokee Tation to tb e extent of about 800 acres of prairie land, and he bas been 
in occupancy ther of , ince the year 1 8-L In addition to these 800 acres of land the 
claimant also lay claim to all the improYements adjoining his own on the south to 
the extent of 260 acres, under fence and cultivation, with some buildings and _some 
other minor iwproYemeuts. For certain reasons stated by the Board of Appraisers, 
which I think are ufficirnt, it is decided thattbe claimaut ·in this case is not entitled 
to have tbe improv ments south of those occupied by him appraised. No total valu-
ation i placed on hi improvements in the Cherokee ation by the claimant, but after 
a car fol p ersonal insp ction, a stated in their report, the Appraisers have valued 
the improvement at $1,157.75, anrl they award that sum to the claimant for all 
improYem nt in the berokee ~ation for which he is entitled to pay under the law, 
whi ch award I recommend be approved. 
No. 258. Monroe E. Belew.-In this case the Board made several ineffectual attempts 
to 11:we the claimant appear and testify as to bis improvemeuts, but it states that the 
claimant was ab ent from bis improvements temporarily when the Board concluded 
to make an inve tigation thereof. The testimony in this case is given by Governor 
B Jew, th fath r of the claimant, who resides on improvements of his own a<ljoining 
tho of the claimant. This claimant occupies 250 acres of prairie land, nearly all 
of which is in cultivation. Thu improvements on this place were appraised by the 
Appraiser after a thorough inspection at $1,210, and they award that sum to the 
laimant, wllich award I recommend be approved. 
o. 259. Levi J. Belew.-This claimant, 1ik No. 258, was absent from his improve-
ment at the time of the apprai al, arnl the testimony in this case was given by Gov-
ernor Belew, bi nncle, and .Jame M. haw, a stone mason. The Appraisers decided 
that th 0ccupa.n cy of the improvements was commence<l by the claimant prior to 
AuO'nHt 11, 1 , and that h e wa entitled to have the same apprai sed under the law. 
They apprai ed th rn at $84.4.50, and award that sum to the claimant, which award 
I r ecommend be approYecl. 
No . 2{].'J. V . 0. raniford.-This claimant claims certain farm improvements near 
lareruor , Incl. T., embracing about 200 acres of land, and occupied by himself, 
and al o improv m nt of 300 acre contiguous thereto, marle and approved by one 
.J . ·w. Hla kburn uncl r l a e from aicl Craw·ford. The said Blackburn denies that 
th i111provem nt nnd r lease made, and occnpi cl by himself, belonged to the said 
r:rn·ford and cl f'lar s that be ha m::ule the improvements himself, Crawford having 
coutribut d no money or l abor for their maintenance. He admits that in 1889 he 
propo cl to nt r iu t an agreement with said Crawford to improve for him under a 
t en y ar ' l a e th land occupi d by him at pr sent, but that on findiu o· that Craw-
ford w a non citiz n and not authorized to make such a lease, and that he could 
not pro ur a permit for said Blackburn tor main in the nation, he refused to enter 
foto a writt 11 l a. wi h him and continned to improve the land himself as a non-
riti z n of t h h rokee ation. John L Taylor, jr., a citizen of the Cherokee 
' at ion, prot . ts again.st the appraisal of improvements claimed l1y Crawford, and 
th improvements claim <l hy 1 oth rawford anrl Blackbnrn, on the ground that they 
ncroach upon hi quart r -roil limit-the laws of the Cherokee Nation providin~, 
it cm , again t uch ncroachm nt-ancl he claims that both Crawford and Blacli:-
burn hav encroa h cl upon hi quarter-mile limit and that the improvements 
belonged to him. 
'l'h Apprai r rlecide that the improYement :fir t mentioned herein, occupied by 
fr. r awford, were commeucecl bf him prior to August 11, 1886, and that said Craw-
ford i entitled to bav th ame apprai ed. They therefore value said improvements 
at $1145.50, and a ward to aid rawfor<l that um for all his improvements in the 
h roke .,.ation , whi ch award I recommend he approved. 
No. 272 . .t1.nt1ci11 e Gillis.-Thi claimant claim rights in the Cherokee Nation under 
an a r m nt l tw en t he elawar Indians and the said nation, entered into and 
ex ·nt d und r authority of the tr aty of 1 6 between the llnited States and the 
herok .,.ation. H laim no rif{ht in the Cherokee ~ation by Cherokee blood 
and as tbi l partm nt ha th righ , in accordance with the dec·i ion of the court' 
t pa. _ upon laim_ f this cbaract r i t i 1 m <l .·pedient before discus ing th~ 
appra1 em nt f h1 impr v m nt t l< t that illi made application for enroll-
m n a · a 1. ar entitl d t ri<rht iu th Ch rok rTation on what is known in 
tbi ffi and i u uall y l iguat d a tb 'Wallace roll.'' Mr. Wallace was 
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appointed by the Department some years ago to make an enrollment of the Shaw-
nees, Delawares, and fr~edmen entitled to rights in the Cherokee Na~ion for the 
purpo e of paying to said Shawnees, Delawares, and freedmen, per capit3:, the sum 
of $75 000 appropriated by Congress out of the fund of the Cherokee Nation, to be 
paid them on account of the failure ?~ said Cherokee ~ation to include said parties 
in the payment mad~ p e! capita to c~t1~ens _of the nat10n. . . . 
After a full invest1gation of Mr. Gilhs's rights on the evidence submitted by him, 
the Office, in revising the work performeu b~ Mr. Wallace, decided th~t Mr: ~illis is 
not entitled to rio-hts in the Cherokee Nation. Subsequently to this decision Mr. 
Gillis again made O application to this <;)ffic~ for enrollment to b~ paid a pa~t of the 
moneys paid out to the Delaware Indians m the Cherokee Nation, and th1~ Office 
decided, in a letter of Maren 11, 1895, to Hon. S. W. Peel, that he was not entitled to 
such enrollment. 
In view of the decision of this Office in the premises, Mr. Gillis is an intruder in 
the Cherokee Nation, and his improvements were properly appraised by the Board of 
Appraisers. It appears _from ~he evidence in thi:-; c~se that ?e beg3:n the occupanc_y 
of the improvements claimed. m 1883, and that he 1s therefore entitled to have his 
farm improvements appraised under the law; that he occupies certain town improve-
ments in the town of Tulsa, Ind. T., which he began occupying subsequently to 
Augu t 11, 1886, and which_ town improvem~nt_s he rs n~t entitled to have appraised. 
The Appraisers bave appraised the Yalue of h1s farm improvements at $790.65, and 
they award to Mr. Gillis tbat sum, which award I recommend be approved. 
o. 274. John G. Lloyd.-The claimant began the occupancy of his improvements 
in th Cherokee ,.ation in 1883, and is therefore entitled to have the same appraised 
uncler the law. The Appraisers after a personal inspection of the improvements 
valued them at $364.75, and they award that sum to the claimant, which award I 
r rommend be approved . 
.No. 275 . Mary A. Lloyd, William W. Lloyd, and Minnie Lloyd, hei1·s of Geo1·ge W. 
Lloyd.-The improvements in this instance were entered upon by the said George 
W. Lloyd prior to August 11, 1886. In 1884 saicl George W. Lloyd died, and the 
improvements have since·that time been in possession of his widow and two of his 
children. The Board of Appraisers value the improvements at $351, and award to 
aid Mary A. Lloyd $117, to W.W. Lloyd $117, and to W.W. Lloyd, guardian of 
Minni Lloyd, $117, which awards I r ecommend be approved. 
No. ,178. William P. Munson.-ln tlds case the claimant controls a considerable por-
tion of the prairie land near Coffeyville, Kans., on which he has, according to the 
evi<l nee ubrnitted and the ins1)ection made by the Board of Appraisers, compara-
tiv ly m ager improvements. After an examination of the improvements the 
Apprni er decide that their value is $686.3fi, which sum they award to the claimant, 
mHl wbi h award I recommend be approved. 
o. 280. Westley T. Phillips.-The improvements in this case were first occupied by 
th laimant in February, 1885, according to the evidence submitted. There are 90 
acr uncl r f nee, of which 70 are in cultivation. From a personal inspection of the 
improv meuts the Appraisers value them at $573.95, and they award that sum to 
th 1, imant, which award I recommend be approved. 
o. 28 1. Arrelious (Alias Alonzo) Roberts.-The Appraisers deeided that the claimant 
ill hi a entered upon the occupancy of the improvements claimed prior to August 
11 1 6. The value of the improvements is fixed by the Appraisers, from the evidence 
submitted by th claimant, at $417.34, and they award that sum to the claimant, 
which award I re ommeud be approved. 
. o. 282. 1'honias Hill.-Tbe improvements in this case embrace a farm of 75 acres 
m th . herokee Tation. The occupancy of these improvements is found by the 
Ap1)ra1 r to have been commenced prior to August 11, 1886, and their value is 
fix •d ~y them at $494.50, which sum they award to the claimant for his improve-
m uts m the herokee Nation, and I recommend that the saicl award be approved. 
So. 283. Francis M. Dufoe.-'I'he improvements in this case consist of buildino-s 
fin s, t ., on 60 acres of land situated near Lenapah, Ind. T. The value plac~d 
up~n the e improvements by the Appraisers is based upon the testimony of the 
cla1ma:-1 and fix cl at $339.50, the claimant having ueen fonnd by said Appraisers to 
be ut1tled to have the same a,ppr aised, he having entered upon the occupancy in 
1 i. Th Appraisers award t o him the sum of $339.50, which award I recommend 
b approved . 
. ?o. 284. Jrilliani Stephens.-It appears from the evidence in this case that the 
claimant has been engaged in the business of making, buying, and selling improve-
ment in the nation since 1870. The claimant is now occupying an improvement in 
th ,Ch~rokee Nation, embraci~g 1~4 acres of the public domain, 8 miles south of 
C?ffeyV11le, Kans. He also clauns nnprovements of 300 acres more, made and occu-
pied by other parties. The improvements first mentioned, it appears from the evi-
dence, were first occupied by the claimant prior to August 11, 1886, and they are, 
therefore, subject to appraisement under the law. The other improvements were 
acquired by claimant since August 11, 1886, if, indeed, they can be said to belong to 
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him t all. Th y w r improv d b, two partie by th name o_f Anderso? _and S':eet-
mnn nnd r contra ·t with tb claimant. the claimant 1s a nonc1t1zen of the 
'b •rok e ... ation, and a b ontributed notliin to the irupro:v~ments e_xce:pt the 
privil f ut ring op n tb publicdomainoftbatnation-a~nv1legewh1ch 1twas 
not lli to give-the claimant ·an not, as decid d by tb Appra1sers, be ~eld to have 
any right of prop rty ''""hatever iu the improvement occupied by the s~nd Anderson 
and th aid w etmau. Therefor the Apprai ·era very proper~y decided that he 
wa ntitled to have only tb improvements first mentioned appraised under the law, 
and th y find the valu of tho e improvement!! to be $1,177.50, and they award tllat 
sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. . 
o. 286. Leo H. ingleton.-ln this case the Appraiser fix tbe value of the 1mprove-
meu t of the claimant, who began the occupan ·y of the same pr~or to A1;1-gust 11, 
1 6, from the evidence intr duced by the claimant. They appraise the 1mprove-
ment at $601, and awarcl that um to the claimant, which award I recommend be 
approv d. . . 
.,_\To. 288. Perry Bill.-The laimant in this case is designated on the roll of mtrud-
er a "colored,'' but it app ars from the evid nee that the said clai~ant do~s not 
claim citizenship in the herokee :ration under the treaty of 1866, but 1s a claimant 
to citiz nship by blood. The improvements we.re entered by him prior to August 
11 1 86, and are limited in extent n,nrl value, which value the appraisers have found 
to be $54.50, and they award to the claimant that sum, which I r ecommend be 
approved . 
.No. 290. John B. Belnv.-The improvements in this case consist principally of 
prairie laud improved by th ·laimant, there being 143 acres under fen ce, 103 acres of 
which are in a state of cultivation. The Appraisers report that the buildings on 
th e iropr vement , exc pt a mall granary and shed room are all matle of logs and 
poles, and are of comparatively in i 0 nificant value. The Board of Appraisers finds 
that the claimant ommenced the occupan y of these improvements prior to August 
11, 18 6, and that he is entitled to have them appraised under the law, and it fixes 
their value at $600.50, and award that sum to the c.laimant for the improvements 
claimed by him, whi h award Ir commend be approvecl. 
The laimant al o c]airus iu1prov ment of 17 acres adjoining the place which is 
de ribed in the evidence a the "leas cl field," which it appears was improved by 
on tri klin, und r a contract with the ·laimant, from tbepubJic domain of the Cher-
okee 1:Tati n, ub quently to August 11, 18 6, but as this "leased field" was not a 
part of the oric,foal improvement of the claimant, the Board of Appraisers decided, 
in accordance with in tructions~ that it was not subject to appraisement. and it has 
th refore awarcl d n thin°· to tne claimant ou account of this improvement. This 
conclUF1iou of the Board appears to b correct under the instructions of the Depart-
ment, and Ir commend that it be approved. 
J.Yo. 291. William Harrell.-'I'b Board of Appraisers have determined that the 
claimant in thi en e ent r d upon th occupancy of the improvements claimed by 
him prior tv Augn t 11, 1 6, that he is therefor ntitled to have the same appraised 
und r the law. The value of th improvements i found by the Board to be $335, and 
that sum they award to th claimant, wllich award I recommend be approved . 
. No . 295. Robert L. 'ingleton.-'fhe Yalue of the improYements occupied by this 
claimant, wliich the Board de id wer corumen eel before August 11, 1886, is fixed 
by the Board, in accordan e with th evidence given in the case, a t$J07.25, and that 
suw th y award to the laimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
Ko. 296. arwuel II. Skinnel' and wife.--Tbe claimants in this case entered into pos-
se ion of impr vement in the Cher k e ation in June, 1886, consisting of certain 
property in the town of inita. Mr . kinner is the daughter of Hannah Flippin, 
who was admitted to citizenship in the herokee Nation in 1884, and all of the 
improvement clahned by these claimants were acquired during the time they were 
recognized by the Cheroke authorities as having full citizenship in the nation. 
Indeed, ome of the imyrovements claimed by them were acquired by purchase from 
the Cherokee authorities under the town-site laws of said nation, and are held by 
deed from the principal chief of the nation. It seems that the town-site laws of the 
nation authorize the sale of town lots only to citizens of the nation, and that said 
kinner purcba e<l from the nation c rtain lands subsequently to August 11, 1886, 
but prior to th action of the Cherokee authorities declaring the claimants to ue non-
citizen , and while they were fully recognized in every respect as entitled to privi-
1 ge in the nation a8 citizens. Be ide the town improvements in Vinita, claimants 
claim they are in pos ·es ion also of a farm im]Jrovement in the Cherokee Nation 
acquired nb 1nently to Augu t 11, 18 6, and another farm improvement which they 
comm need t ma.ke in July, 1 6 . 
. The Appraisers have decid d that the claimants are entitled to have only the 
1mprovem ut made or acquire l by them prior to August 11, 1886, appraised, not-
itb tand~no- th _fact that o~her impro:vements a quired subsequently to tha.t date 
ere acqmred while the parties were citizen of the nation. 
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In view of the instrnctions given by the Department in its letter of February 13, 
1895 and the fact that this Department has no jurisdiction of the question of citizen-
ship' in the Cherokee Nation, it is thought that the action of the Appraisers in this 
regard was correct. 
After examining all the improvements claimed by the claimants subject to 
appraisal under the law, the Appraisers value them at $1,559. :5, and they award that 
sum to the claimants, which award I recommend be approved. 
Nos. 302 and 303. R. 0. Edgerton et aZ.-These two reports disclose the fact tbat the 
principal chief of the Ch~rokee Nation has informed _the Board of Appraisers that 
R. C. Edgerton, Billy Bibles, W. W. Hadle.v, one Fitzgerald, and Richard Byrd, 
whose names appear on the list of intruclers furnish~d said Board_ of Apprai~ers, are 
citizens of the Cherokee Natiou, and has requested 1t to erase the1r names from the 
list of intruders. I have the honor to recommend that these names be regarded as 
erased from said list as intruders. 
No. 305. Henry Myers.-The name of this claimant appears on the roll of intruders 
as "colored "but he testifies that he is not a claimant to citizenship in the Cherokee 
Nation und~r the ninth article of the treaty of 1866, but claims citizenship in that 
nation throu"'h his wife, who is a claimant as a Cherokee by blood. His improve-
ments are valued by him at $400. He beg-an occupying them in February, 1886. 
The Board of Appraisers have fixed their value at $286, and they award that sum to 
the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
No. 306. HenrlJ and Annie Smith.-Tbese claimants are "colored" persons, and 
appear on the intruder's roll as such. They claim, however, to be citizens of the 
Cherokee Nation by blood, and not under the ninth article of the treaty of 1866. 
They commenced to occupy the improv~ments claimed_ by them, accord~ng to the 
testimony in 1881, and have been occupymg them ever smce. The Appraisers value 
them at $305.40, and award that sum to the claimants, which sum I recommend be 
approved. 
No. 309. Thomas J. Ell'iot.-The improvements in this case consist of 258 acres of 
prairie land fenced, with 70 acres in cultivation, buildings, orchards, etc. The claim-
ant began the occupancy of these improvem;ents prior to August 11, 1886, and the 
Board of Appraisers therefore det~rmine that be was entitled to have the same 
appraised under the law, and they have, after proper consideration of the matter, 
valued them at $910.09, and they award that sum to the claimant, which award I 
recommend be approved. 
No. 311. Richard ,T. Beatty.-The improvements of this claimant are located near 
the town of Choteau, Ind. T., and consist of fences, etc., and 250 acres of prairie 
land under fence, which the claima,nt in his testimony values at $1,200. The Board 
of Apprai ers decided that the claimant entered upon the occupancy of these improve-
ments prior to Aue-rust 11, 1886, and after an inspection of the same, they value them 
at $73 , and they award to the claimant that sum, which award I recommend be 
approved. 
No. !J12. Wiley Jones.-Thename of this claimant appears on the Cherokee intruder's 
roll as a colored person. The claimant claims citizenship in the nation, however, by 
blood and not a a freedman under the ninth article of the treaty of 1866. Th.e 
Apprai ers decille that the claimant entered upon the occupancy of these improve-
ments prior to AnguRt 11, 1886, arid they appraise them at $160, awarding that sum 
to the laimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
o. 919. Samuel Replogle.-The claimant commenced the occupancy of the improve-
ment claimed by him in this case November 14, 1879. In his testimony he places a 
v ry exorbita11t and fictitious valne on the improvements. He claims to have 900 
fruit tre s, and he values them at $25 each. 'fbe Appraisers state that the place is 
locat d a long di tance from any market for the fruit, and the orchard is therefore 
practi?a.1ly valu less as a source of revenue to the claimant. The total value placed 
by claimant on the improvements embraced on his place is $30,400. After viewino-
the improvements, the Board of Appraisers value them at $2,636, and they award that 
sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be approved. 
o. 914. Geol'ge M. ichols.-Tbe claimant in this case owns improvements 13 
miles from Fort mith, Ark., in the Cherokee Nation. He claims improvements of 
two diff rent farms in the Sequoyah district, upon one of which he resides himself 
known a "Nichols farm," situated 1 mile from Muldrow, and another, known a~ 
the "Taylor farm, ' 2 miles from that place. He commenced improving the "Nichols 
farm" in 187 , and has occupied the same ever since. The "Taylor farm" he 
acquired in 1884: or 1885, anrl has been in continuous possession ever since. After an 
examina.tion of the improvements and relying on what evidence the Board coulcl 
obtain regarding their value, the Appraisers have appraised the value of both farms 
at $1,170, and they award that sum to the claimant, which award I recommend be 
approved. · 
This closes the review of all the cases of intruders in the Cherokee Nation who 
claim citizenship therein by biood, whose improvements have been appraised by the 
Board of Appraisers, and in whose cases there appear to be, from special reports of 
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1. George .A. Crain. 
2 . .Alfr d L. Harp r. 
3. I aac Mc lam ry. 
4. A. B. 't en. 
5. William R:,de. 
6. William J. Ilill. 
8. J nmes D. Shoemake. 
9. William M. Luke. 
10. Jtobert H. New om. 
11. John C. Ca1,well. 
13. Early Downs. 
15. James W. ilomphries. 
18. Bartholomew Gwinn. 
19. Cintlm Gwinn. 
20. -aucy Lucas. 
21. amoel J. John8on. 
22. Geor Jack on . 
23. G orge Corti Jackson. 
24-. ila!! Timmon . 
25. Wi11inm A. onng. 
26. Jacob Dickard. 
27. Par! y L. Dutcher. 
29. James P. Plank. 
31. David Crocket Bags. 
82. Zacl1ariah lark Crow. 
84. Joseph W. Rogers. 
36. James F. Conley. 
37. James Wood. 
88. Jacob Cotner. 
39. L wis Copple. 
40. L wis C. Copple. 
41. David M. Copple. 
42. Ely Copple. 
43. William R. Copple. 
44. Cyrus B.res. 
45. Jame ,v. Weems. 
46. Robert Ilenry Bell. 
47. amn 1 F. :Moore. 
48. Ja k Hoop r. 
49. Jnp. J!'ari t!. 
50. William . Ilo"'an. 
52. "William A. Howard. 
54. Jam Goin . 
55. Jam s B. Watts. 
56. Te wton J. 'rawford. 
5 . ·wmiam J. \Vatt ,j r. 
59. William P. Bla k. 
6J. !Hom W. Field. 
62 . Thoma II. Jack on. 
63. John A. P t rson. 
64. Alfred Winll t. 
65. J f'ffi r on L. Moriran. 
66½, El'ltate of D lilah Boyett. 
67. William D . hnllenberger. 
68. Rot, rt B. Jenkins. 
69. James . Holden. 
70. Robert J. McLaughlin. 
71. Joseph B. McLaughlin. 
72. George •. Del,alt. 
73 . .Andrew J. Upton. 
74 . . John W. 'on. ins. 
75. William W. Payne. 
76. John hanon. 
82. Jessi M . .Allen. 
85. William M. Dal y. 
86. Marion H. Mabry. 
87. James L. Payne. 
88. J ohn . Woodward. 
89 . hadrack .lt. Carson. 
90. Jamf's L. oins. 
91. William J . .B atty. 
92. Marion J. Taylor. 
93. Jacob M. Mabry. 
94. ,·anmel 111. Watts. 
95. Charlie Duncan. 
!16. Ja111es R . Morris. 
97. ,Yilliam JJ.Morris. 
9 . Robert Watts. 
99. Mal'ion Duncan. 
100. Martin Fi kl . 
101. James H. Roark. 
102. James M. Goins. 
103 . .Arthur W. Miller. 
104. G orge W . .'umpter. 
105. 1iE,nry II. Harris. 
106. William L. J olmson. 
107. Jacob A. Kiser. 
10 . neorge ,V. Risinboover. 
109. Charfey F. Knight. 
110. John H. Osbourn. 
111. 11 nter P. Azbill. 
112. William J. Azbill. 
113. Tewton J. Gaogh. 
114. La Fayette G. Chastain. 
115. James R. Berkley. 
116. Bonjami11 F. Latimer. 
117. John Walker. 
11 . J nhn B. Corbatt. 
119. Fmncis M. Williams. 
120. Mi hacl B. Burgess. 
121. Trenton A. Patillo. 
122 . .'amnel Massy. 
123. Nancy Jane Wyldon. 
127. arah L. Shaunon. 
13.J.. John K0ster. on. 
l:l8¼. Oliver ff. Miller. 
140~ Abednago Baize. 
141. John W: '.l.'bomas. 
142. Dave Allen. 
143. Thomp on C. Gardenhire. 
144 . Albin C. Gardenhire. 
145. James A.Morgan. 
146. William L. cott. 
147. George Mabry. 
14 . Isaac I. Barber. 
149. 1\fal'tlla L. Blair. 
150. Thomas Runt. 
151. Onus E. Barber. 
l 52. Samnel 11:L J~lair. 
153. John C. Bl Jsoe. 
155. David Frakes. 
156. 'l'homaR J. Pierson. 
157. Hiram Frakes. 
158. Brv e M. mart. 
159. JohnC.Kelley. 
162. T. J. Gambell. 
163. ·wmiam .r . Corbett. 
165. 'harles G. Corbett. 
166. Mahala Rule. 
172. J n-y Hubbard. 
173. Edna R. Quiggins. 
174. Westley and Charles Boyd. 
175. Charles Boyd. 
176. La Fayette Hood. 
l.7i. James A. immons. 
178. Mary E. Truett. 
179. Edgar Hubbard. 
180. Jobn J. Hubbard. 
181. Caleb HnblJard. 
1 2. imon J. Hubbard. 
184. Martin F. Hob bard. 
1 6. , iou . Haynes. 
187. Reub n C . .Moore. 
188. Alexander Van Winkle. 
l 9. William Pyatt. 
190. John D. Collins. 
m: ~ii!E~ ~~~!~t 
193. JeRse J. McGhee. 
194. John T. Cox. 
195 . Dauiel Jones. 
196. Jesse M. Richardson. 
197. DaYit Pitts. 
198. A.nua hl. Ilart. 
199. W. F. Smith. 
201. William Crockett. 
207. Jolin R. Shields. 
208 . WestlevB. Brewer. 
203. Kinchen Perry West. 
210. John U. DinJs. 
211. Andrew hl. Lanford. 
214. Ely James. 
216. William t,mith. 
217 and 218. Cyrus and A. C. Rad-
ley. 
219. Frank Cox. 
220. Beujamin Beck. 
222. George Davis. 
224. Lucinda K. Smith. 
225. John W. Miller. 
226. J osepb J. Harris. 
22 . Hezekiah A. Hinley. 
234. Leander Litt. 
235. Mo es Litt. 
236. Siclia Beck. 
287. Joseph H. Binns. 
238. Tave Powers. 
240. James C. Scroggs. 
241. Taylor Goins. 
245. John Arnett. 
247. Samuel Pace. 
249. Sidnev Belew. 
256. William I. Ward. 
257. Nora l1aldwin. 
260. W. Spratt Scott. 
261. John E. ]3ell. 
262. Philip J. Bell. 
26-!. J. W. Blackburn. 
265. Jessie H. Bell. 
~~t i~!~~~- a.1Wa~d. 
268. Moses M. Bell. 
2ti9. Clark Mauley. 
270. N. A. and J. \v. Coleman. 
271. Elijab J. Warren. 
273. Martha Hamilton. 
276. William Lloyd. 
277. J.B. Gillis. 
2i9. William A. Munson. 
285. C. C. and Mattie Ayers. 
287. Robert B. Croan. 
288. V. and Jacob Ryan. 
202. George B. McGlasson. 
293. En~ene D. Ficklin. 
294. Waiter A. Mc:N'ally. 
297. Hannah Flippin. 
298. M. E. Milford. 
2~9. Stephen Edwards. 
300. Thomas Moore. 
801. Clarence Meredith. 
804. H. II. Hubbard. 
307. Newton M. Miller. 
30 . Benjamin H. Cnrry. 
810. Leonard A. Beard. 
315. Answcll F. Morris. 
, p ial r port To. 316 contain the names of all the intruders embraced in the list 
fnrni heel by ~h heroke authorities to the Board of Appraisers who did not appear 
b fore_ tb aHl B ard to. make claim to a right to have t,lJ.e improvements, if any, 
oc npt d by th m appraised under the law, ancl the Board in these cases decided 
that '.1id intrud r do not own improvem nt in the Cherokee ration subject to 
al)pra.1 al und r the l_a~. It. al o contain a li t of names of all persons reported by 
the Ch rok autborit1e as mtrnder in the nation who claim rights therein under 
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the ninth article of the treaty of 1866, providing for the adoption by the Cherokee 
Nation of the freedmen of that natiou, and colored persons residing at the date of 
the treaty within the limits thereof. I recommend that the findings of the Board in 
its special report No. 216 be approved. 
J have prep3:red a ~chedule of the reports of ~he Board of Appraisers s~o'Ying the 
number of their special report, the name of the mtruder, the number of said mtruder 
on the said intruder rolls, the valuation, if any, placed by the said intruder on his 
improvement the valuation of the improvements as awarded by the Board of 
Appraisers, a::i.d the valuation placed upon said. improvements by this office, as indi-
cated in this report, above. _ ~ 
If you concur in my :findings in the cases above reported I recommend tl:JJi,t the 
schedule mentioned, ,vhich is made in duplicate, be approved. 
CHEROKEE FREEDMEN. 
As above stated the Board took testimony in 70 cases of persons des-fgnated by the 
Cherokee authorities as intruders who claim rights in the nation under the ninth 
article of the treaty of July 19, 1866, and submit~ed special rep~rts in the~e cas~s 
under a different series of numbers from the special reports relatmg to the mvest1-
gations of the intruders who claim citizenship by blood. Ln 29 of these cases the 
Board appraise the value of the improvements and make awards. 
The :first paragraph of article 2 "Cherokee Outlet Agreement," so called, pro-
vides, among other things, as follows: 
"First. That all persons now resident, or who may hereafter become residents, 
in the Cherokee Nation, and who are not recognized as citizens of the Cherokee 
Nation by the constituted authorities thereof, and who are not in the employment 
of the Cherokee Nation, or in the employment of citizens of the Cherokee Nation, 
in conformity with t.he laws thereof, or in the employment of the United States 
Government, and all citizens of the United States who are not resident in the 
Cherokee Nation under the provisions of treaty or acts of Congress, shall be deemed 
and held to be intruders and unauthorized persons within the intent and meaning 
of section six of the treaty of 1835., and sections twenty-six and twenty-seven of 
the treaty of July 19, 1866, and shall, together with their personal effects, be 
remoYed without delay from the limits of said nation by the United States, 
as tre passers, upon the demand of the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation. In 
sucb removal no houses, barns, outbuildings, fences, orchards, growing crops, 
or other chattels, real, being attached to the soil and l>elonging to the Cherokee 
Nation, the owner of the land, shall be removed, damaged, or destroyed, unless it 
shall become necessary in order to effect the removal of such trespassers: Provided, 
always, That nothing in this section shall be so construed as to affect in any manner 
the rights of any p ersons in the Cherokee Nation uuder the ninth article of the 
treaty of July 19, 1866." * * * 
The D partment bolds that the question of citizenship in the Cherokee Nation is 
one to be d ecided by the Cherokee alilthorities. This does not apply, however, to the 
que tion of rio-hts of colored persons in the nation under the ninth article of the 
treaty of 1866, but only to citizenship claimed by right of descent. The holding of 
the Department is based on the decision of the Supreme Court in the case of the 
"Cherokee trust funds" (117 U. S., 311), which relates exclusively to rights of per-
sons of Cherokee blood to participate in the benefits of the common property of the 
Cherokee Nation without being recognized as citizens of the nation. 
The Government has held that it has the power to determine the rights of persons 
claiming citi zenship in the Cherokee Nation under treaty between the United States 
and the Cherokee Nation, and agreements between such persons and said nation 
appro ed by the Government. There are three classes of these persons, all of whom 
claim by virtue of some provision of treaty. Among these are the persons known as 
"Cherokee freedmen n who, as al>ove stated, claim rights under the ninth article of 
the treaty of 1866. 
By a prov i ion contained in the Indian appropriation act of March 2, 1880 (25 
Stat. L. , 994:), Congress a serted the right to adjudicate the claims of the Cherokee 
freedmen by appropriating $5,000 to" enable the Secretary of the Interior to ascer-
tain who are entitled to share in ·the per capita distribution of the sum of $75,000 
appropriated by the act of October 19, 1888 (25 Stat. L., 609) to secure to Cherokee 
freedmen and other their proportion of certain proceeds of land under the act of 
March 3, 1 3." By virtue and in pursuance of this provision of law the Secretary 
ap~ointed a commissioner who was for some time engaged in the investigation of the 
claims of the Cherokee freedmen, Shawnees, and Delawares. On receipt of his 
report a roll was made in this Department which includes the names of all colored 
persons who have been adjudged by the Department to be entitled to rights in the 
Cherokee ation. 
Thi roll embraces the names of 3,524 persons and is in two parts, one of which is 
known as the "Autbenticrited roll," which includes the names of freedmen whose 
rights are recognized by the Cherokee authorities as well as the Department; and 
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tlt tb r i kn wn a th "Admitt droll,' wbi h inrlncle the names of freedmen 
wh > e rirrht: u:wt> h n talili h a to the atisfaction of thi Department, bnt who are 
not r •c !rlliz cl hy th Cherok e anthoritie a haviuo- any rio-ht in the nation. Every 
p r on, h wev r · "·hose nnm appear 3: "a_dmitt~d' is rec?gnized by thi~ Depart-
m nt a b ,in a 'herok fre dman with rights m the nation. The roll 1s known 
an1l d imat cl a the "Wallace roll," the name of the commissioner who investi-
at d mo f the claims being given to it according to au old custom of this office. 
J3y an act of ctober 1 l 90 (26 tat. L., 63~), Co11g~ess a~t~orized the Sh~wn~es, 
D la war and freeclm n in the Cherokee at1on to brmg suit m the Court of Claims 
to <1 trrmi~e th ir rights as citizen of the nation to participate in the distribution 
of rt.iin fund. ' <1 rived from the common property of said nation. The cases of the 
Delaware and 'hawnee were decided some time ago by the Court of Claims and on 
ap1 al by th uprem Conrt, the decree of the Court of ClaimR in the freedmen 
ra e -n·as handed down March 1 , 1895, in which the ourt "takes the Wallace roll as 
forni hing the true number of the freedmen, 3,524," the decree being in favor of the 
complainant . . . . 
Th deer e al o provides as follows: "A decree will be entered m thJS case follo~-
ino- th form of that which wa last entered in the case of the Delawares. In addi-
tion it will be provided that th ecretary of the Interior will cause the Wallace 
roll to be forth r corrected by adding thereto deiicendants born since Mareh 3, 1883, 
and prior to May 3, 1 94, and striking therefrom the names of those who have died or 
liave cea ed to be citizens of the berokee atiou, so that when thus amended and 
cbang d it hall repre ent the freedmen entitled to participate in the distribution of 
tb fund now awar<le<l to the complainant." 
This cl er of the Conrt of Claims make the Wallace roll the true list of the 
freedm 11 in the Cherokee Tation who are entitled to rights therein. By it each and 
every per on who e name appears thereon has bad his rights in the nation judicially 
determin d, and he run t be recognized by this Department as a Cherokee citizen 
until the decision of the Court of Claims in this regard shall have been overruled by 
the nprem Court if the ca e should be appealed. The court having decreed all on 
the '' Wallace roll" a bavin~ rights in the Cherokee Nation under the ninth article 
of the treaty of July 19, 1 60, the Government is not called upou to remove any 
such as intruders, whether the same be demanded by the principal chief of the Cher-
okee ration or not, the agreement of 1891 having expressly provided that the rights 
of persons under that article of treaty shall not be affected by any construction that 
mi~ht b o·iv n to said agreement. 
Be ides the names embraced in the 70 special freedmen reports submitted by 
th Board of Appraiser , they transmit with their special report No. 316, a list of 
94 name of ther per ons who claim rights in the nation under the ninth article.of 
th treaty of 1 66, whose improvementR have not been examined nor appraised. 
pecial r port o. 61, "Cherokee .Freedmen," was transferred to the list of claimants 
by blood by the a.pprai rs, and i dealt with in special report No. 167, "Cherokee 
intrud r ." J! rom these two li ts it would appear, therefore, that there are included 
on the rolls f in rud rs, furnished by the Cherokee authorities, the names of 163 
per on who ]aim right in th nation under the treat,y as Cherokee freedmen. I 
have ompar d ti, names with the "Wallace roll," and I :fl.nu 89 of them on that 
roll, 1 of whom app ar n the "authenticated Ii t" aud 71 on the "admitted list," · 
but a th entire "Wallace roll' has been adjudged correct by the Court of Claims, 
no li tinction should be made betw e111. the two parts thereof, an<l persons whose 
nam appear on th "admitted li t" have the same rights as those who appear on 
the" au b nti ated list." As those reported as intruders, whose names appear on the 
"\\'allace roll," an not be regarded by thi Depa,rtment nor r emoved as intruders, I 
have the honor to recommend that they be tricken from the said intruder rolls. I 
have mad a Ji t of the e, marked "Cherokee Freedmen List No. l," and transmit 
th same her with. 
, , ith resp ct to the other Cherokee freedmen claimants reported as intruders I 
hav a certained that om of them are married to persons whose names are on tbe 
' Vi nlla e roll." Take, for instance, the case of J. G. Little, whose name appears on 
the intrud r roll fnrni h d by the Cherokee authorities. It is shown by the records 
of tbi offi e that he i the hu band of Agnes Little, who is on the "Wallace roll.'' 
Tb(' p:ip r in th ca e of Agnes Little show that at tbe time they were presented 
be ba<l thr e children. nder the decision of the Court of Claims these children, 
if liYintr. are entitled to b placed on the" Wallace roll,' ancl they, with their mother, 
ar enti I d to be prot ctetl in their right to remain in the Cherokee Nation and enjoy 
the privileg of citizen of that nation. 
I will pr bal ly b well at thi point to xplain the method pursued by the Cherokee 
authoriti in making up he roll of intruder in th nation. The plan was to desig-
nate 1 y name only the h arl of the family and note th number in his family, the con-
In i n lJ ing that no nly the per n named is an intruder, but also all the mem-
b r o\ hi. famiiy ar_ likewi e intru ler .. on tinning the consideration of the case 
of J. . 1ttl 1t WJll be een that h i reported on the roll of intruder in the 
e district, -o. 231 , as owning a hou at Lenapah and the head of a. 
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family of six. If the Department accepts the report of the Cherokee authorities as 
to what colored persons in the Cherokee Nation are intruders, it would involve in 
this case a declaration that Agnes Little, who is on the "Wallace roll," and her chil-
dren who are entitled to be placed on that roll, are intruders and liable to removal. 
This' would not be lawful in view of the status of Agnes Little and her children as 
to citizenship in the Cherokee Nation. 
It is not practicable from the records of this office or the reports of the Board of 
Appraisers to determine the correct status of the members of the families of the 
other colored persons reported by the Cherokee authorities as intruders in the nation, 
but in view of the fact that, as has been shown, the manner of reporting intruders 
has been such as to make it possible for great trouble to be given to parties who are 
citizens of the Cherokee Nation and entitled to the protection of this Department in 
their ri(Thts in the nation, I would recommend that the names of all persons of color 
claimin~r citizenship in the Cherokee Nation under the ninth article of the treaty, 
who ha~e been reported by the Cherokee authorities as intruders, and not on the 
"Wallace rol1," be suspended from the list of intruders until the status of the 
familiflS of such persons can be ascertained by some proper investigation. This 
investigation can be made before or when the Department shall begin the actual 
removal of int.ruders from the Cherokee Nation. I have caused a list of these to be 
made, and marked "Cherokee Freedmen, List No. 2," and the same is transmitted 
herewith. 
In view of the foregoing, there seems to be no necessity for a specific discussion of 
the awards ma<le by the appraisers to Cherokee freedmen; but I will state, in view 
of the fact that in ten cases awards were made to parties not 10n the "\Vallace roll, 
that from an examination of the special reports of the appraisers and the papers 
accompanying them, the awards seem to be proper and just compensation for the 
prop rty described in each case. The total amount awarded by the appraiser to 
this cla s is $9,327.20, which amount should be deducted from the grand total of 
value f improvements appraised by the Board. 
RECAPITULATION. 
It appears from the reports of the Board. of Appraisers and the Cherokee intruder 
roll forni bed by the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation which accompany 
th m, that a cording to the Cherokees there are 2,858 families of intruders in the 
nati n, estimated to aggregate some 8,000 or more individual int,ruders. Of this 
nnmb r 163 bead of families claim to have rights in the nation under the ninth 
arti l of th herokee treaty of 1866. 
Th apprais rs examined the lands, houses, and improvements occupied in the nation 
by 1- f mili. , and they made awards in ll7 cases, which aggregate $74,180.56. 
The followrng table shows, in gross, the modifications of the conclusions of the 
Board of Appraisers, recommended in this report, to wit: 
Awarcl mad by appraisers ________________ •••..•.. ··--·· •••••... ____ .. 117 
Awarcl r commended in this report ......••••..•..•.. ______ ............ 89 
ifference .. __ • _ .•... _ ••.... _ ..... _. _____ .. _ .. _ ... _ •••. _ .. __ . ___ _ 28 
Total award by appraisers ______ ·-·· ...•.. ·---······-· .•.• .' ..... ________ $74,180.56 
Total r ommended in this report ______ ·-·-··---· ______ ···-··__________ 68,645.36 
i ff ren ce _. ____ ... _. _ .. . ___ .. _ .. _. _ .... _ ... ___ ... _ .. _ .... _ .. ___ . 5
1 
535. 20 
Tb cli!f r i;ce in the number of awards made by the Board and the number recom-
m nded rn_ th1. r P?rt is explained by the fact that I recommended that an award be 
ma<l t 1_ntba oms ot al. (spedal report No. 135, page 42 of this report), to whom 
no awar_d 1 mad by the Board, anti that no award be made to the Cl.J.erokee freed-
Ill n claimants to whom the Board had made 29 awards. (See Remarks on Cherokee 
Fre (lm n, ant . ) 
. Th. <liff ren~e in th~ total amount awar<led by the Boarcl and that recommended 
11; t}u. r 1>ort 1 explarned uythe Board of the award to John O. Cobb (special report 
O: 12 page 6 of this report), from $3,000 to $6,400, and the award of $397 to Cintha 
Gorn et al. a~d the de rea e of the award to John C. Ward (special report No.14, 
page 26 of th1 rep rt) from $1,105.59 to $1,100.59, and the deduction of $9,327.20, the 
total amount awarded by the Board to Cherokee freedmen claimants all of which 
for r a on stated, it is recommended to be disallowed. ' ' 
All the papers wh_ich accompanied the reports of the Board of Appraisers and the 
three s~hedules or ~1sts referred to herein as having ueen prepared in this office are 
tran m1ttec.1 herewith . . 
Very respectfully, your obedient se rv an 
The SECRETARY OF THlt INTERIOR. 
THOS. P. SMITH, Acting Commissioner. 
H. Doc. 116-3 
No. 4-.-SCllltDULE Oll' AWA.RDS BY A.PPRA.ISERS OF INTRUDERS' Il\1PROVEMirnTS IN CHEROKEE NATION, WITH M:ODIFICA.TIONS RECOMMENDED C>.:> 
BY INDIAN OFFICE. ~ 
Sohed11fo of init'uders in the Cherokee 1-lation 1ol10se claims Jo,· com11ensafion Jo,· improvements occi,pied by them in the nation _have been investigated and 
1't'fl01'ted on by Josh1,a Huichi'll s, Peter If. P e1·11ot, and Clem V. Rogm·s, clppraisers appointed by the President u11de1· ,the act of .Ma1·ch 3, JR.?. 
(::17 Stat. L., 641), to appraise i111pro1·e1111•11ts of intruders i1I the Cherokee Nation, showi11g the awards of tlbe ..Appraisers in eaoh case and the mo<lijica-
tions recom11umded by the Acting Commissio11,:1· of I11dian A:D'airs in ltis 1·epo1·t of May 27, 1895. 
~i 
... 0 No.on Claimants' Recom• s:,.i::. valaat.ion of Award by meudecl by i::,a> Names of claimants. int,rucl· Remarks. ~ ... ers' rolls. improve. appraisers. Indian 
•CO ments. Office. 0,.. ZQ) 
I t~!t{li;:::::::::::::::::::::::: = =:::::: =:::: =: = = =:::::: 49 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 2 150 $145. 00 None. None. Do. s 244 None. None. None. Do. 
ti A.B. Steen ....• ..•••.•••••.....•.•..••..•••..... •...•...•.• •.... 368 None. None. None. Do. 
5 .Tames Daniels .....•..•......•. ...... ..........•..•.... ..•...... . 101 None. None. Noue. Do. 
6 ;nu~ ¥.~:11·::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::: :: : : : : : :: : ::: : : : : : : :: : : : 159 None. None. None. Do. 7 164 None. None. None. Do. 
8 James D. Shoemake .............................................. 367 350. 00 None. None. Do. 
9 "-"illiam M. Luke ................................................ 215 None. Noue. None. Do. 
10 Robert H. New!lom .•..•......................................... 280 None. None. None. Do. 
11 John C. Caswell . ...........................................••... 54 450. 00 None. None. Do. 
12 John 0. Cobb .••.•••.•...................•....••...........•..•.. 59 * 12,000.00 $3,000. 00 $6,400.00 See lndi,1,n Office Report, page 6. 
13 Early Downs ...•................ ......... .... .. •...• ...•........ 501 None. None. None. No improvements. 
14 John C. \Vard ........................••••.•...•...........•...•. 518 1,650.00 1,105.59 1,100.59 See Indian Ofl:ice Ro port, pap:e 26. 
15 James W. Humphries ...........•................................ 509 96. 00 None. None. Plane made since A11g. 11, 1886. 
16 L11amma Hnm1>hries .......•.............................•...... 508 590. 00 395. 20 395. 20 See Indian Office Report, page 27. 
17 l~lizal>eth Warcl .................. ................••....•...... .. 517 None. 1,066.02 1,066.02 Do. 
18 Bartholon1ew Gwinn ...•...............•.......•.•.....•..•..... 503 None. None. None. No improvements. 
1!l Cyntha Gwinn •••...........................•.••....•....•...•.. 504 None. None. None. Do. 
20 
~;~~~/;t'.J~~;s·~~::: :: : :: : : : :::::::: :: : : :::::: :::::: :::::: ::: : : : 
513 None. Noue. None. Do. 
2L 512 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
2:! 
fi;~r~iili~?~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::: =::::::::::::::::: 
511 None. None. None. No improvemente. 
2;! 510 None. None. None. Do. 
21 488 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
25 
~~~u
8
ni~JX~~~:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
496 None. None. None. No im11r0Yements. 
26 735 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
27 Parley L. Datcher ..•.•...••••...•...............•.•.••.•........ 739 None. None. None. Do. 
28 Frederick Senig ...............••..........•.•...•••••..••....... 1159 None. None. None. No improvements . 
29 Jawes P. Plank ......... ...........................••.•..•..•.... 1044 None. None. Nono. . Do. 
30 Belle Lipe ................•.•..•......•....... ......•... •..••...• 936 None. 1,500.00 1,500.00 See Indian Office Report, page 27. 
31 
~:cl~~~g:;kBCf~~:::: :: : ·. ·.: :::::: :: : ::: : :: ·.::::: :::: :: :::::: 658 None. None. · None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 82 669 None. None. None. No improvements. 
33 Harden Blansett ...............••••.......•••.•.•..•.•.•••.•••••• 621 None. 380. 00 380. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 28. 
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84 f E!~~tti;~~:::::::::::::::::::: :: : :: : :: : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : 1112 None. None. None. Place made since .A.ug. 11, 1886 85 787 None. 267.50 267. 50 See Indian ~ffice Report, p~e 29. 86 712 None. None. None. Place made smce A.ug. 11, 1 6, 87 .TamesWood •••••••....••.••......••..•..••.••.••••••.••.......•. 1245 None. None. None. Do. 38 Jacob Cotner .••••............••....•••.•...••.•..••.......•..... 692 None. None. None. Do. ~ 39 t::~: 8.0cE~;i~::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : ::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : 713 None. None. None. Do. 40 718 None. None. None. Do. 
= 
41 David M. Copple .•.•.............. -....••..........•.......•..... 716 None. None. None. Do. 42 WnTic:fJt. ·coi>pie::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 719 None. None. None. Do. ~ 48 717 None. None. None. Do. 1-4 ~ 44 1I'r'nl~~ ~~W~~~;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 662 None. None. None. Do. ~ 45 1240 None. None. None. Do. Ilia 46 Robert IIenry Bell ........................... _ ... _ ... __ ..... _ .... 656 None. None. None. Do. ~ 
" 
47 Samuel F. Moore ........................... __ .... _ .......•....... 965 None. None. None. Claims nothing for himself. 0 I 48 Jack Hooper ....•..............•...... ---·· ... ··-···_ .. ---······. 868 None. Nono. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. <l 49 
~}ru~i~~ii~g~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 764 Nono. None. None. Do. t_zj ~ 60 876 None. None. None. No improvements. ~ ,.. 51 
~ffi!~ 1~:a~~~;ci:::::::: :::: ::: : : : : : :: : : : : ::::::::: ::: :::::::: 1193 None. 658. 29 058. 29 See Indian Office Report, page 30. t_,,j 62 885 None. None. None. No improvements. z 63 John P.Hall_ .••..••.•.... ____________ .. _________________________ 860 1,840.00 630. 60 630. 60 See Indian Office Report, page 30. 
""'3 5-! James Goins .. _ •••••..... -....................................... 792 None. None. None. No improvements. {fl 55 James B. Watts .......•..... ,,. ...........•........•.......... _ .... 1265 None. None. None. Do. 56 Newton J. Crawford ............•................................ 531 None. None. None. Do. H 57 William.I. Watts, sr ........ ···- ......... _ ....... _ ..... __ ........ 1476 None. 2,448.40 2,448.40 See Indian Office Report, page 31. z 58 William J. Watts,jr ·····-· ..... ········-. ·-·· -··· ........ _ ...... 1481 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
""'3 59 William P. Black. __ -............................. -... _ .......... 1281 None. None. None. Do. ~ 60 John T.Blalock ·----·············--··--···-··--··-···--·····---· 1283 None. 979. 20 979. 20 Seo Indian Office Report, page 32. 61 Isom W.Field-···--···-··--···-··-·-·····-········-··········--· 1335 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. t_,,j 62 Thomas H.Jackson. __ . __ -----· ..... --······ ..... ··- ·-· ·-······-· 1364 None. None. None. Do. C 63 John A. Peterson_--···-·· __ .. ···-----_ ... __ ··-·--- .. -·····--··-· 1401 None. None. None. Do. ~ 64 .Alfred Winset._ -· .. _ ....... _ - ... -·. _. -. - . ···---· - - - ··-· - -· ··--·- 1485 344. 00 None. None. Do . 
t_,,j 65 Jefferson L. Morgan • _ - - .. _ ... --- . - . _ - .. - - .. _ - . - - •. - - - .. - -... - ___ 1374 
--····---·--·· 
None. None. Do. ~ 66 i!!t~~~l~:f~fa{;~-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-~-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:·:·~:::::::::::::: :: : : 1294 None. 530. 42 530. 42 See Indian Office Report, page 33. 0 66½ 1293 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. p:: 67 1442 None. None. None. No improvements. t_zj 68 Robert B.Jenkins --·---- ··-·-·· --·· -···--·· ·- ----··-·-·· -····--· 1363 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. t_tj 69 James S. Holden .. ___ ••. -··----·---·_ ... __ .. ______ ·-····--··----- 1354 None. None. None. Do. 70 iiilti~ti~;~;::: :: :;:;);~: :::;: :; :;: :; : : : ::; ; : :::::: 1399 None. None. None. No improvements. z 71 1397 None. None. None. Do. • 72 1319 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. ~ 73 1453 None. None. None. No improvements. 1-t 74 John vV.Cousins -···--··---········--··--··-··---··--····-·-·--- 1304 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 0 75 
.fo~sh~~ar~:i"w: w:i;j-;i~· :::::: :·:::: :: : : :: ::~::::::: ::: :: 1404 None. None. None. Do. ~ 75½ 
----i429- · None. None. None. See Indian Office Report, page 34. 76 John Shannon .. -• - _ . _. - - - ---. - - - . -- . -- -- __ . _ .. ____ . ___ ••.. _____ . None. None. None. Claimant did not appear. 77 Charlie Shermer ·-- ___ . _____ ·----·-··- __ ···---. _______ .... ___ ••. _ 1441 None. 800. 00 800. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 35. 78 Joe Shermer, et al . _ ... _ •... -- -- .. ___ • _ . __ . ___ . _ .. ___ . ____ ...••. _ None. None. None. Do. 79 ~~~~1 ~~S~i1~d-:: :: ::::::: :: ::: :: : :: ::: ::::::::: ::: : ::::::: :: : : • 1338 150. 00 113.00 113. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 36. 80 
. 1440 None. 853. 25 853. 25 Do. 81 John Day ......................... ················-----·- ___ 1323 300. 00 150. 00 150. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 37. 
*A.bout. ~ 
~ 
No. 4,-SCllEDULE OF AWARDS DY APPRAISERS OF INTRUDERS' IMPROVEMENTS IN CHEROKEE NATION, WlTEt MOt>lFlCATIONS RECOMMENDED ~ 
BY INDIAN OFFICE-Continued. O':i 
Sohedule of intrttders in the Cherokee Nation •whose clai,ns for compensation for improvenients occiipied by them in tlte nation have .been investigated and 
reported on, etc,-Continued. 
i, · I I Claimants' ~ I No. on valuation of !3' Names of claimants. in~n
1
t improve• ~ !" ers ro "'' men ts, .... 
~~ .~-----------------------7 
82 
83 
84 
85 
80 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
90 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
JeseieM. Allen .••••••••...•............••••.••.......••••..•.... 
fJltf a': ~~l!~ok~d:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
-:~:: H~iR~:li::::::::::::::::::::: ........................ . 
James L. Payne ................ .... ... . 
John S. Woodward .••......... 
Shadrack M. Carson .•.................... 
JamesL. Goins ..•............................ 
,villiam J.Beatty .••........................... 
Marion J. Taylor ..•............. 
J a.cob M. Mabray ••...•............. 
Samuel M. Watts .••••. 
Charlie Duncan .•••.•. 
James ff.Morris .......... . 
William H. Morris 
Robert Watts ...•••••..................................... 
Marion Duncan ..•••............. 
Martin Field ....•••............................................•. 
JameR H. Roark •..•............................................. 
James M. Goins ..•........................... . ...............•.. 
Arthur W. Miller . •.............................................. 
George W. Sumpter 
Henry H. Harris ...•.......•.............................••....... 
William L. Johnson 
Jacob .A. Kiser .. .... . 
Geo. W. Riein~hoover ........ . 
~~t~1i. is~f;1t · · · · · · · 
Menter P • .Azbill •.•............................................. 
William J • .Azbill •..•.....................••.••.••.•••..•...•.••. 
Newton J.Gaugh·-·;······ 
Lafayette G. Cliastam ..... 
James R.Berkley .......•••••...••..••..••..•..••..•...•••.•••••• 
Benjamin F. Latimer .........•.....••..............•...••.....•. 
1266 
1358 
1289 
1324 
1376 
1409 
1466 
1312 
1342 
1282 
]378 
1478 
1322 
1382 
1381 
1460 
1321 
1337 
1416 
1340 
1373 
1432 
1352 
1359 
1366 
1415 
1365 
1492 
1270 
1269 
1339 
1306 
1298 
1368 
None. 
$1,500.00 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None, 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
500.00 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None: 
600. 00 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
.Award by 
appraisers . 
None. 
$833. 95 
709. 30 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
Recom• 
mended by 
Indian 
Office. 
None. 
$833. 95 
709. 30 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
None. 
Remarks. 
Place made since .Aug. 11, 1886. 
See Indian Office Report, page 38 
Do. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
No improvements. 
Place made since .Aug. 11, 1886 
Do. 
Do. 
No improvements. 
Place made since .Aug. 11, 1886. 
No improvements. 
Place made since .Aug. 11, 1886. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
No improvements. 
Do. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886 
Do. 
Do. 
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117 John Walker .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..•••••.••.•••..••. 1459 None. None. None. Do. 118 John B. Corbett ..••.. .••••......•.•..••..•.....•................ 1308 None. None. None. Do. 119 Francis M. Williams •••.••••.••.•••.........•................... 1463 None. None. N011e. Do. 120 
¥:i!~e~ !_}~~~~: :: :::::::: :: :::::::::: :: :: : : : :::::::: :: ::: ::: 1299 None. None. None. Do. 121 1406 None. None. None. Do. 122 ti'.?i~r i=:::::::=::;;::i::;;;:;::i: :::: ::: : :;:: :; 1396 None. None. None. No improvements. 123 1442 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 124 1407 None. 628. 20 528. 20 See i1!,~ian Office Report, page 39. 125 1297 None. 539.13 539.13 126 Thomas G. Parker and wife ..................................... 1410 None. 407. 95 407. 95 Do. 
~ 127 Sarah L. Shannon .................•....•........................ 1437 None. None. None. Place made since Aug.11, 1886. I':::: 128 Eliza Williams, nee McClain ...••..••..••................•...... 1388 None. 150.00 150. 00 See Indian Office Report, page <to. 1-,j 129 .Alfred J. Watts ................................................. 1458 13,992.84 2,300.00 2,300.00 Do. ~ ]30 ThomasF. Watts ................................................ 1457 None . 431. 92 431. 92 Do. 0 131 t:1rn f w'!t~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1480 None. 460. 00 460.00 See Indian Office Report, page 41. ~ 132 1456 15,044.50 2,500.00 2,500.00 Do. t".l 133 Meldona Claborn ................................................ 1305 2. 600. 00 1,000.00 1,000.00 See Indian Office Report, page 42. ~ 134 John Kesterson ................................................. 1367 ' None. None. None. No improvements. t_:i,j 135 Cintha Goins et al. .............................................. 13(3 None. None. 397. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 42. z 136 :f'"~~.1 e~t~ ::::::::::::::::::::.:: ·.:: ·::.::::::::: ·.:::::::: 1491 None. None. None. See Indian Office Report, page 43. ~ 137 1488 2,500.00 1,260.00 12. 60 See Indian Office Report, page 44. u:i 138 Joseph Shermer .................................................. 1487 None. 701. 00 701. 00 Do. 138½ Oliver H. Miller ................................................. 1393 None. None. None. No improvements. ~ 139 Matesla Watts et al ............................................. 1479 None. 845.-75 845. 75 See Indian Office Report, page <l6. z 140 }:hndn~~o~~:i~;::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1300 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1880. 1--3 141 1446 None. None. None. No improvements. p:: 142 Dave Allen ...................................................... 1276 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1880. 143 Thompson C. Garde11ltire ........................................ 1347 None. None. None. No improvements. t_zj 144 Albin C. Gardenhire ............................................. 1348 None. None. None. Do. a 145 
~8nil:i!-r.~s~!t~~::::::: :: ::: : :: : : :: ::: : : : ::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :::::: 1380 None. None. None. Do. :::i:: 146 1485 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 147 
~~!I. la~\~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2354 None. None. None. Do. t_:i,j 148 2087 1,525.00 None. None. Do. pj 0 149 Martha L. Blair .................................................. 2086 None. None. None. No improvements. ~ 150 Thomas Hunt .................................................... 2245 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
t_,,j 151 Onus E. Barber .................................................. 2088 None. None. None. Do. 
t_,,j 152 Samuel M. Blair •.••.............••••.•..••••••••.•.•.•........... 2777 None. None. None. Do. 153 John C. Bledsoe .................................................. 2085 None. None. None. Do. z 154 William Bledsoe ................................................. 2084 pOO. 00 None. None. Do. >, · 155 David Frakes .................................................... 2201 None. None. None. Do. 
t-3 156 Thomas J. Pierson ............................................... 2406 None. None, None. Do. ~ 157 Hiram Frakes ................................................... 2202 None. None. None. No improvements. 0 158 igJj~~i~;;;;;;;::::::: i::::::::: :: : : : ; ; : : : : : : : : : : 2719 None. None. None. Place made since Aug.11, 1886. ~ 159 1604 None, None. None. No improvements. 160 1531 None. 487. 00 487. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 47. 161 1563 2,500.00 1,011.50 1,011.50 Do. 162 T. J. Gambel. .................................................... 1555 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 163 William H. and Mary J. Corbett ................................. 1521 None. None. . None. Do. 164 William N. Corbett .............................................. 1523 None. None. None. De. 165 Charles G. Corbett ............................................... 1522 None. None. None. Do. 166 Mahala. Rule .....••••••••••••.•••••.••..•...•.•••.•.••••.••.••••• 1622 None. None. None. Do. c:,.:> 167 Alexander Harrie .•.••...•.••••••••••••.•••.••.•••.....•••.•••••• 1559 None. 671.10 671. 10 See Indian Office Report, page 48. 
-:t 
NO, 4-.-SCHEDULE OF AWARDS BY APPRAISERS OF INTRUDERS1 IMPROVEMENTS IN CIIEROKEE NATION WITH MODIFICATIO?-8 RJl:COMMENDED 0) 
BY INDIAN OFFICE-Continued. 00 
Schedule of intrnder8 in the Cherokee Nation whose claims for compensation for improvements occupied b!J them, in the nation have been investigated anti 
reported on, eto.-Continued. 
-e Claimants' Recom-P<o No.on ~, Names of Claimants. intrud- valuation of Award by mended by Remarks. 
ers'rolls. improve- appraisers. Indian 
~; ments. Office. 
168 .Tnmes A. Deshazo ............................................... 1540 None. $1,068.00 $1,068.00 See Indian Office Report, page 48. 
169 William A. Barber ...•••••.•.............................•....... 1657 None. None. None. See Indian Office Report, page 49. 
170 y;i~g~:e-~~~~-:: : : ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :::::: ::::::: 1658 None. 151. 00 151. 00 See Indian Office Rl:lport, page 51. 171 1663 500. 00 124. 00 124. 00 Do. 
172 f ~~~t; f ~t!m/i!I\I))))lm)))I)rn1 1578 $1,400.00 Kone. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 173 None. None. None. Do. 174 1505 None. None. None. Do. 175 1694 None. None. None. Do. 176 1824 None. None. None. Do. 177 1972 None. None. None. No improvements. 
178 fjJ§rjtH1~;~:::::: :::::: :: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : 1643 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 179 1573 None. None. None. Do. 180 1571 None. None. None. Do. 
181 Caleb Rubbru:d .........•••...•.•.......•.................. ..•.. . 1572 None. None. None. Do. 
182 Simon .T. Hubbarcl .....•................. ..••. ................... 1570 None. None. None. Do. 
183 .Joseph A. Hubbard ...•••..•.. .•. .........••................. . . .. ]692 None. 331. 00 331. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 51. 
184 Martin F. Hubbard ..........................•............ ••.•... 1574 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886 . 
185 ,voodson Hubbard ..•..••............................... ...•.... 1568 None. None. None. See Indian Office Report, page 52. 
180 ~~~e~ ~~~~e·:::: ." .·: :::: _" _·_-_·_-_-_-_- :: _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-: _-_-:::: :::::::: 1590 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 187 1698 None. None. None. No improvements. 
188 .Alexander Van Winkle .....................................•.... 1695 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
189 
~h~n. 6l1~~::: :: : : ::: : : : : : : :::: :: :·::: :::: :: : : : ::::: :: :::::: :: None. None. None. Do. 190 l'l64 None. None. None. Do. 
191 {ri1tE! :~-t;~~t::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 1708 None. None . None. No improvements. 192 1637 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
193 .r esse .r. McGee .................... : ............................. 1919 None. None. None. No improvements. 
194 .John T. Cox ...................... : ..................•....•....•.. 1752 None. None. None. Do. 
195 Daniel .Tones ....................• ................. ............... 1601 None. None. None. Do. 
196 .T esse M. Richardson ....................................•........ 1957 None: None. None. Do. 
197 David Pitts ...•.. .....•... ........... .............. .••........... 
·-······· 
None. None. None. Plflce made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
198 .A.nna.M. Hart .....•..........................................••.. 1823 None. None. None. Do. 
199 W.F.Smith .........••....................................•..... 1636 None. None. None. Do. 
200 Claude G. "Braught ..•.•....•.................•................... 1498 None. 1,342.00 1,342.00 See Indian Office Report, page 52. 
201 William Crockett ...•.......•..••••.........•..............••••.. 1520 None: None. None. See Red:ort No. 202. 
202 William Crockett et al. ..•...•.••.....•...•.••..••........•••.••. 1520 None. 720. 00 720.00 See In ian Office Report, page 52. 
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203 Jno. "'. and J:L T. Uhas tine •••.••........•........•..........•••• 1704 None. 725.50 725. 50 See Indian Office Report, page 53. 204 H. T. Chastine ............•••..••. .... ........••... ... .....• ...•. 1404 None. None. None. See Report No. 203. 205 J. "\V. Chastine ..•••.••.••••••.......••...........••.....•........ 1533 None. None. None. Do. 206 Jaines W. Crockett ..•...••. ....... ..................... .. ....... 1515 None. 449. 00 449. 00 See _[ndian Office Report, page 5,. 207 J obn R. Shields ....••••••..................................... ... 1638 None. None. None. No improvements. 208 l~~i:~ ~~~1;\V~st::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::: ::: ::: : :: : : : :: : : : 1499 None. None. None. Do. 209 1653 None. None. None. Do. 210 John C. Dials .................................................... 1536 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 211 Andrew M. Lanford ........ .. .... .................... ........... 1886 None. None. None. No improvements. 212 James Price ......................................•.............. 1620 None. 481.00 481. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 55. ~ 213 Samuel T. Crockett ...••......................................... 1516 None. 940. 55 940. 55 Do. 214 
~M::n~~;;; M~~i:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1594 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 'i:l 216 1684 3,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00 See Indian Office Report, page 56. !;I:, 216 WilliamSmith ................................................... None. None. None. No improvements. 0 217 } Cyrus and A. C. Hadley ....•.................................... 1582-4 None. None. None. Do. 
-< 218 t:_:tj 219 Frank Cox .. .... ...•............................................ . 1754 None. None. None. Do. ~ 220 fs~i:f1b~!f~ ~d~-i~·i;t~~t~;: ::::: ::: : :: :: : : : : : ::: :: :: : : : : : ::::: 1720 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. t?:.:l 221 1588 None. 600. 70 600. 70 See Indian Office Report, page 56, z 222 fst0!i~~F:o:!1;::::::::::::::::: : : : ·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1539 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 1-3 223 2028 None. 398. 80 398. 80 See Indian Office Report, page 57. rn 224 Lucinda K. Smith ................................................ 2478 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 225 John W. Miller ......•........................................... 2362 None. None. None. No improvements. t-4 226 Joseph J. Harris ... ..•................................ .... ....... 2228 None. None. None. Do. z 227 William vV. Hailey .............................................. 
................. 
····-·-··-··--
···········-·· This claimant is pos1master at Blue Jacket, and 1-3 228 Hezekiah A. Henley ..................................••......... 2259 None. None. None. not liable to removal. See Report, page 7. ti:: Place made since Aug. 11, 188li. 
t_,i;j 229 SalathiolM. Stubbs .............................................. 2456 None. 446. 00 446. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 58. 230 Junius O. Hill .. ........... ... ..•.............. ... ..•....... .... .. 2258 None. 444. 75 444. 75 Do. a 231 iii~~!~ t~i~l~~~ :: : : : ::: :: :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : :::: :: ::: :: : ::: : : : : : : : 2713 None. 353. 00 353. 00 See Indian Office Report, pa1;e 59, p:j 232 2417 None. 55. 25 55. 25 Do. 233 Henry M. Puffer ..•..............................•............... 2418 None. 126. 40 126. 40 See Indian Office Report, page 60. tzj 234 Leander Litt ... · ....•...................... ,. .................... 2650 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. p;:I 235 Moses Litt ..........•........................................... 2649 None. None. None. Do. 0 236 Sidia Beck ..........•................... · ......................... 2546 None. None. None. No improvements. ~ 237 
~~~J>iJ!:e~~~~~::: :: : :: :: :: : : : : : : : ::::: ::::: :::: :: : :: : : : : : : : : : : : 1502 None. None. None. Place made since Aug.11, 1886. t_,i;j 238 None. None. None. No improvements. t_,i;j 239 iif~;fF++:+++L+Lt 2441 None. 424. 50 424. 50 See _Indian Office Report, page 60, z 240 2442 None. None. None. No improvements. ll> 241 2223 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 1-3 242 2727 None. 308. 35 308. 35 See Indian Ofl:ice Report, page 60. 0 243 2393 None. 653. 00 653. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 61, 244 James Pack ..••................................................. 2394 None. 199. l7 199.17 Do. ~ 245 John Arnett ..•........................................... ; .....• 2040 None. None. None. Place made since Aug.11, 1886. 246 Marcus Baird .•........ .. .............•........................... 2073 None. 924. 50 924. 50 See Indian Office Report, page 62. 247 Samuel Pace .. ........... .... ................................ , .•. 2398 None. None. None. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 248 Samuel B. Belew ...............................................•. 2075 None. • 665. 00 665. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 62. 249 
~~1!eilil:;;i;:::: ::·.: ::: : : : ::: : : : ::: : : : :::: :: : :: : : : :::: :: ::: : :: 2076 None. None. Non.e. Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 250 2231 None. 930. 00 930.00 See Indian Office Report, page 62. 251 William Smith .................................................. 2471 None. 853. 00 853.00 See Indian Office Report, page 63. 252 David I. Elliot ... .......... ..... ......... : .. . .................... 2187 None. 300. 00 300. 00 See Indian Office Report, page 64. ~ 253 David B. Bryant ........••..••...•..••..••.........•.........•.•• 2048 None. 374. 84 374,84 Do,. (,Q 
NO, 4.-SCIIEDOLE OF AWARDS BY APPRAISERS OF INTRUDERS' IMPROVEMENTS IN CllEROKEE NATION, WITH MODIFICATIONS RECOMMENDED .;:,.. 
BY INDIAN OI<'FICE-Continued. 0 
&hedule of intruders in the Cherokee Nation whose claims.for compensation for irnp1·ovenients occupiecl by them in the nation have been investigated 
reported on, titc.-Continued. 
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Award by 
appraisers. 
Recom• 
mended by 
Indian 
Offioe. 
Daniel Mabry.................................................... 2343 None. $433. 50 $433. 50 
z~Iii!~e; w ~a·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~gi~ : ~~:: 1• ~i~~~ 1• ~J~~~ 
Nora Baldwin.................................................... . ... . .. .. None. None. None. 
Monroe E. Belew . . . . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2072 None. 1, 21(). 00 1,210. oo 
Lovi.J.Belew ..................... ............... . ............... 2071 None. 844.50 844.50 
\\'. Spratt Scott... . .............................................. 2439 None. None. None. 
John E. Bell..................................................... 2059 None. None. None. 
Philip J. Bell.................................................... 2060 None. None. None . 
Ii_1{ta~b~~::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: ~5~~ :~~:: 1• ~~~!~ 1, ½-t~~!~ 
,Tessie R. Bell ....................... "...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2061 None. None. None. 
i:nuS· a~~i:ci::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :~g~ : ~~:: : ~~:: : ~~:: 
.Moses M. Bell........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2062 None. None. None. 
g~al~ a~d1.ew: co"1~~~;;: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~f !~ : ~~:: : ~~:: : ~~:: 
ElijahJ. Warren................................................. 2519 None. None. None. 
Antwine Gillis................................................... 2218 None. 790. 65 790. 65 
.Martha Hamilton......................................................... None. None. None. 
il!.~, x:,L~a:,~~f·G.-w:i1~;:t1::::::::::::::::::: ::::: :: :::::: :: ~i:: ~~~:: m: ig m: ig 
W.W.Llo:yd,heirofG.W.L 0lt,yd................................ 2647 None. 117.00 117.00 
l'ifinnie,heirofG.W.Lloyd . ..................................... .. . ...... None. 117.00 117.00 
.f.#.\iitl:~:.~::::::::::::: :: : :::::: ::: : : :::::::::: ::: : :: :::: :: : : · · · ·22io· ······ · N~~~: · ....... N~~~: · ······ · N~~~: · 
William P • .Munson. ......... ...... ...... ...... ........ ........ .. 2663 None. 686. 35 686. 35 
·wrninm A.Munson............................................. 2667 None. None. None. 
Yr~~i~:1f~~fPotzs~R~b·c·1:t·s·:: :::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::: .... ~~~~. ~~::: m: ~: m: ~: 
Thomas Rill..................................................... 2249 None. 494. 50 494. 50 
FranoisM.DuFoe............................................... 2178 None. 339.50 3:l9.50 
William Stephens............................................... 2463 None. 1,177.50 1,177.50 
C. C. andMattieAyers....... .................... ......•....... .. 2038 $7,589.00 None. None. 
Leo H. Singleton....... . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . • • . . . . . . 2449 None. 601. 00 601. 00 
Remarks . 
See Indian Office Report, page 65, 
Do. 
No improvements. 
Place made since Aug.11, 1886. 
See Indian Office Report, page 66, 
See Indian Office Report, page 67. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
Do. 
Do. 
See Indian Office Report, page 07, 
Place made sinoe Aug. 11, 1886. 
Do. 
No improvements. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
Do. . 
No improvements. 
Place made since Aug.11, 1886. 
Do. 
See Indian Office JJeport, page 69, 
No appearance put in. 
See Indian Office Report, page 7L 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
See No.275. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
See Indian Office Report, page 71, 
No improvements. 
See report, page 72. 
See Indian Office Report, page 72, 
See Indian Office Report, page 73. 
Do. 
Do. 
Place made since Aug.11, 1886. 
See Indian Office Report,_page 75. 
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287 Robert B. Croan .••••••.••••••••••••••.•.•.•••......••.....•••.•. 2148 None. 
288 i~~?:?§~~i;iiy~;;::: :::: :: : : : ::::::::::::: :: : :: : : : : : : : : ::: : : : : : 2248 None. 289 2420 None. 
290 John B. Belew ...•••...........•..............•.................. 2074 None. 
291 William Harrell ..... ............. . ........•..•.•................ 2241 None. 
292 ii!:}.l!;nr~ ~ ~: ~::::::::::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2378 None. 203 2780 None. 294 1920 None. 
295 :.~!~~\ 1.SJ~ri!!~n ~~i ~,;ffe"::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2715 None. 296 2781 None. 
297 Hannah Flippin .. .............................................. . 2779 None. 
298 M. E. Milford .........•.......................................... 2359 None. 
299 Stephen Edwards ..•••........................................... 2788 None. 
300 Thomas Moore .......•...................... . .................... .......... ... None. 
301 Clarence Meredith ...•..•........................................ 1693 None. 
302 R. C. Edgerton ...•...........•.............................• . .... 2196 None. 
303 Billie Bibles .....•...•....•.......•....•......................... 2093 None. 
303 
,~ J1:i!:~~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: 2261 None. 303 2207 Nonti. 803 2564 Nono. 304 1685 None. 
305 Henry Myers .................................................... 2675 400. 00 
306 Henry Smith and .Annio Smith .................................. 1632 None. 
307 Newton M. Miller ... .. ............................... ... ......... 1897 None. 
308 
~t~!::!r.~1li~f~:.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1525 None. 309 2188 1,800.00 
310 Leonard A. Beard ....... .. ....................................... 1506 None. 
311 Richard J. Beatty ................................................ 2051 1,200.00 
312 ~~:{~~J~b~ ~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~;~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ·~~~ ~~~~;~~~~ ~ 1595 ~one. 313 322 30,400.00 314 1490 None. 315 1384 None. 
None. None. 
54.50 54.50 
None. None. 
600. 50 600. 50 
335. 00 335. 00 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
407. 25 407. 25 
1,559.25 1,559.25 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
None. None. 
286.00 286. 00 
305. 40 305. 40 
None. None. 
None. None. 
910. 09 910.09 
None. None. 
738. 00 738. 00 
160. 00 160. 00 
2,636. 00 2,636.00 
1,170.00 1,170.00 
None. None. 
64,853.36 68,645.36 
No improvements. 
See Indian Oiiice Report, page 75. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
See Indian Office Report, page 75. 
See Indian Oiiice Report, 1,age 77. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
Do. 
Do. 
See Indian Office Report, page 77. 
Do. 
No improvements. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Nos. 302 and 303 dropped from intruder roll at 
request of 8rinci:Kal chief, Cherokee Nation. 
See Indian filce eport, page 79. 
No improvements. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
See Indian Office Report., page 81. 
Place made since Aug. 11, 1886. 
See Indian Office Report, page 81. 
Do. 
See Indian Office Report, page 81. 
Do. 
Place made since Aug.11, 1886. 
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42 IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CHEROKEE NATION. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian .Affai?-s, May 27, 1895. 
The foregoing schedule of nine pages of awards made by Joshua Hutchins, Peter 
H Pernot and Clem V. Rogers Appraisers appointed by the President under the act 
oiMarch 3, 1893 (27 Stat. L., 641), to appraise improvements of in~ruder~ in the Chero-
kee Nation, is hereby submitted to the Secr~tary of the_lntenor, :with t~e r_ecom-
mendation that the said awards of the Appraisers aforesaid be modified as mdicated 
in said schedule, and that the same be approved as modified. 
THOS. P. SMITH, Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, August 3, 1895. 
The foregoing schedule of nine pages of awards made by Appraisers appointed 
by the President to appraise improvements of intruders in the Cherokee Nation, as 
modified by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, is hereby approved. 
HOKE SMITH, Secretary. 
No. 5. 
CHEROKEE FREEDMEN.-LIST N0.1. 
(Embracing names of persona on the "Wallace roll" reported by the Cherokee authorities aa 
intruders. The letter "a" immediately following the number used in the following list indicates 
that the name la on the list submitted with the Appraisers' special report 316. Where the letter is not 
used the number refers to the special report of the Board of Appraisers' series "Cherokee freedmen 
claimants."] 
3. Jennie Cross. 
6. Thomas Mayfield. 
9. Jamee Taylor. 
11. John Gunter. 
Ia. Henry Gunter. 
14. Lewie Gunter. 
15. L1aac Gunter. 
17. Mariah Nave. 
18. Rube Nave. 
18½, Wash 'ave. 
J8t. Sarah J3'J.rgess. 
19. Eruory Kirlr. 
21. ·walker Johnson. 
23. Joe Bean. 
23. Rachael Bean. 
23. Joshua Bean. 
24. Nelson Martin. 
25. Cornelius Ridge. 
26. Thomas May:fleld. 
27. Katie Ridge. 
80. George Bryant. 
81. Eddie Vann. 
82. James Martin. 
84. Arthur Martin. 
56. John Armstrong, or Towers. 
37. Joe McClane. 
39. George W. Vann. 
,1. Joseph Bruner. 
«. Callis West. 
45. Henry Wea&. 
46. Houston West. 24a. William Madden. 
48. Mary Jane Youngblood (n6e 25a. John Madden. 
Wri~bt). 26a. Sookey Mays. 
54. Charlie Mayfield. 28a. John Nash. 
55. John McDonald. 29a. Ike Rogers. 
56. Robert Barnes. 81a. Ed. Rowe. 
58. Thomas Bell, or Smith. 32a. Joe F. Roes. 
59. Samuel Barnes. 33a. Jack Ross. 
60. Isam Johnson. 37a. Caroline Chambers. 
62. Jackson Fields. 38a. Elias Downing. 
63. Arthur Bean. 89a. A.ndy Daniels. 
64. Tobias Bean. 51a. Jack Musgrove. 
65. Lewis Martin. 52a. Charles Martin. 
66. William Todd. 53a. Joe Manley. 
67. Calvin Hildebrand. 54a. David Martin. 
68. Joseph Davis. 64a. Mose Ros!'!. 
2a. Charley Blackburn. 66a. Charles Starr. 
5a. William Beason. 67a. Mose Smith. 
6a. Geor11:e Brown. 70a. William Thompson. 
9a. Bill Davis. 73a. Charley Vann. 
lla. Mose Harwick. 76a. Ben Ward. 
12a. Abe Hare. 77a. Dave Ward. 
18a. Pete Hudson. 78a. Peter Ward. 
14.a. ~harley Hughes, 79a. Abe Ward. 
16a. ,.eu~en Johnson. 80a. Berry Ward. 
17a. Harrison Johnson. 81a. Squire Ward. 
20a. Tobe Looney. 82a. Emanuel Ward. 
21a. Steve Looney. 83a. Sam Whitmire. 
22a. George La{le. 84a. Mose Whitmire. 
23a. Charley Landrum. 94a. Henry Bean. 
IMPROVEMENTS IN THE CHEROKEE NATION. 43 
No. 6~ 
CHEROKEE FREEDMEN.-LIST NO. 2. 
[Embracing names of persons reported by the Cherokee authorities as intruders, the same being 
recommended to be suspended from the intruder rolls, subject to investigation as to status of their 
families. The letter "a" immediately following the number used in the following list indicates that 
the name is on the list submitted with the appraisers' special report 316. Where the letter is not used 
the number refers to the special report of the Board of Appraisers, series "Cherokee freedmen 
claimants."] 
1. Richard Gross. 
2. Henry Thomas. 
4. Thomas A . .Fort. 
5. Andrew Council. 
7. Roland Mayfield. 
8. EmberryMayfield. 
10. Simpson Bean. 
12. Elizabeth Gunter, or Cross-
land. 
16. Charles Phillips. 
20 .. Jane Kernel. 
22. Kenney Wickliff. 
28. Stephen Hight. 
29. Kizzie Armstrong. 
33. A.ndrew Linn. 
35. Elsie Thompson. 
38. Fred Le Flore. 
40. Charlie Morris. 
42. James Evans. 
43. Rufus Huntingdon. 
47. Caroline McClure. 
49. Collie Albert. 
50. Coleman Wofford. 
51. Julia Chambers. 
52. Charlie McClain. 
53. Jenny W. Reed. 
57. Jessie Jackson and wife. 
69. Dinnis Hicks. 
70. Rufus McGhee and wife. 
la. Doc Brown. 
3a. Richard Baxter. 
4a. Marion Beck. . 
7a. Christopher C. Brown. 
Sa. Albert E. Brown. 
10a. Mose Gibson. 
15a,. A. Jones. 
19a. Harry Jackson. 
30a. Fil Rowe. 
34a. Louis Blunt. 
35a. Marion Beck. 
36a. Felix Corban. 
40a. Maria French. 
41a. Jackson Gunter. 
42a. Joe Harris. 
43a. Perrj" Hill. 
44a. Tom Hill. 
45a. Taylor Henley. 
46a. George Hazerings. 
47a. Spencer Jones. 
48a. Ha;ywood Jones. 
49a. J. G. Little. 
50a. Dave Lane. 
No. 7. 
55a. Anderson Sagg. 
56a. Boney Thompson. 
57a. Moses Riley. 
58a. Jerry Riley. 
59a. Jesse Riley. 
60a. Frank Riley. 
61a. William M. Robersota. 
62a. Tuckey Roberson. 
63a. Martha Ann Roberts. 
65a. Tom Reubel. 
68a. T. Smith. 
69a. Dica Simmons. 
71a. Washington Thompson. 
72a. Charles Thompson. 
74a. James Webb. 
75a. Abner Ward. 
~~~: i~~~~!~ire. 
87a. W. J. Anderson . 
88a. Eaton or Elton Armstrong,. 
89a. Mitchell Armstrong. 
90a. Gus Armstrong. 
91a. " Ceeler" {1) Adair, 
92a. Ben Adair. 
93a. Abe Ballard. 
95a. John Bolen. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, A:ugust 3, 1895. 
SIR: I have receivecl your report of May 27 last, upon the :findings of the Board of 
Appraisers appointed by the President under the provisions of the act of March 3, 
1893 (27 Stat. L., 612-641), to appraise the improvements of intruders within the Cher-
okee Nation who are occupying houses, lands, or improvements, which occupancy 
commenced before A.ugust 11, 1886, together with the reports of the said Board and 
accompanying papers, consisting of rolls, lists, records of evidence, etc. 
The said Board of Appraisers entered upon the performance of their duties under 
instmctions from your office, dated June 21, 1893, which were approved by the Depart-
ment on the 7th of July of the same year. 
From the reports submitted by them, it appears that they examined 386 cases of 
persons reported as intruders, of which 316 were of tbe class known as "Cherokee 
claimants by blood," and 70 of the class known as "Cherokee freedmen claimants." 
It further appears that the said Board were furnished, from time to time, by the 
principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, with revised lists of persons said to be 
intruders in that nation, containing the names of 2,858 heads of families, represent-
ing an aggregate of 8,526 persons; that, of these 2,858 heads of families, 385 appeared 
before the Board and their claims for compensation were investigated. Of this num-
ber the board found that 117 were entitled to receive the value of their improve-
ments, and as to another (Case No. 135, Cintha Goins et al.) they were in doubt, but 
appraised the value of the improvements and submitted for determination by the 
Departinent the question of the rights of the claimants. 
In many cases where improvements had been appraised and awards made by 
the Board, it having been shown that portions of the same were made or acquired 
by the claimants subsequent to August 11, 1886, no allowance for the latter was made 
by the apprai ·ers. 
The Board further report that a large number of the persons represented to them 
by the Cherokee authorities as intruders, and included in the 2,858 heads of families 
hert>tofore alluded to, were persons who occupied improvements by lease-who occu-
pied no improvements, but work for the claimant class of intruders, and who neither 
occupied improvements nor worked for Cherokee claimant intruders, but who remain 
in the nation without permit therefrom-" many 'quacks' practicing medicine with-
out license from the Cherokee board of health, aHeged preachers, and numerous 
migratory persons of both color found in the railroad towns. 
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"All cla e of said intruders appear on the sa_me rolls wit~out dis~rimina.t~on." 
The large number of these clas es of so-called mtrnders satisfactorily explams the 
'7reat di crepancy between the number of intruders reported by the Cherokee author-
ities and the ~ nm be r of those whose cases were personally in ves~i_ga ted. and. reported 
upon by the Hoard many of the aforesaid 2,858 heads of families bemg mtr_uders 
without any intere;ts in the nation, who might properly be termed "noncla1mant 
intruders." 
The total awards by the appraisers iu 117 cases were ........•.•......... $74, 180.fi6 
Added by your office: 
In Case No.12 ............................................ $3,400.00 
InCase .i: o.135........................................... 397.00 
3,797.CO 
Deduct for error in award in Case No.14...... .. . . . . . . . . .. ... . 5. 00 
Total a"rards ................................................... . 
Total amount of a wards recommended by yonr office in 89 cases .....•.• 
Difference .•....................................••............... 
This difference is explained as follows, viz: 
Amonnt disallowed by yonr office, being awards by the apprnisers to 
freedmen whose names are on the "Wallace roll," and who are conse-
quently citizens of the nation, under the ninth article of the treaty of · 
July 19, 1 66, and decree of the Court of Claims, No. 17209 (see list 
No. 1) ............................................................... . 
Amount suspended by your office, being awards by the appra:ieers to 
freedmen pending an investigation of their rights nnder the ninth arti-
cle of the treaty of Joly 19, 1866, as fixed by the aforesaid decree of the 
Court of Claims (see Ust No. 2) ........................ . · ..........•... 
Total difference ................................................. . 
3,792.00 
77,972.56 
68,645.36 
9,327.20 
$5,727.94 
3,599.26 
9,327.20 
pocial reports were also submitted by the Board of Appraisers in 215 cases, given 
in detail on pages 84 to 88, inclusive, of your letter, in which they find, after taking 
evitlence therein, that the claimants are not entitled to have the improvements 
occnpied by them appraised, either for the reason that they were made subsequent 
to Augu t 11, 1 6, or that the same, although occupied, were not owned by them. 
The evidence in the 89 cases treated of specifically and in detail on pages 6 to 83, 
inclusive, of your letter, seem1:1 so clear and conclusive that no review thereof 
app ar necc ary, and the findings of the Board, as modified by your office, are 
hereby approved. 
Iu Ca e No. 12 ( John 0. Cobb page 6), the evidence also seems clear an<l conclusive 
that he is entitled to compensation for farm Nos. 3 and 4 (valuation, $3,400), as well 
as for farm o. l, which was appraised by the Board in the sum of $3,000 and that 
amount awarded by them, making a total of $6,400 allowed this claimant, as tecom-
mendecl by your office-being a reversal of the findings of the Board as to said farms 
os. 3 and 4-is al o approved. 
Your recommendation m case No. 135, Cintha Goins et al., page 4-2, that tbe 
apprai ed value of certain improvements, $397, be awarded to the heirs of William 
and Mary Jane Goins, which does not involve the adjudication of the rights of the 
var'lous heirs in the ·tate, is also hereby approved. 
In ca s o. 227, William W. Hailey, page 57, and Nos. 302 and 303, R. C. Edgerton, 
Billy Bibles, W. W. Hadley, one Fitzgerald, and Richard Byrd, page 79, for the 
rea oos et forth in your report, these names will be regarded as erased from the list 
of intruders furni hed the Hoard of Appraisers. 
The names of the 89 freedmen which appear on list o.1, and also on the" Wallace 
roll," which has been adjudicated as correct by the Court of Claims, in the case 
herein before referred to, will also be stricken from the intruder list. 
In the c, of the oth r " 'herokee free lmen claimants," whose names are given 
on li t o. 2, it appearing that some of them may subsequently be found to be 
utitl cl to be prot cted in their right to remain in the Cherokee Nation and enjoy 
the privilege of citiz ns of that r ation, for the reasons set forth in your letter, the e 
nam will be suspend cl from the list of intruders until the t.tatus of the families of 
n h per ons can be ascertain cl and det rmin d by proper investigation. 
The paper in the ca , r ec ived with your 1 tter, are returned herewith. 
ery r pectfnlly, 
F L"'DIA. AFFAIRS. 
HOKE SMITH, Secretary. 
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No. 8. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, August 10, 1895. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of August 3, 1895, 
. returning the papers which accompanied the report from this office of May 27, 1895, 
relative to the appraisal of the improvements of intruders in the Cherokee Nation, 
under the provision contained in the act of March 3, 1893 (27 Stat. L., 641), and 
approving the :findings of the Board of Appraisers as modified by this office in said 
report-but not instructing me as to what action this office shall take in further 
pursuance of the matter. 
I am also in receipt of a letter of July 20, 1895, from C. J. Harris, the principal 
chief of the Cherokee Nation, asking that he be supplied with a copy of the r eport 
of the Board of Appraisers of improvements made by intruders in that nation as 
soon as the same shall have been approved by the Department; and stating that he-
desired it at the earliest practicable moment, in order that he might take proper 
action in connection therewith. He also stated that he would be obliged if I would 
at the same time advise him of .the manner in which payment of the award shall be 
tendered to the claimant, that settlements may be simplified and facilitated. 
By a clause in the last Indian appropriation act (28 Stat. L., 903) Congress directed 
the suspension of action under the act of March 3, 1893, as to the actual removal 
from the Cherokee country of persons designated by the authorities as intruders, 
until the appraisal of the value of improvements of such persons shall have been 
completed and approved by the Secretary of the Interior, and submitted by him to 
Congress, no removal of such intruders to be made earlier than January 1, 1896; but 
provided that whenever any intruder shall have been paid or tendered the appraised 
value of his improvements, if he does not immediately surrender possession of the 
same to the authorities of the Cherokee Nation, he shall pay rent therefor at the rate 
usual in the country; and that ·this provision shall not be construed to extend the 
time for the removal of intruders beyond the 1st day of January, 1896. 
In a letter of April 1, 1895, the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation submitted 
certain questions as to the bearing of this law on the subject, categorically as follows: 
(1) Who should make payment to the intruders of the a,ppraised value of their 
improvements, or tender such payment-the authorities of the Cherokee Nation, the 
Indian Office, or the Interior Department f 
(2) Should the intruders to whom payment or tender is made refuse to surrender the 
possession of his improvements to the Cherokee authorities, what authority shall 
determine what is the usual rent of the countryf How shall such rent be paid-in 
kind or in what-and to whom shall it be paid f · 
(3) Does this provision suspend the removal of all intruders, or only those whose 
improvements may be appraised under the act of March 3, 1893, and who will be 
entHled to receive from the nation the appraised value of said improvements¥ 
In a report dated May 1, 1895, the office submitted its views on these questions to 
the Department. As to question one, the opinion was expressed that in view of the 
fact that the law imposed upon the Department only the duties of removing intruders 
and the appraisal of their improvements in the Cherokee Nation, the amount awarded 
by such appraisal should be paid to the parties by the Cherokee Nation, but no opinion 
was expressed as to the manner in which the Cherokee Nation should tender payment 
to the claimant of the amount awarded. 
Inasmuch as this Department will probably be called upon to take action should 
the intruders refuse to accept the amount tendered, or to surrender the improvements 
to the Cherokee Nation and refuse to pay rent therefor, it seems to me that the pay-
ments and tender of payments to be made by the Cherokee Nation should be in such 
a manner as that this office can be officially informed thereof in order that it might be 
able to determine, in case of necessity arising therefor, whether the tender has been 
made as contemplated by law and whether the intruder is lia.ble under the law for the 
rental value of the improvements occupied by him. 
The most feasible plan that at this time occurs to me would be for the Cherokee 
authorities who make this tender to take an acknowledgment in duplicate from the-
intruder of the fact of the tender, stating the date thereof and how made, whether in 
legal tender of the United States or otherwise, and also statin~ the actual amount 
offered. One part of said acknowledgment should be filed in this office, through the-
Union Agency, and the other part should be retained by the Cherokee authorities, if 
they so desire. . 
By this plan the office would be informed of all the facts in the case when any 
occasion should arise to make it necessary for the Department to act. 
The second question submitted by Mr. Harris was for convenience and clearness 
divided into three parts in the said report of May 1, 1895, as follows: (a) To whom 
should the rent be paid t (b) How should it be paid Y (c) Who shall det'erminewhat 
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is the usual rent of the country, As to question "a," the office ~x_Pressed the opinion 
that the rent should be paid to the properly constituted authonties of the Cherokee 
Nation. A to the other questions, "b" and "c," the office was unable to suggest 
any method of a satisfactory determination thereof, but stated that the matters to 
wlJich they relate appear to be such as could only be satisfactorily arranged by an 
agreement between the nation and the intruders. 
As to question three the opinion was expressed in that report that the law referred 
to not only suspendea'the removal of those intruders whose improve!11ents ha~ been • 
appraised, but that it operated to suspend the removal of all the mtruders m the 
nation until Jan nary 1, 1896. . . . . . . 
In view of the fact that the provision m the last Indian appropriati~n act, above 
referred to, requires the intruders to pay rent to the Cherokee Nation after the 
tender of the value of the improvements, it would seem that the authorities of that 
nation would be entitled to have so much of the papers relating to the appraisals as 
would be necessary to inform them as to whose improvements have been appraised, 
and as to what sums have been awarded, in order that they might make the tender 
required of them to the parties at as early a date as practicable; but before furnish-
ing the nation with the copies desired, I have the honor to request to be advised 
whether it is the wish of the Department that such action shall at this time be taken 
with regard to the matter, and I would also request that in order that I may be 
enabled to give the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation such instructions as to 
the questions propounded by him as may be in accordance with the views of the 
Department, that you instruct me relative thereto, said questions being fully set out 
in the report from this office of May 1, 1895. 
The return of Mr. Harris's letter, which is herewith inclosed, is requested. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRET.A.RY OF THE lNTEIUOR. 
No. 9. 
D. M. BROWNING, Cornmissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Waflhington, August 13, 1895. 
Srn: I am in receipt of your communication of the 10th instant, acknowledging 
receipt of Department letter of the 3d instant, approving of the findings of the Board 
of Appraisers appointed under the provisions of the act of March 3 1893 (27 Stat. L., 
641), to appraise improvements of intruders in the Cherokee Natio~ as modified by 
your office in its report of May 27, last. ' 
In view of a request of C. J. Harris, principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, in a, 
letter addre ec1 to you on July 20, last, that he be furnished with a copy of the report 
of the sai<.l Board of Appr3'.isers, as _soon as tµe same shall have been approved by the 
Department, and of certam questions propounded by the said principal chief, in a 
letter dated April 1, last, which were ~he subject of a report from your office on the 
1 t of May, last, you 110w ask what act10n your office shall take in further pursuance 
of the matter. 
In _re_ply,_ you are advised that I have c?nsidered the matters presented by Mr. 
Harris m h1~ letters r~ferred to, ~nd concur m ~he conclusions reached by your office, 
as set f~rth m your said let~ers o! Ma;r 1 and ~O, mstant, antl you will advise Mr. Harris 
accordmgly, and also furmsh him with coples of such papers in the case as may be 
necessary to a perfect understanding of the matters so that the Cherokee authori-
ties charged ~y the la:ws of the nation with the duties to be performed in making 
settlements wit1?- the mtruders whose status has been determined by the aforesaid 
Board of Appraisers, may be enabled to carry out the instructions of your office and 
the Department. 
The letter of Mr. Harris, inclosed with yours of the 10th instant is returned 
herewith. ' 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OB INDIAN A.FF.A.IRS, W~. H. SIMS, Acting Secretary. 
0 
